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ANTIQUES & FINE ART

1.
Two late 19th Century crystoleum
portraits of young woman after Angelo Asti
(1847-1903), the first with signature ‘A Asti’
(lower left), 25.4 cm x 20.2 cm, framed; the
second with signature ‘A Asti’ (lower left), 24.9
cm x 17.1 cm, framed (2) £100-150
2.
Arthur Tucker (1864 - 1929) pair
of watercolour on paper, Windermere from
Longbrigg’ & ‘From Blencathra to the Sea’,
the first signed ‘Arthur Tucker’ (lower right),
the second signed ‘Arthur Tucker’ (lower left),
and further inscribed with titles on reverse of
frames, 20.3 cm x 28.5 cm, framed and glazed
(2). Provenance: with R. Jeffreys, Liverpool
£50-100

6.
20th Century British School pair
of watercolour and ink on paper, A View
of Shepherd Market, London with a Wine
Merchants’ & ‘A View of Shepherd Market,
London with a Café’, 1968, each signed ‘Plant.’
(lower left) and further inscribed with title
and date on the mount, 25.4 cm x 22.2 cm,
framed and glazed. Together with late 19th
Century English School watercolour on paper,
‘An English River Scene’, monogrammed ‘E.N.’
(lower right), 20.2 cm x 29.8 cm, framed and
glazed; Ann White watercolour and gouache
on paper, ‘Horseshoe Falls, North Wales’,
signed ‘Ann White’ (lower left), 19.5 cm x 39.9
cm, framed and glazed (4) £50-80

14.
A Poole Pottery coffee set in ice
green and seagull, comprising coffee pot,
hot water jug, milk jug, four coffee cups, four
saucers, four side plates and four salad plates.
Together with a Poole Pottery twin tone green
and magnolia cruet set; a Poole Pottery butter
dish, hand painted, ‘CS’ pattern designed by
Truda Carter; two Samson models of cats; a
green glass bowl, etc £50-100
15.
A collection of 17 glass advertising
milk bottles, including adverts for Cadbury’s,
Mars, Milky Way, Marathon and Nescafe, in a
blue plastic milk crate £50-100

7.
A set of 12 associated wine glasses
with cranberry bowls and colourless stems,
each c. 12.5 cm high (12) £50-100
8.
An oak and silver bound jewellery
box with silver twin handles, hinged cover, lift
out tray, 37 cm wide x 26.5 cm deep x 14.2 cm
high £50-100

16.
A 19th Century Persian large brass
circular tray, the well of octofoil form with
central medallion and eight surrounding
medallions depicting scenes of horse riding
and courtship, background of flowers and
birds, 68 cm diameter £100-150
9.
A collection of 20th Century
drawing and watch repair instruments,
including a set by A.G.Thornton, Manchester
£100-150

3.
Mary Botto (1913-2002) pair of
oil on canvas, A Parisian Street Scene with a
Kiosk’ & ‘A Parisian Street with a Flower Stall’,
the first signed ‘Mary Botto’ (lower right) the
second signed ‘Mary Botto’ (lower left), each
41.5 cm x 51 cm, framed (2) £100-150
4.
Early 20th Century pair of coloured
lithographs after Frederick Lord Leighton
(1830-1896) and Sydney Percy Kendrick
(1874-1955), the first ‘Wedded’, the second
‘Love’s Awakening’, 54.3 cm x 29.3 cm, framed
and glazed (2) £50-100

10.
An octagonal cased drop dial clock,
Roman numerals on circular steel dial, 43 cm
high. Together with a dressing table mirror (2)
£50-100
11.
A 19th Century giltwood framed
wall mirror, rectangular mirror, frame
with rope twist pilasters, scroll decoration,
surmounted by flowering urn, 67.5 cm high
£50-100
12.
A Whitefriars tangerine glass ‘Bark’
vase by Geoffrey Baxter, from ‘Textured’
range, pattern number 9690, 19.5 cm high
£50-100
13.
Three items of Poole Pottery
including a large twin tone vase with flared
lip in ice green and magnolia, impressed
marks to the base, design no 568, 29.5 cm
high. Together with a picotee glazed model of
a fish from a design attributed to John Adams,
shades of ice green and blue, impressed and
glazed marks to the base, design no. 334, 30.5
cm long; and a twin tone model of a sea shell
in ice green and magnolia, impressed marks
to the base, design no. 308 2, 29.5 cm long (3)
£50-100

5.
William Affleck (1869-1943)
watercolour on paper, Feeding the Ducks’,
signed ‘William Affleck’ (lower right), 43 cm x
32.5 cm, framed and glazed £500-700
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

17.
A Minton Imari dinner service in
pattern no. 8667, including 11 dinner plates,
12 dessert plates, nine soup plates, four side
plates, and a range of serving dishes £100-120
18.
A quantity of vintage children’s
clothes and shoes together with a collection
of needlework related items, including
buttons, sewing patterns, embroidery hoops,
wool, lace and thread £50-80

19.
An Edwardian oak arched mantle
clock, with satinwood inlaid cartouche, white
circular dial, Roman and Arabic numerals,
blued steel hands, brass bun feet, Swiss
movement, 23 cm high. Together with a
Victorian sarcophagus shaped tea caddy, bun
feet, two internal lidded canisters flanking a
colourless glass mixing bowl, 28.3 cm; and a
miniature wooden chair (3) £100-120
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32.
A 19th Century Allertons Toby Jug
‘Snuff Taker’, 23.9 cm high. Together with
a Welsh brass miner’s lamp; a Salter No.
11 letter balance; and a cased fish slice set,
pierced and impressed foliate blades, bone
handles £50-100

20.
A pair of Art Deco Bakelite green
photo frames, together with two pieces of
Coalport porcelain, cobalt blue borders and
floral decoration; a small Moorcroft dish,
sunflower design; a leather triangular purse
and compact etc £50-100
21.
A collection of needlework items
including ‘The Fancy-Work Book Containing
Instructions in the Various Kinds of Fancy
Needle-Work now in Fashionable Use’,
London, R. Hart, 1841. Together with a
selection of bone needles and hooks, lace etc
£50-100

22.
A pair of Satsuma miniature bottle
vases possibly by Kinzangama, each with four
panels decorated with scenes of courtly life,
character marks to the base, 9.4 cm high (2)
£300-500
23.
A Sheaffer gilt pen set comprising
ballpoint pen and pencil in a fitted case,
together with a Longchamp snakeskin
cigarette case, and a 1981 silver proof coin
commemorating the marriage of The Prince of
Wales and Lady Diana Spencer (3) £50-100
24.
A brass and mesh fire guard, 61 cm
wide £50-100

27.
A mixed collection of Shelly and
Noritake ware, the Shelly including cups,
saucers, coffee cans, plates and a vase; the
Noritake including cups, saucers, plates and
dishes £120-180

28.
A Victorian walnut writing slope by
Parkins and Gotto, ebony stringing, motherof-pearl cartouche to lid, mother-of-pearl
escutcheon to front, hinged lid, fitted interior
with blue velvet and gilt tooled slope, two
glass inkwells with brass lids, pen rest, and
two compartments with mother-of-pearl
handles, 40.8 cm wide x 25.5 cm deep x 15.1
cm high £120-180
29.
A lignum vitae sugar or cinnamon
caster of ribbed cylindrical form, screw-off
domed top, pierced patterned decoration
and urn finial, stamped ‘COKER’ to base, 22.5
cm high. Together with a rosewood circular
box by Hamish Chart, screw-off concave lid; a
rectangular wooden box with lid; and British
and foreign currency. £50-100
30.
Two Fentons iridescent glass vases
of slender trumpet form with flared wave
rims, one 24.9 cm high, the other 28.4 cm
high. Together with a pair of opaque white
glass vases, ribbed cylindrical form, painted
with stags, 27.5 cm high (4) £50-100

25.
Edwin Arthur Norbury (1849-1918)
watercolour and gouache on paper, Khao
Phra Bat, Thailand’, signed ‘Norbury’ (lower
right), 22.8 cm x 34 cm, unframed. Literature:
Ernest Young, ‘Peeps at Many Lands: Siam’,
London, Adam and Charles Black, 1908,
illustrated p.48, where titled ‘Mount Prabhat’
£150-200

33.
Sergey Mikhailovich Kolesnikov
(1889-1952) pair of watercolour and gouache
on paper, A View of Scutari, Constantinople
at Night’ & ‘A View of the Golden Horn at
Night), the first signed, inscribed and dated
‘S.Kolesnikoff-/1922./Const-ple-Scutari’,
the second signed, inscribed and dated
‘S.Kolesnikoff-/1922/Constople-Bo****Hisso**’, 12.7 cm x 25.7 cm, framed and
glazed. Together with Early 20th Century
Continental School watercolour and gouache
on paper, ‘Constantinople at Night’, inscribed
‘Constantinople’ (lower right), 10.1 cm x 21.5
cm, framed and glazed (3) £200-300

34.
Euphemia Dawson Turner (19th
Century British) pencil and watercolour on
paper, A View of Kew Bridge with the Kew
Bridge Pumping Station beyond’, 26.6 cm x
49.8 cm, , with a label to the mount reading ‘A
sketch of Kew Bridge made by me (Effi Dawson
Turner) about 1873 when I was living with
my cousin Sir Joseph Hooker F.*** Director of
Kew Gardens’, framed and glazed £100-150

35.
Sir William Russell Flint (1880-1969)
coloured print, The Silver Frock’, signed in
pencil in the margin ‘WRussellFlint’, 13.3 cm
x 27.7 cm, published by the Adam Collection,
1968, framed and glazed, ARR MAY APPLY TO
THIS LOT £100-200

26.
Peter Partington (b. 1941) coloured
drypoint, Chanticleer’, signed and titled in
margin, numbered 35/100, 19.9 cm x 27 cm,
framed and glazed £50-100

31.
A 19th Century Royal Worcester
figurine of a Dickensian character, impressed
marks to base, 14.1 cm high £150-250

36.
Thomas William Morley (18591925) watercolour on paper, French Market
Scene’, signed ‘T.W.Morley’ (lower centre),
35.5 cm x 52.1 cm, framed and glazed
£100-150

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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37.
20th Century Italian School
coloured etching, Tabby Cat’, signed in pencil
in the margin, 10.8 cm x 14.2 cm, no. 16/150,
blind stamped, framed and glazed £50-100
38.
P. A. Wilson-Keary (20th Century)
watercolour and pencil on paper A Boxer’,
signed and dated in pencil ‘PA Wilson-Keary
98’ (lower right), 36.4 cm x 31.2 cm, framed
and glazed £50-100

39.
A 1960s cream valve radio by
Radio Rentals, two wavebands LW and MW,
recently tested and working. Together with a
1960s brown and white valve radio by EKCO
in brown and white plastic, three wavebands
LW, MW & VHF, untested; and an oak cased
metronome of pyramidal form by Metronome
de Maelzel (3) £50-100
40.
A bottle of Teacher’s Highland
Cream scotch whisky, 26? fl.ozs £50-100
41.
A Dunhill ‘Rollagas’ lighter, tortoise
shell lacquer and gold plated trim. Together
with a George V silver bon-bon dish, pierced
decoration, Birmingham 1931, 8 cm diameter;
a modern silver mounted glass scent bottle,
stopper in the form of a swan; a Red Dunhill
ice bucket; and a Middle-Eastern circular
topped brass table, patterned decoration, four
folding barley twist supports (5) £50-100

46.
A late 19th Century mahogany
brass bound writing slope, brass cartouche
to lid and brass escutcheon to front, fitted
interior, black leather and gilt slope, colourless
glass inkwells and secret compartment, 35 cm
wide x 23.5 cm deep x 16.5 cm high £50-100

52.
A group of seven lead crystal
paperweights by Hubertushütte with silver
and granulated green inclusions, various
shapes, labels and incised marks to base (7)
£50-100
47.
An early 20th Century colourless
iridescent glass water jug and two glasses
designed by Andrei’s Dirk Copier (1901-1991)
for Royal Leerdam Glassworks, ribbed design,
etched marks to base, the jug 20.5 cm high,
the glasses 12 cm high. Together with a black
circular tray designed by Andrei’s Dirk Copier
for Royal Leerdam Glassworks, embossed
mark to base, 23 cm diameter (4) £100-120
48.
A Strathearn green and mauve
glass bowl with dimpled centre and coloured
swirl inclusions, marked to base, 16.8 cm
diameter. Together with a 20th Century glass
vase, cylindrical form, mottled orange and
brown encased in colourless glass, 25 cm
high; a 1930s colourless glass vase, tapering
form, internal green striations, 14 cm high;
and a rose coloured glass jug, pink and gilt
decoration, 22 cm high (4) £50-100
49.
A Victorian cranberry glass oil lamp
base, reservoir with scroll decoration, fluted
brass stem, black ceramic stepped base,
underside of the base marked ‘231’, 40.5 cm
high £50-100

44.
A large brass ship’s bell, rope ringer,
hook suspension, 24 cm diameter £50-100
45.
An Art Deco Noritake coffee
service decorated with a green and gilt
circular pattern, comprising six cups, six
saucers, coffee pot, cream jug and sugar bowl.
Together with items of Chikaramachi ware
£50-100
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54.
Two lead crystal paperweights by
Mats Jonasson (b. 1945), one with applied
and engraved decoration of a bee, the other
with applied and engraved decoration of an
ant, both with labels and incised signatures
and marks to base. Together with four
lead crystal frosted glass paperweights by
Hubertushütte, all with labels and incised
marks to base (6) £50-100
55.
A group of five lead crystal
paperweights by Hubertushütte, various
shapes, two with pink trails, all with labels and
incised marks; and another (6) £50-100
56.
A leather Gladstone bag, 40 cm
long x 20.5 cm deep x 17 cm high £50-100
57.
An Art Deco three piece Limoges
coffee service, comprising coffee pot, milk
jug and twin-handled sugar bowl, decorated
with floral sprays of tulips, ivory ground, silver
detail (3) £50-100
58.
A large family bible ‘The Family
Devotional Bible’ edited by Rev. Matthew
Henry, The London Printing and Publishing
Company, c. 1870, numerous steel engravings,
family register unused, calf binding with gilt
tooling, marbled endpapers £50-100

42.
A quantity of first day covers loose
stamps and albums £50-100

43.
A modern Hermes L’Ombrelle
Magique silk scarf, narrative roundels, orange
ground, 86 cm sq. £50-100

53.
A group of seven lead crystal
paperweights by Hubertushütte with silver
and granulated red inclusions, various shapes,
labels and incised marks to base (7) £50-100

50.
A 1930s Davidson purple cloud
column vase, 25.4 cm high. Together with
a Bells scotch whisky ceramic decanter by
Wade, bell-shaped form, commemorating the
birth of Prince William (2) £50-100
51.
Three lead crystal paperweights
by Hubertushütte, one of rectangular form,
cobalt blue trails; one of globular form, silver
and gold inclusions; one facet cut, silver
inclusions, one boxed, all with labels and
etched marks to base (3) £50-100

59.
Ian Cook RI RSW gouache on paper,
Industrial Scene’, signed ‘Cook’ (lower left), 50
cm x 61 cm, framed and glazed £100-150
60.
Contemporary British School oil
on canvas, The Boot Pub, Stanford Digley’,
monogramed and dated ‘BRI 2011’ lower left,
100 cm x 100 cm, framed £50-100
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61.
Leonard Leslie Brooke (18621940) gouache on paper, A Garden Scene’,
monogrammed ‘L.L.B.’ (lower left), 27 cm x 38
cm, framed and glazed £50-100

68.
Janet Judge (Contemporary British)
watercolour on paper, Roses’, signed ‘Janet
Judge’ (lower right), 35.7 cm x 25.2 cm,
framed and glazed. Together with Janet Judge
watercolour, ‘Flowers’, signed ‘Janet Judge’
(lower right), 25.2 cm x 35.2 cm, framed and
glazed; and Janet Judge watercolour, ‘Still Life
with Flowers in a Vase’, 25.8 cm x 35.6 cm (3)
£50-100
69.
19th Century British School
watercolour and pencil on paper,
Mountainous Landscape’, 21 cm x 31 cm,
framed and glazed. Provenance: I. W. GoreLangton Fine Arts. £50-100

62.
Marjorie Heather (1904-1989) oil
on canvas, Watermill Theatre, Newbury’,
signed ‘Heather’ (lower right), 28 cm x 36 cm,
framed £100-150

70.
Circle of David Cox (1783-1859)
watercolour and pencil on paper, Watermill
near Dolbenmaen, Wales’, bears a signature
‘David Cox’ (lower right), 26 cm x 16 cm,
framed and glazed £50-100
71.
A set of three Rosenthal beer
steins, with a variety of decoration, two with
lids, with another (4) £50-100

63.
Frank Albert Philips (1835-1903)
after William Frederick Yeames (1835-1918)
oil on canvas, When Did You Last See Your
Father?’, signed ‘F A Philips 1903’ (lower left),
55.5 cm x 75.5 cm, framed £400-600
64.
20th Century Continental School oil
on canvas Landscape with a Barn’, signed and
dated ‘Marx/78’, 51.2 cm x 61.2 cm, framed
£50-100
65.
Graham Rust limited edition
coloured print, The Secret Garden’, signed
in pencil in the margin ‘Graham Rust’, no.
71/475, blind stamped, 31.6 cm x 42 cm,
framed and glazed. Together with Spencer
Roberts (1920 - 1997) print, ‘White Tiger’,
signed ‘Spencer Roberts’ (lower right), 50 cm
x 70.5 cm, framed and glazed; after Giovanni
Sangalli canvas print, ‘Floral Still Life’, 50.5 cm
x 40.5 cm, framed (3) £50-100
66.
Robert Morden (c. 1650 - 1703)
map of Shropshire, taken from a book, later
coloured, framed, 37 cm x 42 cm. Together
with Robert Morden map of the county of
Lancaster, 45 cm x 39 cm (2) £50-100
67.
Janet Judge (Contemporary
British) watercolour on paper, Still Life with
Pomegranates in a Bowl’, signed ‘Janet Judge’
(lower left), 15 cm x 19.9 cm, framed and
glazed. Together with two Janet Judge limited
edition prints of still lifes with fruit, one
framed and glazed, one unframed (3) £50-100

76.
An Arabia of Finland stoneware
model of a panda designed by Lillemor
Mannerheim (1927-1994), 1984, part of the
World Wildlife Foundation series, signed and
marked to base, 18.5 cm high. Together with
two Arabia of Finland models of polar bears,
one 22 cm long, the other 12.3 cm long, both
marked to base (3) £50-100
77.
Three pieces of 1980s colourless
frosted glass by H. Miller, with etched
decoration to interior, hand-painted
decoration to exterior. Consisting of slender
tapering vase, signed and dated ‘H Miller 87’
to base, 20.2 cm high; squat tapering vase,
signed and dated ‘H Miller 87’ to base; and
footed tapering bowl, monogrammed and
dated ‘m 87’ to the foot (3) £50-100
78.
A set of six porcelain plates with
designs by Javier Mariscal (b. 1950) for
Bidasoa, each with transfer printed black
stylised bird on white ground, black lip, gilded
rim, 25.5 cm diameter, marked to base (6)
£50-100
79.
A set of 12 limited edition
plates with designs by Ole Winther for
Hutschenreuther representing the months
of the year, each with transfer printed design
of birds and flowers, scroll and rope border,
marks to base, 25.5 cm diameter (12)
£50-100

72.
A Royal Doulton flambe vase of
baluster form decorated with a shepherd
and his flock, printed marks to base, 28.5
cm high. Together with a Doulton twin
handled vase with tubelined floral decoration,
impressed marks to base, 25 cm high; and
a Royal Doulton vase decorated with swags,
impressed marks to base, 26.5 cm high (3)
£100-150
73.
Three Royal Doulton Art Nouveau
tubelined vases, including a baluster example,
flared rim, decorated with flowers, impressed
marks to base, 22.5 cm high. Together with
a shouldered example, impressed marks to
base, 28 cm high; and a third decorated with
flowers and scroll work, impressed marks to
base, 24.2 cm high (3) £50-100

80.
Mats Jonasson (b. 1945) crystal
glass roundel sculpture of a zebra, reverse
relief decoration, signed to the base, 21 cm
high £50-100

81.
Mats Jonasson (b. 1945) crystal
glass and iron limited edition sculpture of a
tiger, reverse relief decoration, signed to base
of glass, no. 11/25, 49 cm x 55 cm £100-150

74.
An Art Deco table lamp with a gold
painted spelter figure of a woman crouching,
on a rectangular stepped base, 28 cm high
£50-100
75.
A set of seven ostrich eggs, five
hand-painted with floral decoration in a
variety of colours, signed ‘G. Marlin’ to base,
some dated (7) £50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

82.
Mats Jonasson (b. 1945) crystal
glass limited edition sculpture of a face, the
two parts on a wooden mount, signed to base,
no. 2/15, 62 cm x 46.5 cm £100-150
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91.
A Stephens crystal glass decanter
with stopper and glass, the decanter tapered
faceted form and flared rim, hexagonal
stopper, both with engraved floral decoration,
beading, cut star bases, decanter with label.
Together with a quantity of other glassware,
including three wine glasses, a Czech
candlestick etc £50-100

83.
A group of six 20th Century
Swedish colourless beer glasses, cylindrical
form, roundel prunt, maker’s mark to base,
24 cm high. Together with a pair of colourless
glasses, cylindrical form, relief decoration,
knopped stem, rounded foot (8) £50-100
84.
A set of 11 Spiegelau crystal wine
glasses, tapered bowls, cut line decoration,
circular spreading bases, 21.5 cm high, most
with labels (11) £50-100
85.
A set of four modern glass
champagne flutes, naturalistic stems, rounded
spreading bases, 34 cm high (4) £50-100

92.
Four Kosta Sweden limited edition
glass models of animals and fish from the
World Wildlife Fund series, comprising
smoke-grey walrus, 1977; pale green frog,
1978, pale amber carp, sticker; pale blue
salmon, all marked to base (4) (af) £50-100
93.
Timo Sarpaneva (1926-2006)
five branch ice glass candlestick, 30.5
cm. Together with a quantity of glassware
including a Studio Ahus bowl, inscribed to
base, 11 cm wide; a half-moon scent bottle,
fan stopper, 13 cm high; a bevelled glass
pyramid, 12 cm high, etc £50-100

102.
A late 19th Century Fischer pottery
ewer, the ovoid shaped vessel decorated
in aesthetic taste with fans, flying cranes,
fish, and floral design, against a blue ground
heightened in gilt, marked to base with
printed factory stamp and impressed 36 cm
high £200-300
95.
Hanne Dreutler (1942-2009) for
Studio Ahus five glass models of swans
on stands, the shortest 28.5 cm high, the
tallest 41 cm high (with stand), all signed and
inscribed to base (5) £100-200

88.
A Jiri Suhajek (b.1943) coloured
glass goblet, yellow trumpet bowl spiral
decoration, blue tapered stem, blue rounded
spreading foot, signed to base, 26 cm high
£50-100
89.
A Charlie Meaker (1946-2011) glass
bell vase, deep amethyst with random white
spotting, signed and inscribed to the base,
18.5 cm high. Together with an ovoid blue
glass vase (2) £50-100
90.
Mats Jonasson (b. 1945) crystal
glass sculpture of Father Christmas, signed
and inscribed ‘Merry Christmas to Manfred
1981/Mats’, 20 cm high. Together with two
colourless glass Christmas tree decorations;
and a hexagonal colourless glass paperweight,
reverse relief decoration of boy with ladder (4)
£50-10
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101.
A collection of four Coalport, Royal
Doulton and Royal Worcester figures, Ladies
of Fashion’ Antonia, Diana, Royal Worcester
Grace, Royal Doulton Julia HN2704, Coalport
Belle Epoque Helena and others etc £100-150

94.
A 1984 Clever Clocks Op-Art
timepiece, in wooden case, 15 cm high.
Together with 1980s timepiece, orbiting
planets form, perspex pyramidal case, 23 cm
high (2) £50-100

86.
A 1961 coffee set designed by Bele
Bachem (1916-2005) for Rosenthal with
astrological decoration, comprising six coffee
cans, six saucers, one coffee pot, one milk jug,
one sugar bowl, black and gilt decoration on
white ground £50-100

87.
A Gunnar Cyren (1931-2013) for
Orrefors Pop glass goblet, opaque bowl,
banded stem, blue foot, signed and inscribed
to base, 14 cm high £50-100

100.
A mixed collection of porcelain,
including Rosenthal coffee pot, milk jug, sugar
pot, gilt highlights white ground. Together
with Arzberg coffee cups and saucers, blue
wells, fluted decoration, etc £50-100

103.
A pair of pewter Art Nouveau
bookends, stepped design, embossed love
birds with blue and green enamel eyes, 19 cm
high. Together with a pair of Art Deco style
exotic birds alabaster bookends, 18.5 cm high
(4) £50-100

96.
Four carved and painted wooden
figures of birds, comprising two after Billy
Heellsten including black-throated loon, and
two on stands (4) £50-100
97.
A pair of 20th Century silver plated
candlesticks designed by Gunilla Lindahl for
Scandia Present Karlshamn Sweden, rounded
spreading base, slender tapering stem, flared
rim, label to base, 20.5 cm high (2) £50-100
98.
A miscellaneous collection
including vintage Cantrell & Cochrane soda
syphon, a Short & Mason cased gilt-metal
pocket barometer, a John Rabone leather
cased 100 ft. tape measure, a collection of
rocks shaped as eggs, a French ceramic water
jug, etc £50-100
99.
Two stained glass plaques by Helja
Liukko-Sundstrom for Arabia, depicting floral
still lifes, the larger 35 cm x 43 cm, the smaller
21 cm x 25 cm, both signed (2) £50-100

104.
A pair of Bo’ness pottery flat back
figures, modelled as Wild Bill Hickok and
Annie Oakley, 33 cm and 32 cm high, reg. no
to base (2) £100-150
105.
An Art Deco Bakelite and silver
plated ink stand, modelled as a horse and
rider, 26.5 cm wide £50-100
106.
An Arzberg tea pot and cup for one,
a set of three Arabia season saucers by Helja
Lukko-Sandstrom with coloured handles, and
eight French pottery coffee cans and saucers
£50-100
107.
A collection of Edwardian green
bowled and colourless stem drinking glasses,
various sizes, wine and sherry £50-100
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121.
An early 20th Century Chinese
porcelain vase, cylindrical shape, decorated
with females in an interior scene, banded
decoration to base and rim, red four character
mark to base, 34 cm high £50-100

108.
Three Edwardian star-cut based
finger bowls, another two, and three
engraved glasses £50-100

122.
Pierre Diamantopoulo (b. 1952)
stoneware sculpture, Koala Bear’, marked to
base ‘Pierre D 97’, 22 cm wide x 16 cm high x
15 cm deep, ARR MAY APPLY TO THIS LOT
£50-100

114.
A Kosta Boda Goran Warff glass
vase, tapered form with amber and blue
colourway, marked to base and numbered
‘7010705’, 20 cm high £200-300

123.
19th Century English School oil on
card miniature, Portrait of a Young women
with Pearl Necklace, Three-Quarter Length’, in
leather case £50-100

109.
A slate mantle clock, with enamel
face, calendar and moonphase, in rectangular
case with stepped mount, 46 cm high
£150-250
124.
A collection of 19th Century
Chinese export porcelain, including two
Chinese Imari plates, an octagonal serving
plate, and a coffee can (4) £100-120

110.
A pokerwork folding table of Irish
interest, centred with a harp, surrounded by
clovers, 50 cm x 37 cm £50-100
115.
A Kosta Boda Goran Warff glass
vase, tapered form with amber and blue
colourway, marked to base and numbered
‘7010705’, 20 cm high £200-300

111.
A 19th Century copper and brass
samovar, in the Neoclassical shape, twin
handled urn with tapered lid and finial, the
body with white metal plaque with inscription,
on a square plinth base and bun feet, 60 cm
high £100-120
112.
A Flight, Barr & Barr Worcester
& Coventry St London porcelain serving
plate, of shaped design centred with shell
still life, gilt seaweed design, printed mark
to base. Together with a pair of Mintons Art
Deco cabinet plates, a pair of Fenton printed
examples, and other 19th Century ironstone
and pottery plates (10) £50-100
113.
A pair of hardwood and silver plate
bottle coasters, decorated with warthogs
around the rim, a plated water jug, and three
other items of plated ware (6) £50-100

125.
A Herend porcelain octagonal table
lamp, Chinese red rust floral decoration, white
shade, 53 cm high £50-100

116.
A Poole Pottery ovoid vase, the
elliptical body with landscape sunset pattern,
printed and moulded mark to base, 26 cm
high £50-100

126.
A late 19th Century Wood & Sons
jug and basin set, Chung pattern, octagonal
shaped jug, faceted bowl, printed mark to
base, jug 29 cm high, bowl 41 cm diameter
£50-100

117.
A collection of Lladro and Nao
figures, mostly boxed, including two child
clown figures, two figures of hares, and others
£100-150

127.
A pair of early 20th Century Arthur
Wood ‘Staffordshire spaniels’ in black and
white, gold collar and chain, 29 cm high,
together with another single example (3)
£50-100

118.
Four Japanese Satsuma tea bowls
and covers, the four Unomy’s in twos with
similar decoration of fans and flowers, (one af)
£50-100
119.
A set of four Hutschenreuther
plates from ‘The Water Babies’ series,
designed by Sandy Nightingale (4) £50-100
120.
Two ‘Glass and Gold’ cased ships, a
galleon and ketch, 25.5 cm high (one af)
£50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

128.
An early 20th Century oak
collector’s cabinet, four drawers 31 cm wide x
25.5 cm deep x 46.5 cm high £50-100
129.
Kelly Jane (b. 1971) limited edition
giclee print, Golden Pond II’, signed in pencil
in margin ‘Kelly Jane’, artist’s proof 3/29, 55
cm x 36 cm, framed and glazed £50-100
130.
Joy Kirton Smith (Contemporary)
two limited edition giclee on canvas, Mardi
Gras’, signed ‘Joy.’ (lower right), no. 46/95,
69.5 cm x 114.5 cm, framed; ‘Kiss’, signed ‘Joy.’
(lower left), no. 91/95, framed (2) £50-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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139.
A collection of treen items,
including an inlaid box, a travelling chess
board with bone peg pieces (not complete) ,
a modern turned gavel and base, chip carved
bowl and other items £50-100
131.
Ronald Cavalla (b.1940) oil on
board, four coastal and river scenes, all signed
‘R.Cavalla’ (lower right), 10.8 cm x 18.1 cm,
framed (4) £150-200
132.
After Sir Joshua Reynolds
(1723-1793) 19th Century print, The Age
of Innocence’, bears signature in margin,
blindstamp, published by Arthur Lucas, 52 cm
x 64 cm, framed and glazed. Together with
two after George Morland (1763-1804) oval
coloured prints of 18th Century beauties,
framed and glazed (3) £50-100

133.
An Art Deco sterling marked table
top lighter, engine turned decoration, with
inscription ‘Presented to Reginald Beale by
Non Commissioned Officers & Men of Carters
Factory Defence Force Home Guard Christmas
1940, marked Sterling 7 cm high £50-100
134.
A Louis Roederer silver plated twin
handled ice bucket, 24 cm high, together
with a silver plated half pint tankard, a
Whittard tea hard wood box and a diecast
model of an Aston Martin (4) £50-100

137.
An Art Deco Isle of Wight Samuel E
Saunders terracotta vase, of baulster shape
with stylised blue scroll design, impressed
mark to base, together with two dutch tiles
one 19th century painted example and
another transfer printed with windmill, vase
15 cm high (af) tiles 15.5 cm and 15 cm
squared £50-100
138.
An Art Deco alabaster mantle
clock, the suare face with gilt metal Arabric
numerals, Garrard movement, 24 cm wide
X 23 cm high, together with four other items
(af) £50-100

ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

149.
A Guerlain cased scent bottle, the
glass bottle for Mitsouko parfum £30-50

140.
A collection of 19th century and
later colourless moulded and cut glass,
including a footed cake plate a similar
decorated bowl, jug, cut glass small decanter
and stopper, two small cut glass bowls and
other items £50-100
141.
A 19th century Wedgwood Parian
figure dated Febuary 1859, modelled as a
figure of England, 34 cm high together with
another coninental bisque figure of a water
carrier (af)34 cm high £50-100
142.
A Cromwellian style lobster tailed
pot helmet, with side pieces, nose guard
made circa 1960, with a photo of an example
being warned by a re-enactment solider on
horse back £50-100

150.
An Edwardian silver and glass
decanter, the wide bottomed decanter with
three loop handles hobnail cut design with
silver collar dated Birmingham 1909, 21 cm
high £100-120
151.
A mauve framed dressing table
mirror, 45 cm x 35 cm, together with an ovoid
vase and a flattened mauve vase (3) £50-100
152.
A George IV silver and bone
handled caddy spoon, with bright cut design
and horn handle, and a cased silver plated and
ivory handled butter and pickle fork £60-80

143.
A pair of Chinese paintings on
silks, both depicting seated emperors,
painted in colours, 45 cm x 39 cm, together
with a Chinese hard wood carved model of a
prancing horse on an oval base 32 cm high (3)
£100-120

135.
A 19th century silver plated novelty
vesta case, in the form of a basket of flowers,
with cross hatched base, and rope twist loop
handle 5 cm high £50-100
136.
A Fenton Carvinal glass three
footed rose bowl, orange tree pattern’
together with a pair of Art Deco painted glass
bowls, decorated with spaniels and ducks one
(af), a pair of late 19th century green glass
egg cups, a pair of uranium yellow swans and
other itme s of coloured glass £50-100

148.
An Edwardian silk needlework,
decorated with swallows and apple blossom,
against a blue ground, 50 cm X 50 cm £60-100

153.
Three cast iron wall mounted
candlesticks, and two table top candlesticks
(5) £50-100
154.
An early 20th Century oak masonic
box, with four collection slots, 39.5 cm x 17
cm high x 17 cm deep £50-100

155.
An early 20th leather and amber
topped swagger stick, 65 cm £100-120

144.
A large Chinese porcelain vase,
the polychrome decoration depicting fighting
dragons and pink flowers against a black
background, with six character mark to base,
(af) 62 cm high £100-120
145.
A 19th Century quill box, together
with a Middle Eastern carved sandalwood
box, an oak box with slide top and carved
decoration and another inlaid box (4) £60-80
146.
A large coopered oak four legged
plant stand, marked AH to base, 70 cm
high, together with a varnished copper and
coopered example, 23 cm high (2) £60-80

156.
A mid-century lime wood sculpture,
of leaf design, marked and dated 63 to base,
55 cm high £100-120

147.
Charlotte Bruns (20th Century)
pencil and watercolour, Study of a
Dachshund’, signed lower right, 31 cm x 22 cm
£50-80
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163.
A mid century Japanese tea set,
stoneware glazed body with stylised floral
design, cups signed to base, setting for six, 21
items £120-180
157.
A large pair of continental
ecclesiastical beech wood and silvered altar
candlesticks, three scroll feet, 109 cm
£250-350
158.
A late 19th Century continental
green glass dressing table box, hinged lid with
metal mounts 11 cm £50-100

164.
A pair of Art Deco moulded glass
and chromed plated preserve jars and covers,
11 cm high £30-50
165.
A Victorian study of a red squirrel,
in a naturalistic framed case, eating nuts, 37
cm x 43 cm x 21.1 cm £60-100

159.
A Victorian heavy glass and brass
inkwell, square base with central glass well,
in gothic style on bracket feet (af) 22.5 cm
square £50-100

166.
A collection of 20th Century
tobacco jars, including a Royal Doulton jar
printed with monks, two Clifton jars printed
with scenes of a hunting expedition, and
others by Grimwades, Balls, Carlton Ware and
Comy’s (8) £50-100

160.
Arthur Fare (1876-1958)
watercolour, Majestic’ signed lower right,
marked verso dated 1934, 51 cm X 39 cm
£60-100

167.
A Royal Doulton Tawny Owl (Strix
Aluco) by Graham Tongue, signed to base, no.
237/2,500, 29.5 cm high, on wooden stand
£50-100

161.
A pair of Irish silver circular
equestrian salts, circular shape with three
horse head feet, Dublin 2001 John J Cooke &
Co £100-120

162.
A modern silver novelty napkin ring
in the form of a horse shoe, Sheffield 1960 by
Francis Howard, together with a silver pair of
sugar tongs Sheffield 1923 (2) £100-120

168.
An Edward VII ivory paper knife
with silver and smoky quartz handle in the
form of a thistle, Birmingham, 26.8cm long.
Together with a Victorian scalloped-edge
lacquered papier mache tray, inlaid motherof-pearl and painted floral decoration, 77 cm
wide; a Victorian silk and lace child’s coat; and
a quantity of lace doilies £50-100

169.
Two 20th Century Continental
School oil on canvas Street Scene’ & ‘Bridge
over a River’, the first signed ‘Lam***’ (lower
right), the second signed ‘Calny’ (lower right),
50 cm x 40 cm, framed (2) £100-150
170.
A large quantity of farming tools,
including wood and tree felling saws, bank
cutters, post diggers, a large scythe and other
items £50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

171.
A KPM porcelain lithophane
plaque, depicting two fashionable ladies and
child, in an oak frame, image 16 cm x 14 cm.
Together with a pair of Victorian fire bellows,
painted floral scene, applied mother-of-pearl,
and another pair with brass terminal (3)
£150-200

172.
Ernest Knight (1915-1995) oil
on canvas, A View of Scorhill Stone Circle,
Dartmoor’, signed ‘Ernest Knight’ (lower
right), 29 cm x 75.4 cm, framed £150-200

173.
Ernest Knight (1915-1995), oil on
board, Windswept Tree, Dartmoor’, signed
‘Ernest Knight’ (lower right), 24.6 cm x 34.6
cm, framed, together with Ernest Knight
(1915-1995), oil on board, ‘Nun’s Cross Farm,
Dartmoor’, signed ‘Ernest Knight’ (lower
right), 14.1 cm x 26.8 cm, framed (2)
£100-120

174.
An extensive Hicks and Meigh
stoneware dinner service, in Imari colours,
the 24 place setting comprising one large
fruit bowl, 26 cm; four vegetable tureens and
covers, 38 cm; one soup tureen with lid and
stand, 39 cm; 24 soup bowls, 25 cm; 48 dinner
plates, 26 cm; 21 small plates, 22 cm; four
sauce boats with covers and stands, 24 cm;
a set of graduated serving platters including
three 25 cm, four 27 cm, four 32 cm, two 37
cm, two 43 cm, one 48 cm, one 53 cm; all
marked to base with underglaze blue royal
coat of arms, marked ‘Stone China No 19’
£1000-1200

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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184.
A commemorative Bretby
Carnarvon Castle investiture Prince of Wales
1969, and a collection of commemorative
miniatures £50-100
185.
A collection of Wade Whimsies,
including polar bear, Disney’s Lady, and other
figures £50-100

175.
Four early 20th Century motoring
clocks, two eight day examples, one by Elgin,
two by Smiths, all with Arabic numerals (4)
£100-150

195.
A quantity of various wall lights,
ceiling lights and shades £50-100
196.
Two framed maps of the Isle of
Wight, a 20th Century framed etching of
Trafalgar Square and other prints £50-100

186.
Two hardwood netsuke, one of
three tortoises, 4cm high, the other of man
smoking pipe, 4.5 cm high, both with incised
marks to base (2) £50-80
187.
An Indian bronze model of an
elephant, 9.5 cm long £50-80

197.
A tortoiseshell and white metal
domed trinket box, 6 cm. Together with a
horn and inlaid bone snuff box, 8 cm, and a
silver plated snuff box with embossed village
scene, 6.5 cm £100-150
198.
A 19th Century ivory horn and
bamboo walking cane, with carved figure of
horse and saddle, 89 cm long. Together with
silver topped walking cane, 90 cm £50-80

176.
A small quantity of watch tools and
two lady’s fobs, in an sandalwood and bone
inlaid Middle-Eastern box £100-150
177.
A collection of miscellaneous
metalware, compacts, and a quantity of
buttons £50-100

199.
A Susie Cooper for Wedgwood
‘Nebula’ pattern coffee set, setting for six
£50-80
188.
An early 20th Century French
bronze pin tray by A.Marionnet Paris, with
two doves, marked to base £150-200

178.
A painted overmantle mirror,
shaped outline, gilded floral decoration, 123
cm x 73 cm £50-100

201.
A Edwardian bamboo table, insect
decoupage decoration, 43 cm sq. £50-80

179.
A 20th Century Staffordshire figure,
modelled a resting Scotsman on drum and
cannon, 29 cm high £50-100
180.
A Daum France glass wall plaque
of a German Shepherd, together with a Mats
Jonasson (b. 1945) polar bear plaque, and a
cut glass bowl £50-100

189.
A collection of comics, including
1970s Jinty and Lindy, 1990s Beano, Marvel
etc £100-150
190.
A quantity of postcards, various
subjects £50-100
191.
A miscellaneous collection of
pottery, including a twin-handled planter,
tube-lined floral and butterfly decoration
on green ground, 20 cm high, a Poole
Pottery crocus ring, marked to base, 18.5 cm
diameter, etc £50-100

181.
A 19th Century Volkstedt porcelain
model of a parrot, depicted upon naturalistic
base, coloured in polychrome decoration,
underglaze blue mark to base, some
restoration to flower, 47 cm high £200-300
182.
A 19th Century walnut and brass
bound writing slope, 40 cm wide £50-100
183.
A collection of miscellaneous
porcelain, including a miniature Shelley cup
and saucer, various Hummel figures, a Chinese
ovoid pot, and other items £50-100

ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

200.
A pair of French Vannes art glass
candlesticks, stylised fleur-de-lis form, 28 cm
high (2) £50-80

202.
A small quantity of early 20th
Century fountain pens, including a large squat
example, oversized barrel, Conway-Stewart
nib and leather case; three Parkers and others
£100-150
203.
A pair of 19th Century Chinese
Imari decorated porcelain decorated plates,
scalloped rim, six character mark to underside,
21 cm diameter (2) £50-100
204.
A 20th Century Middle-Eastern
wool rug, central garden pattern design, 159
cm x 102 cm. Together with wool rug, pink
ground, 143 cm x 92 cm (2) £50-100

192.
A miscellaneous collection,
including a George V silver and glass spill
vase, Carlton ware lettuce leaf plates, an
early Carlton ware biscuit barrel lacking lid, a
mahogany cutlery tray, and other items
£50-100
193.
A George II mahogany converted
tea caddy, together with a walnut work box
missing interior, a Chinese hardwood box, a
shop till, and other items £50-100
194.
A set of Winston Churchill ‘A
History of the English-Speaking Peoples’, four
vols., Cassell. Together with other volumes
including a Rolls Royce 1925-39 manual
£50-100

205.
A collection of natural history
items, including a trilobite, echinoid, stag
beetle, two quartz crystals, hexagonal crystal
matrix, various seeds, pods, and shells
£200-300
206.
Early 20th Century pages from the
Koran in Andalusian Arabic £50-100
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207.
Two 15th Century Middle-Eastern
thimbles, and three 16th Century disc
weights, possibly Moorish £50-100
208.
A carved Swiss pipe with Edelweiss
and Grindelwald, a Danish porcelain
Royal Copenhagen example, various clay
pipes including football, cricket, two
commemorative examples, and others.
Together with a drawing set £50-100
209.
An early 20th Century stained
beech Vienna regulator wall clock, together
with a late 20th Century wall clock, German
style, brass tear weights (2) £50-100

217.
A pair of 19th Century Canton
famille rose vases and covers, 20 cm high (lid
af), an Imari wall plaque, 31 cm diameter, and
another Chinese vase £50-100

224.
A 19th Century Staffordshire
tobacco jar and cover, modelled as Old Toby,
a similar jug, and two modern Royal Doulton
character jugs £50-100

218.
A miscellaneous collectors lot,
including a 19th Century mother-of-pearl van,
pens, novelty piano lighter, gavel, silk cigarette
cards, bone animals, pot lids £50-100

225.
A 20th Century Japanese ovoid
stoneware vase, moulded decoration and
turquoise glaze, 39 cm high £50-100

219.
Two brown leather leg of lamb gun
cases, one missing strap £50-100

210.
A large decorative glass and painted
punch bowl, flower finial, 39 cm high £50-100
211.
Two leather top hat boxes, one
with lid, one with opera top hat the other
grey. Together with two hunting horns, a pair
of binoculars, and two mid-century lady’s
evening purses £80-120
212.
A pair of glass posy vases, 10 cm
high, and a contemporary waisted and acidetched vase, 30 cm high £50-80

220.
After Pierre Jules Mene (1810-1879)
bronze, Two Springer Spaniels’, signed ‘Mene’,
21 cm high £100-200

226.
A 19th Century table oil lamp, blue
glass reservoir, brass stem, terracotta base,
blue glass shade £100-150
227.
A Vienna style porcelain figure
group, modelled as a couple selling in period
costume, 19 cm x 22 cm £50-100

213.
A Royal Doulton Art Deco ‘Gloria’
pattern sandwich set, comprising one
sandwich plate and five side plates. Together
with a pair of small character jugs, and a small
lustre bowl, interior decorated with butterflies
£50-80
221.
A 20th Century Chinese brass
sculpture of Buddha, seated cross legged
on lotus leaf, 17.5 cm high. Together with a
carved hardwood sculpture of Shou Lao, 26.5
cm high (af) £100-150

228.
A 19th Century kingwood and gilt
metal mounted screen, brass open cartouche,
green silk curtain, 59 cm (af) £100-150
229.
A Dom Perignon vintage bottle of
2002 champagne, cased £50-100

214.
Mackenzie Thorpe (b. 1956) limited
edition set of four photolithographs, Four
Seasons’, each signed, titled and numbered in
pencil in margin, no. 73/550, 35.5 cm x 35.5
cm, framed and glazed (4) ARR MAY APPLY TO
THIS LOT £300-500

222.
Richard Herd (c. 1835-1910) oil
on board, Thirlmere and Raven Crag’, 1892,
signed, inscribed and dated verso, 16.7 cm x
26.2 cm, framed £100-150

215.
Charlotte Atkinson (b. 1973) oil on
canvas Sparks of Energy’, 100 cm x 100 cm
£100-150
216.
Two 1948 Olympic Games badges, a
1951 Festival of Britain badge, a tortoiseshell
and silver compact, a vest pocket cup, a
hardstone snuff box, and other items £50-100

223.
A Royal Doulton Larchmont pattern
dinner service, comprising six dinner plates,
six salad plates, six side plates, two tureens
with covers, one platter, one sauce boat with
saucer. Together with a Colclough breakfast
set, Imari floral decoration, comprising five
cups, six saucers, six bowls, six plates 16 cm
diameter, six plates 20 cm diameter, one tea
pot, one sugar bowl, one milk jug, one bread
and butter plate, one cake stand £50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

230.
A Royal Doulton Art Deco jardinere,
lustre decoration, Etruscan style, 36 cm
diameter £100-150
231.
A copper Arts and Crafts fire screen,
68 cm x 43 cm £50-100

232.
A case of 1983 Chateau Canon
Bordeaux, 12 bottles £200-300

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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233.
A collection of Royal Doulton Salts
Diner bone china with designs by David
Hockney, 1994, comprising one dinner plate,
one salad plate, two side plates, one bowl,
one soup bowl with saucer, transfer printed
decoration £100-150

248.
A Persiansilk rug, green and indigo
pole medallion, pink field, ivory spandrels,
indigo and green border, floral and naturalistic
detail throughout, 310 cm x 210 cm £600-800
242.
Two albums of postcards, many
of Berkshire and environs, miscellaneous
subjects £100-150

249.
A Persian silk rug, green and indigo
pole medallion, pink field, ivory spandrels,
indigo and green border, floral and naturalistic
detail throughout, 310 cm x 210 cm £600-800

234.
A gold plated Dunhill ‘Rollagas’
lighter, in box. Together with a lift-arm short
rectangular example (2) £100-150
235.
A Dior silk scarf in box, central blue
lozenge with brown and gold decoration,
green background, orange border, 90 cm sq.
£50-100
236.
Two late 19th Century Cretan
textiles, together with two Greek altar cloths
(4) £50-100

243.
A group of models of pugs including
a cold painted bronze example, Beswick, Basil
Matthews etc £120-180
244.
A collection of ceramic models of
pugs, including Sylvac example, tobacco jar
etc, smallest 7.5 cm high, largest 20.5 cm high
£50-100
245.
P. G. Patmore ‘Sir Thomas
Lawrence’s Cabinet of Gems with
Biographical and Descriptive Memorials’,
London, Ackerman & Co, 1837, first edition,
hand coloured plates £50-100

250.
A Persian silk & cotton rug, indigo
medallion, ivory field, terracotta border,
stylised floral and naturalistic decoration, 203
cm x 133 cm £200-300

237.
Washington Irving ‘Rip van Winkle’
with illustrations by Arthur Rackham,
London, 1905. Together with ‘The Dreamer of
Dreams’ by The Queen of Roumania illustrated
by Edmund Dulac (2) £50-100
251.
A Persian silk & cotton rug, indigo
pole medallion, ivory field, indigo border,
floral decoration, 220 cm x 141 cm £200-300

238.
A late 19th Century Royal Bon Delft
blue and white pottery vase, hand painted,
maritime cartouche, flowers verso, ornate
base, marks to base, 34 cm high (af) £50-100
239.
A 20th Century Persian rug, red and
ivory pole medallion, indigo field, red, ivory
and blue spandrels, red border, naturalistic
and patterned decoration throughout, 211 cm
x 129 cm £100-150

240.
A 1950s Sheaffer’s Snorkel
Statesman fountain pen, green, original box
and instructions £50-100
241.
An early 20th Century Corona
folding portable typewriter, cased £50-80
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

246.
A small collection of jewellery
and other related items, including a silver
dressing table mirror, a silver bracelet, a 22 ct
gold ring, a 9 ct gold charm on chain, a Philip
Persio gentlemen’s watch etc. Together with
a mahogany and brass inlaid writing slope (af)
£100-150

252.
A Persian silk & cotton rug, brown
medallion, ivory field and spandrels, brown
border, floral decoration, 215 cm x 138 cm
£200-300

247.
A set of five vintage graduated
Middle-Eastern brass coffee pots, smallest
26.5 cm high, largest 40.5 cm high. Together
with an Augustus Rex porcelain trefoil
dish decorated with pastoral scenes, gilt
borders, mark to base; and a 19th Century
photographic album £60-100
253.
A Persian silk & cotton rug, indigo
medallion, ivory field, pink spandrels, indigo
border, stylised floral decoration, 316 x 210
£800-1000
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254.
A quantity of silver plate, including
ice bucket, two-branch candlestick, salt,
pepper and mustard pots, tankards, etc and a
crushed gold ring £50-100
255.
A small quantity of pipes, including
cased example with amber mouthpiece
£50-100
256.
A 19th Century Staffordshire
pottery figure of a highlander, hand painted
polychrome decoration, 36.5 cm high £50-100

259.
A 19th Century brass ships clock
by D. McGregor & Co, eight day, Roman and
Arabic circular dial, 23.5 cm diameter
£200-300

257.
An early 20th Century French brass
cased lantern clock, eight day, engraved
dial, steel Roman chapter ring, pierced and
engraved fretwork, strap work bell frame,
finial, 31 cm high £100-150

260.
An early 20th Century walnut
smoker’s cabinet, bevelled glazed panel
doors, two short drawers one long, ornate
brass handles, 29.5 cm high. Together with a
mahogany tea caddy, domed hinged lid, two
compartments, and a wooden box plane (3)
£100-150

261.
A leather cased mother-of-pearl
and gilt inlaid glove box, 39 cm (af). Together
with a tortoiseshell and silver aide-memoire;
a Japanese brass cigarette case, etched
decoration of Itsukushima shrine; and two
19th Century books £100-150

263.
A 1975 resin bust of Richard I by
D H Morton for Marcus Designs, signed and
dated, 19.5 cm high. Together with a Marcus
Designs plaque of Elizabeth I in relief, 36 cm
high (2) £100-150

264.
A quantity of silver plate, including
two cased sets of flatware, one set bonehandled with fish slice; a cased fish slice set,
teaspoons and sugar tongs in case disguised
as book, and an Art Nouveau photo frame
£100-150
265.
A large quantity of Ordnance
Survey maps, together with other assorted
maps £50-100

266.
A 20th Century Black Forest carved
wooden model of an eagle, 32 cm high
£100-150
267.
A miscellaneous collection,
including a WW1 compass, tea cards, coins,
gold leaf etc £50-100

258.
A 19th Century ormolu mantle
clock, circular dial, Roman numerals, classical
frieze, corinthian columns, graduated cornice,
34 cm high £100-150

268.
A Chinese famille rose porcelain
box, 18.5 cm wide (af). Together with a
ceramic tobacco jar in the form of bundles of
wood (2) £50-100

262.
A pair of Indian brass urns and
covers, etched figurative and scroll decoration,
finials in the form of the goddess Kali, 55 cm
(2) £100-150

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

269.
A Carlton ware tete-a-tete tea
service, cabbage leaf design. Together with a
Carlton ‘Rouge Royale’ square bowl, a Royal
Doulton ‘Jackdaw of Rheims’ bowl, etc
£50-100
270.
An American Seth Thomas wooden
cased gothic mantle clock, eight day, Roman
numerals, painted glass roundel, 53 cm
£50-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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279.
Andrew Grant Kurtis
(contemporary) oil on canvas, A Highland
Loch’, signed ‘A.Grant-Kurtis’ (lower right), 51
cm x 77 cm, framed £50-100
280.
19th Century British School oil on
board, Study of a Fox’, 10 cm x 10 cm, framed
as a roundel £50-100

271.
A cased Stanley Fuller calculator,
turned wooden handle, brass stand,
instruction manual, restored 1965 (case af)
£100-150
272.
A 1930s Standard Telephones and
Cables cased field telephone, together with
a 1950s Waygood-Otis cased voltmeter/
ammeter £50-100
273.
A Royal Worcester porcelain figural
candlestick, modelled as a boy balancing
drum on foot, impressed mark to base.
Together with a vintage Schweppes cigarette
holder, and a 1925 Wembley commemorative
mug £50-100
274.
A pair of Parker fountain pens,
black, gilt band and clip, one box £50-100
275.
A mid 20th Century mahogany
cased mantle clock for Garrard & Co, glazed
panel door, square brass dial with cherubs,
steel chapter ring, Roman and Arabic
numerals. Together with a second early 20th
Century example (2) £80-120
276.
David Roberts ‘Sketches in the
Holy Land. With Historical Descriptions by
the Rev. G. Croly … Detailed Commentary on
this edition by Dr. C. H. J. De Geus’, Aalsmeer,
Pulchri Press, c.1985, folio, coloured plates
by Fotolitho Drommel after Roberts, green
half morocco, upper cover and spine lettered
in silver, gilt edges, facsimile edition, no.
196/1000 £150-250

281.
Win Jones (contemporary)
watercolour on paper, Capture of an
Apparition in White’, signed and dated ‘Win
91’ (lower right), 13 cm x 21 cm, framed and
glazed £100-150
282.
H T Watson (20th Century British)
gouache on paper, Loch Awe’, signed
‘H.T.WATSON’ (lower left) and further
inscribed with title, 36.5 cm x 27 cm, framed
and glazed. Together with Continental School
Early 20th Century pair of watercolour on
paper, ‘Two Street Scenes in San Remo’,
inscribed on mount, 17 cm x 9 cm, framed and
glazed; and Continental School 20th Century
watercolour on paper, ‘Mountain Landscape’,
monogrammed ‘ENR’ (lower right), 23.8 cm x
8 cm, framed and glazed (4) £50-100
283.
Terence Cuneo (1907-1996)
coloured print A River in Winter’, signed
‘Terence/Cuneo’ in margin, blindstamp, 38 cm
x 59 cm, framed and glazed £50-100
284.
After Dante Gabriel Rossetti (18281882) and Edmund Burne-Jones (1833-1898)
pair of prints, Head Studies of Pre-Raphaelite
Beauties’, 17.5 cm x 13 cm, framed and glazed
(2) £50-100

277.
A 19th Century rosewood and brass
bound writing slope, brass open cartouche,
Bramah lock, fitted interior, maroon and gilt
tooled slope, glass ink bottle (one missing),
50.5 cm wide x 27.5 cm deep x 20.5 cm high.
Together with a Middle-Eastern parquetry
inlaid music box, bun feet, 30 cm wide x 20 cm
deep x 9 cm high (2) £150-200
278.
A pair of bamboo and papier mache
lights, 75 cm x 55.5 cm (2) £50-100
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286.
Frankie Cummins (b. 1946)
watercolour on paper, Floral Still Life’, signed
‘Frankie Cummins’ (lower left), 56 cm x 37 cm,
framed and glazed. Together with two other
watercolours by Cummins, ‘The Coast at Lagoa
Portugal’, signed ‘Fcummins’ (lower left), 29
cm x 21.5 cm, framed and glazed; ‘Scottish
Loch at Dusk’, 23 cm x 16.5 cm, framed and
glazed (3) £100-150
287.
A late 20th Century collage of a
money tree, coins, tissue and oil on board,
signed ‘Holiday 5/81’, 39 cm x 49 cm, framed
£50-100

288.
B.G.Price (20th Century) oil on
board, Chess in the Desert’, signed and dated
‘B.G.Price/1964’ (lower left), 35 cm x 60 cm,
framed £100-150

289.
Albert George Adams (fl. 18541887) oil on board, On Shirley Common’,
signed and dated ‘AGAdams/1873’, 18.5
cm x 41.5 cm, framed and glazed. Together
with William J. Ferguson (fl. 1849-1886)
watercolour, ‘Mountainous River Landscape’,
signed WJ Ferguson (lower right), 25 cm x 36
cm, framed and glazed (2) £100-150
285.
Reginald Daniel Sherrin (1891-1971)
gouache and watercolour on paper, Buckland
Dartmoor’, signed ‘RDSherrin’ (lower left), 25
cm x 38 cm, framed and glazed. Together with
20th Century British School gouache on paper,
‘An Estuary with a Figure in the Foreground’,
signed ‘James’ (lower left), 25 cm x 37 cm,
framed and glazed (2) £100-150
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295.
Two vintage double bladed wooden
paddles, one by Gees of Twickenham, 220 cm,
the other Mitchwood Chester, 206 cm (2)
£50-100
296.
Les Spheres Terrestre & Celesete
de Gerard Mercator 1541 et 1551’ with an
introduction by Antoine de Smet including
two sets of reproduction globe gores after
Mercator’s originals, one terrestrial the other
celestial, Brussels, 1968 £50-100
290.
18th Century English School oil on
canvas laid down on panel, ‘Landscape with
Horse and Rider’, 23 cm x 31 cm, framed
£150-200
291.
George Henry Downing (18781940) set of four coloured prints of York and
Newcastle, Petergate and the minster, York’,
‘Bootham Bar and the minster, York’, ‘St.
Nicholas from the Castle, Newcastle-on-Tyne’,
The Cathedral from Groat Market, Newcastleon-Tyne’, all signed and inscribed on the
mount, 24.5 cm x 17 cm, framed and glazed
(4) £50-100

301.
A quantity of ebony dressing table
items, including candlesticks, pin holders,
brushes. Together with a collection of sticks
and a wooden accoutrements, and a Middle
Eastern pottery carving of a camel £50-100
302.
A miscellaneous collection of items
including a small quantity of shells horn
spoon, agate specimen, paperweight, horn
swan, quimper ware flask, tuning forks, bronze
toad and a quantity of antique leather and
card jewellery boxes £50-100

297.
A collection of Poole pottery,
Beardsley Collection comprising ginger jar
and cover, 26 cm high af; a pair of dwarf
candlesticks, 12 cm high. Together with a
Poole plate and Poole advertising dolphin
£50-100
298.
A large hard canvas travelling trunk,
painted brown exterior, green interior, 88 cm
wide x 32 cm high x 49 cm deep. Together
with a wooden canvas and leather metal
bound travelling trunk, and a quantity of
wicker baskets, 88 cm wide x 50 cm deep x 57
cm high £50-100

303.
A continental majolica asparagus
service, comprising a polychrome decorated
serving dish, two matching plates, and a set of
Copeland Spode cream patterned soup bowls
(10) £150-200

292.
A collection of copper photographic
etching plates of nautical subjects, together
with an ambrotype of an old gentleman, and
two miniature wooden clogs £50-100

299.
A quantity of Royal Worcester
Evesham china, including tureens and covers,
casserole dishes and covers, dinner plates,
cups etc. Together with a quantity of blue and
white ceramics, including an early Carlton
ware teapot and stand, and a Wedgwood & Co
Hawthorn pattern part dinner service etc
£100-150

293.
An early 19th Century Josef Berger
walnut and satinwood Vienna regulator,
white enamel dial, Roman numerals, blue
steeled hands, ormolu mounts, 115 cm high x
31 cm wide x 14 cm deep £1000-1200

294.
A French empire style sarcophagus
shaped casket in rosewood, satinwood
strung inlay, elm banding, ormolu mounts,
bracket feet, 55 cm wide x 37 cm deep x 32
cm high £300-500

304.
An Art Deco Stuart glass lemonade
set, comprising jug, six tumblers; a matching
set of six sherry glasses; and a fruit salad
set with five bowls and cream jug, all with
engraved fern and dot design, jug 22 cm high,
bowl 21 cm diameter £150-200

305.
A limited edition Book of Kells
Evangeliorum Quattuor Codex Cenannensis,
in three large folios, Urs Graf-Verlag, Sweden,
1950, no 56/500 £400-600
300.
A large miscellaneous collection
of ceramics including a 19th Century Parian
ware Sailors Return and Farewell moulded
jug, 13 cm high. Together with a Royal
Worcester porcelain wall pocket, a pair of
white pottery swans, a continental sardine
dish and stand, various pieces of blanc de
chine china; a 19th Century Staffordshire floral
painted teapot, a Coalport sugar bowl and
cover, a 19th Century shell posey vase, a 19th
Century Italian pottery blackberry dish, a 19th
Century German porcelain figure group, a
19th Century Royal Crown Staffordshire posey
vase, and a quantity of other ceramics (some
af) £100-150

306.
A miscellaneous collection
including a pair of Chinese silk embroidered
floral rank badges, of circular design centred
with floral decoration, an embroidered panel
of exotic bird, three alpine walking sticks
with applied badges, an antler handled riding
crop and another modern example, a pair
of leather and brass martingales, numerous
horse brasses, a brass mahogany mounted
mantel clock with French drum movement,
a pair of pink glass candlesticks, a pair of
vaseline spill vases, a Victorian crimped glass
jug and another vase £150-200

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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313.
Two Moorcroft pottery plates, both
tube-lined, Sweet Betsy pattern and Cone
Llower, both printed and impressed factory
marks to the base, original box with sleeve, 26
cm diameter £50-100

307.
An 18th Century Chinese bronze
figure, modelled as an elder clutching scroll,
elongated head in draped robes, 12 cm high
£200-300
308.
A collection of Greek enamel
pendants, drops, in various forms, oval,
square, cruciform etc £50-100

321.
20th Century British School oil on
board, Floral Still Life’, signed and dated ‘M.
Hendrich/59’ (lower right), 58.5 cm x 64.5 cm
framed. Together with 20th Century British
School oil on canvas ‘Floral Still Life’ 39.5 cm x
49, framed (2) £50-100
322.
S M Bell (20th Century) watercolour
on paper, Street View’, signed ‘SM Bell/
Nov’87’, 52 cm x 37 cm (lower right), framed
and glazed. Together with S M Bell (20th
Century) watercolour on paper, ‘Lemons’,
signed ‘SM Bell/May’97’, 15 cm x 15 cm,
framed and glazed (2) £50-100

314.
Two large Moorcroft hanging wall
plates, one after a design by Rachel Bishop,
tube-lined Carousel pattern. Together with
another of Simeon pattern, printed and
impressed factory marks to base, original box
with sleeve, 37 cm diameter £200-300

323.
A collection of natural history
objects including fossilised fish, a seahorse
collected by Gilbert Beale, and various shells.
Together with a miscellaneous collection
of other items including early 20th Century
photographs, letters etc within an oak hinged
chest £50-100
324.
Mick Dean (b. 1946) oil on canvas,
Medway Queen Paddle’, 2010, signed, dated
and titled to reverse of canvas, 61 cm x 91 cm,
framed, with accompanying book £50-100

315.
A part Regency porcelain tea
service, Bat printed design, some with named
landscapes, including tea pot, sugar bowls and
covers, cup and saucers £100-150
309.
A 19th Century Russian icon of
Jesus Christ, depicted holding Cyrillic bible
with right hand raised in red and blue robes
on a gilt ground, 26.5 cm x 22 cm £200-300
310.
A Russian gilded brass crucifix,
depicting Christ in Jerusalem above a buried
skull surrounded by apostles, sun and moon
and angels above, floral decoration verso, 22.5
cm x 14.5 cm £50-100
311.
A collection of 19th Century
glassware, including a flattened ovoid
decanter, silver plated top, mallet shaped
decanter and stopper; an 1890 engraved
water jug; four cut glass custard glasses; and
other items £50-100

325.
Contemporary School oil on board,
A Triptych of Still Lifes with Tulips’, the two
smaller signed ‘Emilise’ (lower right), the
larger 54.5 cm x 54.5 cm, the two smaller 54
cm x 12 cm, framed (3) £50-100

316.
A contemporary pottery porcelain
sculpture, anthropomorphic form, box and
cover, 9 cm high by Ruth and Alan BarrettDanes with catalogue £50-100
317.
A contemporary porcelain small
cup, painted design of various mythical
beasts and animals within a desert landscape,
marked to base Jane 05 with blue feather, 8
cm high £50-100

326.
A large Persian Tabriz woollen rug
central medallion against red background,
multiple borders, 335 cm x 240 cm £100-200

318.
An 18th Century brass large jug, of
ovoid form with planished body, high strap
handle, cut spout, 28 cm high max x 32 cm
wide max £50-100

327.
A set of six Art Deco half pint glass
tankards, each decorated with white enamel
decoration of seahorses, 11 cm high. Together
with a Daum glass vase, tapered moulded
form, signature to base, Daum France, 17 cm
high £100-150
319.
20th Century Scottish School,
watercolour, Art Nouveau study of woman
holding a white lily, 36 cm x 26 cm £100-150
312.
A large Moorcroft pottery ovoid
vase, tube-lined Flame of the Forest pattern,
printed and impressed factory marks to base,
original box with sleeve, 21 cm high £100-150
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

320.
Phyllis I. Hibbert (1903-1971)
watercolour on paper, Floral Still Life’, signed
‘Phyllis I Hibbert’, 76 cm x 55 cm, framed and
glazed £50-100

328.
Five Continental porcelain figures,
including a figure group of bird catchers, two
cherubs, a KPM angel and another. Together
with a Fenton porcelain Staffordshire dessert
service, decorated with alpine transfer printed
scenes, comprising ten plates, and two serving
dishes £50-100
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329.
A Royal Copenhagen model of an
elephant by Peter Herold model no. 1771,
1915, with raised trunk, one tusk af, printed
and underglazed factory marks to base, 26 cm
long £50-100

A PRIVATE COLLECTION
FROM AN OXFORDSHIRE HOME
344.
Three copper saucepans of various
sizes, the smallest with cover (3) £50-100

330.
Manner of Jean-Antoine Watteau
pair of watercolour on paper, Fete Champetre
with Musicians’ & ‘Fete Champetre with
Figures Dancing’, 17 cm x 13 cm, framed and
glazed. Together with Vaz Jakot (20th Century)
oil on board, ‘Floral Still Life’, 35 cm x 24 cm,
framed (3) £50-100
331.
A set of cut glass tumblers, a
cut glass jug and three half pint tankards.
Together with J Holdway (20th Century) oil on
canvas, ‘Boy on a Swing’, monogrammed ‘JH’
(lower right), 59 cm x 44 cm (oval), framed
£50-100

345.
A collection of four stag antlers,
each mounted onto oak shield, one with teeth
set into the reverse of shield (4) £50-100
346.
A set of wooden gun cleaning
rods by Churchill, and related gun cleaning
accessories in a case £50-100
337.
William Russell Flint etching,
Acrobats at Lorca Fair’, signed in ink ‘W Russell
Flint’ and further inscribed in pencil ‘Acrobats
at Lorca Fair’, 19.8 cm x 34.4 cm, framed and
glazed, ARR MAY APPLY TO THIS LOT
£100-150

332.
A Royal Worcester porcelain hand
painted mug, Saturday’s Child Works Hard
for its Living’, together with a glass goblet
engraved with Continental Princess’ crown
and VF, and various other porcelain and items
etc £50-100
333.
A pair of 19th Century glass bon
bon dishes and covers, double knopped
faceted stem, domed and pear shaped finials,
33 cm high (2) £50-100

334.
A collection of glassware including
a pair of Regency three-ringed decanters,
mallet-shaped with circular stoppers, together
with a 19th Century moulded glass comport,
cut rim, faceted stem, domed base, 20 cm
high; a 19th Century oval moulded dish, star
design to base, 28 cm long; a 19th Century
cut glass and engraved large goblet, bowl with
upper grape and vine design below cut base,
single knop stem, circular spreading foot, 19
cm high; a faceted glass goblet, waisted stem,
circular spreading foot, 18 cm high; a pair
of jug decanters and stoppers; a hexagonal
decanter and stopper; and eight cut-glass
sherry glasses £100-150
335.
Three 20th Century woolwork
tapestries, floral and bird subjects (3)
£50-100
336.
Thomas Symington Halliday (19021998) Scottish School, wooden carving of
stoat on plinth base, signature to base and
pencil markings, 25 cm high, ARR MAY APPLY
TO THIS LOT £50-100

347.
A modern Chinese dinner gong,
61.5 cm high £50-100

338.
A Bohemian clear and cobalt
blue flashed glass liqueur set, comprising
a decanter and five glasses, the decanter
of tapered form, hexagonal faceted neck
and flared lip; the body cut with pattern of
elliptical shapes, 24 cm high; the glasses with
long hexagonal faceted stems, the bowls cut
with the same pattern of elliptical shapes, 14
cm high (6) £100-150
339.
A Frederick Hurten Rhead Wardle
Pottery ovoid vase, with a scene of Rhuddlan
Castle, 20.5 cm high, impressed ‘WARDLE/
ENGLAND/2018’, printed factory marks to the
base, circa 1901 £50-100
340.
A collection of tobacco jars,
including an Aonian tan and turquoise
example and a blue and brown marbled jar
(10) £50-100

348.
A cobalt blue lustrous glass witch’s
ball, brass hanging, approx. 25 cm diameter
£50-100
349.
A vintage Masons iron stone
butcher’s ham stand marked G.Rushbrooke
Ltd. of Smithfield, 19.5 cm high £50-100
350.
An oak glazed jewellery shop
display cabinet, 45 cm cb. Together with a
twin handled Fortnum and Mason wicker
hamper, missing lid, stencilled mark to
exterior, 65 cm wide X 49 cm deep X 46 cm
high (2) £100-200
351.
A collection of nine large balls of
twine, each approx. 19 cm diameter (9)
£50-100
352.
Two Japanese Meiji lacquered
wooden boxes, one depicting fishermen in a
bay, the other depicting birds £50-100

341.
A collection of continental
tobacco jars and covers, two modelled as a
young child’s head wearing a green bonnet,
impressed 3663 to the base; one as a baby’s
head, impressed 1469; three of gentlemen
wearing hats (6) £50-100
342.
Three Eichwald pottery pipe
holders modelled as figures and horses by a
wall, impressed marks and nos. 2624 to bases,
together with a child holding an umbrella and
a wicker basket (5) £50-100
343.
A David Sharp rye pottery model
of a ceramic horse, together with a vase
decorated with printed butterflies (2)
£50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

353.
An Afghan wooden tribal flask,
cylindrical form, incised decoration and cork
stopper, 26.8 cm high £100-120
354.
A set of mid 20th Century brass
balance scales by Philip Harris Ltd in a
wooden glazed case, together with an
incomplete set of weights in wooden box
£50-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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355.
A canteen of silver plated flatware,
in mahogany case, walnut parquetry to the lid
in quartered lozenge form £50-100

369.
An Art Deco ivory ceramic table
lamp, flattened form, graduated shoulders,
wicker side panels with gilt borders, 40.5 cm
high £50-100

356.
A set of three wooden ducks with
brass and mother-of-pearl decoration, two
with hinged wings, smallest 16.5 cm long,
largest 21.5 cm long £50-100

357.
A Moroccan metal and coloured
glass ceiling lantern, octagonal form, ogee
coloured and colourless glass panels, domed
top, pierced lattice decoration, 69 cm high
£120-180

370.
A stoneware ovoid table lamp, 33
cm high, tapered cream shade. Together with
an Indian brass globular table lamp, 20 cm
high, ivory shade (2) £50-100

360.
A Tower of London Ceramic Poppy
by Paul Cummins, from the installation ‘Blood
Swept Lands and Seas of Red’ 5th August 11th November 2014, presented at Tower of
London Heroes Dinner 19 May 2016, includes
certificate of authenticity, booklet signed by
Lord Dannatt, Constable of The Tower, framed
and glazed £100-150
361.
A pair of Konig leather riding boots,
worn by Will Young in the video for ‘Grace’
£50-100

371.
An early 20th Century opaque
white glass table lamp, baluster form, painted
and applied gilt floral decoration, painted
metal pedestal, dolphin feet, rounded base,
pierced metal decoration, brass finial, cream
shade. Together with a painted metal table
lamp, twin handled urn form, painted classical
decoration with swags of fruit, flowers, and
oval panels with landscape and still life scenes,
against brown background, 41 cm high, green
shade (2) £150-200

362.
A vintage red painted petrol
canister together with two leather suitcases,
one missing handle £50-100
363.
A small quantity of die-cast cars,
including Matchbox, Corgi, and other toys.
£20-30

358.
A Moroccan metal and coloured
glass ceiling lantern, octagonal form, four
oriel windows, octagonal base, domed top,
pierced lattice decoration, 61 cm high
£120-180

364.
A small quantity of metalware,
including four Middle-Eastern brass bowls, a
silver plated model of a rhino, an Indian heartshaped necklace, and other items
£50-100
365.
A small quantity of miscellaneous
objects including a Crown Devon ‘Memphis’
vase designed by Colin Melbourne, squat
cylindrical form, flared collar, gold chevron
transfer pattern over white ground, printed
marks to base, 10.5 cm high. Together with
colourless glass vase, tapered rectangular
form, 24 cm high; a quantity of Cold Brew
Coffee glass bottles, vintage photographs and
postcards etc £50-100
366.
A Caucasian woollen runner with
horizontal banded varied coloured and
patterned decoration, 179 cm long £50-100

359.
A 20th Century cream plastic
automaton wall clock by Odo, green Roman
numerals, brass hands, automaton of a man
hammering a bell, 30.5 cm high £50-100
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367.
A ceramic kitchen mixing bowl, Jars
France, 24 cm diameter £20-30
368.
A table lamp in the form of a
bowler hat, 30.5 cm long £50-100

372.
A modern wire mesh table lamp
designed by Bernard Forestier, squat rounded
urn form on square base, 29.5 cm, together
with a similar example of globular form on
rounded base, 30 cm high (2) £100-150

373.
A Meito Japan part tea set with
red and gilt borders and gilt scroll decoration
on ivory ground, comprising six teacups, 12
saucers, 12 side plates and two serving dishes.
Together with a Chinese ovoid vase with
slender neck, decorated with birds, flowers,
and panels depicting gift giving, 26.5 cm high
(af); modern Japanese octagonal bowls; two
sets of cased Chinese balls £100-150
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374.
A George Jones Crescent dinner
service ‘Ascot’ pattern, including four dinner
plates, four side plates, four soup bowls, three
twin-handled serving bowls, sauce boat, and
cake stand £50-100

387.
20th Century British School oil
on card Fishing Boats on the Coast’, verso
indistinctly labelled, 17 cm x 28 cm, framed
and glazed £50-100
388.
J. Clutterbuck (20th Century British
School) watercolour on paper, The Fens’,
signed ‘Jn Clutterbuck’, 17.5 cm x 23.8 cm,
framed and glazed. Together with a similar
watercolour by Clutterbuck and two 20th
Century watercolours, all framed and glazed
(4) £50-100

375.
A quantity of china by Spode
and Luneville France, all decorated with
floral spays on white ground with pink rims,
including dinner plates, side plates, cups,
saucers, tea pot, tureen etc £50-100
376.
Five ceramic jugs of differing
designs and patterns, including a Mason’s
‘Franklin’ pattern example, and a Davenport
Banks & Co Lichfield jug decorated with
classical figures in black, white and terracotta
(5) £50-100

380.
A pair of Sony SS-NX1 speakers, 40
cm high, 29 cm deep, 21 cm wide (2)
£100-150
381.
A contemporary wall mounted gilt
metal sculpture of a sunburst after a design
by Jonathan Adler, with ‘designed in California
and hand crafted in China’ label to base,
signed and dated ‘J Jena 07’ to front, 102 cm
diameter £200-300

389.
After Vladimir Tretchikoff coloured
print, Miss Wong’, 61 cm x 50 cm, framed and
glazed. Together with a 1980s print ‘Happy
Couple at Leisure Centre, 31 cm x 42 cm,
framed and glazed (2) £50-100
390.
Two sets of framed later coloured
botanical studies of flowers and bulbs, largest
22 cm x 69 cm, all framed and glazed (2)
£50-100

377.
An Aldermaston terracotta lamp
base with red lustre floral decoration by
Edgar Campden, signed to base, 36 cm high
£100-150

391.
Augustus John (1878-1961) signed
lithograph, Girl in a Coastal Landscape’, signed
in pencil, blindstamped, 26 cm x 34 cm,
framed and glazed £100-150

378.
An Aldermaston studio pottery
mug with iron glazed lustre decoration by
Alan Caiger-Smith, chip to rim, and two
Aldermaston terracotta bowls, all signed to
base (3) £50-100

392.
After Harry B. Neilson coloured
print, Mr Fox’s Hunt Breakfast on Xmas Day’,
31 cm x 62 cm, framed and glazed £50-100

382.
William Mackenzie later coloured
engraving, Pine-Apple’, 24 cm x 15 cm, framed
and glazed in a maple and gilt frame £100-150
383.
A mid 20th Century sampler from
the Griffith family, dated 1958, inscribed
verso ‘handed to Annabel Young nee Griffith
daughter of Robert’, 43 cm x 28 cm £50-100
384.
Three framed prints, including two
19th Century nature studies, a collection of
miniature coloured etchings, and a modern
print of an Italian old master £50-100
385.
A collection of bird prints, including
a pair of later coloured prints of waterfowl,
white-fronted goose and a great auk, 18 cm x
13 cm, various framed bookplates of birds, a
set of four in black and gilt frames, and four
later coloured 19th Century game bird prints
etc £100-120
386.
Three 19th Century botanical
studies, framed and glazed £50-100

379.
Two Chinese printed and coloured
paper scrolls, one depicting a seated princess,
the other Guylian on lotus leaf base, 152 cm x
66 cm (2) £150-200

393.
Nick Hornby (b. 1982) drypoint,
Cross Section of a 727 airplane’, signed and
dated ‘Nick Hornby 2008’ (lower right), no.
1/5, 19 cm x 19 cm, framed and glazed
£50-100
394.
Contemporary British School oil on
canvas, Study of a Male Back’, 60 cm x 30 cm
£50-100
395.
A contemporary Moroccan style
faceted ovoid glass and brass hall lantern,
102 cm high £300-400
396.
An early 20th Century oak glazed
display cabinet by The Lantern Galleries,
Leicester Road, Loughborough with four
adjustable glass shelves, 118 cm wide x 36.5
cm deep x 210 cm high £120-180
397.
A mahogany rectangular Art
Nouveau floor mirror, three bevelled glass
mirrors (one a/f) within a mother-of-pearl and
satinwood inlaid frame, 102 cm x 214 cm
£50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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398.
A reproduction gilt and ebonised
bevelled glass wall mirror, 50 cm x 76 cm
£50-100

415.
A pair of Art Deco style pedestal
tables, black plinth bases, 29 cm wide x 29 cm
deep x 68 cm high (2) £400-600

399.
A mid 20th Century blue painted
metal and wood workshop cabinet, panelled
doors one with interior mirror, opens to reveal
fitted shelves 89 cm x 182 cm £120-180
400.
A set of six Charles and Ray Eames
Vitra made plastic single chairs, on Eiffel
Tower bases, some black pads missing, labels
to base with stickers (6) £500-700

406.
A William IV rosewood tilt-top
breakfast table, circular top, single pedestal
base, four scroll and bracket feet, 129 cm
diameter £300-500
407.
A early 20th Century continental
provincial hanging plate rack, 66 cm wide x
19 cm deep x 89 cm high £50-100
408.
A pair of gilt painted continental
bedside cabinets, fitted with three short
drawers and one panel, 60 cm wide x 33 cm
deep x 68 cm high £50-100

416.
A pair of Scandinavian beech and
upholstered easy chairs c. 1954, varnished
arms with solid grey sides, backs and seats on
varnished base, four tapered legs with chrome
feet £600-800
417.
Two early 20th Century cast iron pig
feeders, 182 cm long x 31 cm deep x 17 cm
high, the shorter 92 cm long x 31 cm deep x
17 cm high £150-250
FURNITURE

401.
An Edwardian Carr & Co Biscuits
mahogany and glazed shop display cabinet,
three hinged glazed shelves on angles below
reverse gilt decorated lettering and marbled
top (af), 84.5 cm wide x 20.5 cm deep x 131
cm high £800-1200

409.
A mid 20th Century chrome
adjustable standing floor lamp, orange shade
£50-100

418.
A Georgian mahogany extending
dining table, d-ends with replaced leaf
supports for two additional leafs, tapered legs,
splayed brass feet, 230 cm long x 106 cm wide
x 71.5 cm high £100-150

402.
An ebonised shop display cabinet,
with glazed fall down front above a pair of
panel doors, 126 cm wide x 43 cm deep x 106
cm high £100-150
403.
An Art Deco continental glass
and wrought iron occasional table with
chequered decoration, 80 cm wide x 54 cm
deep x 50 cm high £50-100
404.
A Carrara marble circular plinth,
egg and dart border, 47 cm diameter £50-100

410.
A 19th Century pine kitchen table,
fitted frieze drawer, 125 cm wide x 82 cm deep
x 73 cm high £100-200
411.
An Edwardian steam ship cabin
wardrobe from SS Armadale Castle, mirrored
door with hanging space, two short drawers,
two long drawers, 69 cm wide x 40 cm deep x
202 cm high £120-180

405.
A 1930s oak tambour stationary
cabinet, locked, 48 cm wide x 39.5 cm deep x
104 cm high £120-180
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419.
A set of eight 19th Century
mahogany shield shaped dining chairs,
stuffover seats, tapered legs united by
structures (8) £200-300
420.
A set of three graduated
Globetrotter suitcases, a trunk by John Pound
& Co, and a leather suitcase (5) £50-100

412.
A contemporary gilt thread
embroidered pouffe by Mooi Boutique
designed by Marcel Wanders, decorated
with heads and flowers, together with a floral
cushion (2) £50-100

421.
An early 20th Century mahogany
red leather inset twin pedestal desk,
moulded top with gilt tooled decoration above
two pedestals fitted with three drawers, the
frieze fitted with three drawers, 152 cm wide x
91 cm deep x 66 cm high £200-300

413.
An early 20th Century pine food
safe, gauze hinged door, 38 cm wide x 25 cm
deep x 40 cm high £30-50

422.
An Edwardian brass bedstead, now
painted green in parts, 198 cm x 138 cm
£50-100

414.
An Edwardian floral button backed
nursing chair £50-100

423.
An Arts & Crafts ebonised foldover
students desk, stained glass panel door to
raised gallery section, 66 cm high x 42 cm high
x 101 cm high £50-100
424.
A bent wood hat and coat stand, six
arms, 196 cm high £50-100
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425.
An 18th Century oak occasional
table, single frieze drawer, four turned legs
united by supports, 84 cm wide x 52 cm deep
x 79 cm high £60-100
426.
A William IV walnut dressing table
mirror, together with a three tier book trough
and small footstool £100-150
427.
A modern Chinese two panel
lacquered cabinet, 59 cm wide x 33 cm deep x
72 cm high £80-120

428.
A reproduction decorative
apothecary cabinet, the modern carcass with
gilt painted fronts, glass handles, 87 cm wide
x 28 cm deep x 89 cm high, together with a
similar six drawer cabinet, glass labels, glass
handles, 70 cm wide x 21.5 deep x 50 cm high
(2) £300-500
429.
An Edwardian mahogany desk chair,
swivel mechanism and green leather seat,
initials GER £50-100
430.
A 19th Century elevated glazed
bookcase, 89 cm wide x 39 cm deep x 206 cm,
af £50-100
431.
A William IV mahogany veneered
two panelled cabinet, fitted interior, 104 cm
wide x 43 cm deep x 90 cm high £50-100

434.
A 20th Century Chinese two tier
table, three dragon legs, 42.5 cm diameter x
63 cm high £50-100

445.
An 18th Century carved and
panelled oak coffer 104 cm wide x 55 cm
deep x 69 cm high £100-150

435.
An early 20th Century oak rolltop
desk, fitted interior above two pedestals with
frieze drawer, 102 cm wide x 67 cm deep x
112 cm high £100-150

446.
A 19th Century Continental carved
and panelled oak coffer, domed lid, fitted
with two interior candle boxes, 132 cm wide x
52 cm deep x 69 cm high £100-150

436.
A 18th Century 30 hour long case
clock by Stephen Wilmshurst, brass face,
Roman numerals, pendulum and weight in
later stained oak case, 46.5 cm wide x 25 cm
deep x 199 cm high £120-180

447.
An Edwardian carved mahogany
bijouterie table, glazed top, tapered supports
and undertier, 60 cm wide x 42 cm deep x 73
cm high £100-150

437.
A 19th Century collector’s cabinet,
open front fitted with ten short drawers over
four long, all filled with shells, fossils and
crystals 93 cm wide x 67 cm deep x 84 cm high
£500-700
438.
A large 19th Century break front
secretaire bookcase, astral glazed doors,
centred with a pair of panels flanked by
singles, below a stepped dentil and decorative
cornice, all above a secretaire drop front
drawer and panel doors £1000-1500
439.
A 19th Century continental
kingwood and ormolu mounted bijouterie
cabinet, shaped top glazed to all four sides,
united by mirrored lower shelf £800-1200
440.
A 19th Century light oak and
ebonised breakfront display and collector’s
cabinet, £500-700
441.
A 19th Century elevated bookcase
and associated bureau, astral glazed doors,
adjustable wood and glass shelves, above a
Georgian bureau on bracket feet £200-300

448.
A 19th Century floral marquetry
inlaid and crossbanded rosewood serpentine
lady’s work table, lift top, cabriole supports,
48 cm wide x 35 cm deep x 71 cm high
£100-200
449.
A mahogany two door display
cabinet, glass shelves, 81 cm wide x 25 cm
deep x 47 cm hig £50-80
450.
An Edwardian mahogany partners’
desk, tooled leather insert above 12 drawers
and two cupboards (missing key and one
caster), 150 cm wide x 95 cm deep x 74 cm
high £200-300
451.
An Edwardian oak boardroom
sidetable, tooled leather insert above
four drawers with brass pulls, six turned
stretchered supports, 320 cm wide x 61 cm
deep x 81 cm high £400-600
452.
A 19th Century continental
parquetry banded walnut centre table,
square slate insert above a drawer on
bobbined stretchered supports (af), 110 cm
wide x 110 cm deep x 81 cm high £100-150

442.
A 1930s oak pedestal desk, frieze
drawer, vinyl inset green top, 137 cm wide x
77 cm deep x 79 cm high £100-180
432.
A William IV mahogany library
cabinet, two panelled doors, leaf scroll and
stylised decoration, flanked by a pair of
columns with stylised capitals, fitted interior
with vertical map cabinet, 117 cm wide x 58
cm deep x 111 cm high £150-250
433.
A Georgian mahogany and strung
chest-of-drawers, two short over three long
drawers, turned tapered feet, 122 cm wide x
53 cm deep x 119 cm high £80-120

443.
A 19th Century iron bound
mahogany silver chest, iron loop handles,
baize lined interior, fitted with two trays, 104
cm wide x 62 cm deep x 59 cm high £100-150
444.
A Regency brass inlaid rosewood
collector’s cabinet on stand, two panelled
doors concealing 36 graduated drawers, above
two long and six short drawers, 100 cm wide x
50 cm deep x 157 cm high £350-450

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

453.
A Regency style mahogany dining
suite, comprising an oval extending dining
table, four leaves on tapered supports,
370 cm extended x 130 cm, and a set of 14
crossbanded bar back dining chairs (one
missing seat pad) £500-600

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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465.
An Art Deco continental brass
adjustable desk lamp, painted metal shade
£100-150
466.
A pair of 1970s painted metal
hanging ceiling lights, together with another
similar example £150-180

454.
A crossbanded mahogany tilt-top
table, of Regency origin, birdcage pedestal,
four splayed supports with brass casters, 132
cm wide x 78 cm deep x 72 cm high £500-600

460.
A continental walnut wingback
fire side armchair, terracotta fabric, cabriole
supports £400-600

467.
A continental mint green salon
sofa, patterned fabric, tapered supports, 200
cm wide x 70 cm deep x 77 cm high £500-600
468.
A continental salon sofa, padded
back rail above gallery, tapered supports,
striped fabric, 183 cm wide x 68 cm deep x 88
cm high £300-500
469.
A painted cottage dining table, mint
green, 128 cm wide x 77 cm deep x 77 cm high
£50-80

455.
A buttoned and studded green
leather wingback fireside armchair £600-700

461.
A Victorian mahogany horseshoe
back tub chair, buttoned and studded tan
leather upholstery, galleried back, turned
supports £500-600
462.
A pair of floral upholstered carved
walnut open armchairs, stretched supports
£300-400

471.
A pair of Georgian mahogany demilune side tables, 109 cm wide x 58 cm deep x
72 cm high (2) £50-100

456.
A pair of continental dressing stools
in floral green fabric, stretchered cabriole
supports £200-300
457.
A 19th Century continental walnut
chest-of-drawers, six long drawers, burr
panels, ormolu brass pulls, 84 cm wide x 45
cm deep x 136 cm high
£150-200

470.
A late 19th Century mahogany
partner/architect’s desk, tooled leather
insert, above panels and open shelves, plinth
base, 245 cm wide x 140 cm deep x 76 cm
high £5000-8000

463.
An oval cream painted French
style jardiniere table, on tapered supports.
Together with a cream painted single bed
canopy (2) £150-200

458.
A continental walnut open
bookcase, eight adjustable shelves (no
fittings), 120 cm wide x 28 cm deep x 161 cm
high £100-150

472.
An 18th Century cottage oak and
pine bureau, fall front above three graduated
long drawers with brass swan-necked
handles, 76 cm wide x 44 cm deep x 87 cm
high. Together with two occasional tables,
comprising a mahogany lamp table, and an
oval oak gateleg coffee table (3) £100-150
473.
A pair of late 18th/early 19th
Century limestone staddle stones (2)
£150-250
474.
An Edwardian bow fronted
wardrobe, mirrored door, 140 cm x 207 cm x
52 cm £50-100

459.
A Georgian style mahogany two
door glazed bookcase, two drawers below,
bracket supports, 76 cm wide x 27 cm deep x
122 cm high £50-80

475.

NO LOT

464.
A pair of 19th Century continental
burr maple square tilt-top tables tripod
supports, 89 cm wide x 89 cm deep x 72 cm
high £500-800
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om
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476.
A Regency mahogany carver
armchair with embroidered eagle stuffover
seat, together with a rosewood William IV
example, and an oak single chair with floral
upholstery (3) £50-100
477.
A Regency rosewood music stand,
x-frame top supported on a square base with
frieze drawer on turned tapered supports
£300-500
478.
A mahogany Sunderland table,
together with a nest of three mahogany tables
(2) £50-100
479.
A Regency mahogany and
satinwood foldout dressing table with lift
up mirror, fitted with faux frieze drawer and
two narrow long drawers, 71 cm wide x 49 cm
deep x 82 cm high (af) £50-100

489.
A William IV mahogany fireside
armchair, green fabric, turned supports
£100-150
490.
Two Victorian button upholstered
mahogany tub chairs, green fabric (2)
£100-150
491.
A steel filing chest fitted with 15
small drawers, 29 cm wide x 39 cm deep x 99
cm high £50-100
492.
A 19th Century mahogany long
case clock, arched painted dial, eight day
movement, by ‘John Roberts Geurnsey’, with
weights and pendulum £300-500
493.
A Victorian ebonised and burr
maple oval turnover-top card table, turned
stretchered supports with casters, £120-180

506.
A collection of 19th Century and
later fireplace accessories, including a pierced
folding steel spark guard with matching lidded
coal box, a pair of steel tongs and stoker, a
brass and wire fender, and a later wrought
iron spark guard £200-300
507.
A Regency rosewood Canterbury,
wreath decoration, above single drawer,
turned supports and casters, 52 cm wide x 39
cm deep x 52 cm high £250-300
508.
An antique panelled oak coffer, 117
cm wide x 54 cm deep x 51 cm high £120-180
509.
A mahogany wall mounted
bookcase, single glazed door, 69 cm wide x 21
cm deep x 94 cm hig £50-100
510.
An oak butlers tray on mahogany
folding stand £50-100

480.
A Georgian mahogany bow fronted
chest-of-drawers, two short and three long
drawers on splayed legs, 107 cm wide x 52 cm
deep x 102 high £50-100

494.
A Victorian mahogany knee hole
desk, tooled leather, above nine drawers,
turned pulls, casters, 125 cm wide x 66 cm
deep x 76 cm high £200-250

481.
A Victorian mahogany linen press,
two panel doors over two short and three long
drawers, interior with slides, bracket feet, 125
cm wide x 53 cm deep x 204 cm high
£200-300

495.
An Edwardian inlaid mahogany
bureau, three drawers, bracket supports, 77
cm wide x 43 cm deep x 99 cm high £50-80

512.
An Edwardian oak windout dining
table, with leaf, turned supports and handle,
155 cm extended x 105 cm wide x 75 cm high
£100-150

496.
A 19th Century ash and elm
ladderback cottage armchair, rush seat,
stretchered supports £100-120

513.
An antique oak side table, single
drawer, turned stretched supports, 73 cm
wide x 45 cm deep x 68 cm high £50-100

497.
A 19th Century mahogany hall
mirror, bevelled plate flanked by columns.
Together with a later Queen Anne style carved
walnut example (2) £50-100

514.
A 19th Century brass bound
cylindrical mahogany wine cooler, copper
lined, later top, tapered supports £100-150

482.
A Victorian carved oak display
cabinet, raised glazed panel door, waist
drawer, base with carved panel door, carved
heads to pilasters, stylised decoration
throughout, 91 cm wide x 52 cm deep x 227
cm high £150-250
483.
A Victorian mahogany gentleman’s
wardrobe, single door, brass handle, 61 cm
wide x 50 cm deep x 184 cm high £50-100
484.
Two Victorian mahogany chest-ofdrawers, both with two short over three long
drawers, one 95 cm wide x 42 cm deep x 111
cm high, the other 104 cm wide x 51 cm deep
x 105.5 cm high (both af) £50-100
485.
A Victorian walnut Wellington
chest, seven graduated drawers, turned
handles one missing, locking pilasters missing
key, plinth base, 50 cm wide x 34 cm deep x
105 cm high £250-300
486.
An Edwardian walnut overmantle
mirror, six bevelled mirror panels, three
gallery shelves, pierced scroll design, 111 cm
wide x 106 cm high £50-100
487.
A Victorian walnut two tier wash
stand, missing upper gallery, lower pierced
gallery, turned supports and casters, 98 cm
wide x 52 cm deep x 73 cm high £50-100
488.
An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bed
side table, cupboard, tapered supports, 57 cm
wide x 45 cm deep x 77 cm high £50-80

498.
An Art Deco oak cottage rocking
arm chair, patterned red fabric £50-100
499.
A Victorian mahogany chiffonier
base, frieze drawer above two panel doors,
plinth base, 108 cm wide x 50 cm deep x 89
cm high £50-100
500.
A brass four division stick stand
with cast metal base £50-100
501.
A vintage beech cottage arm chair,
with cord back and seat £50-100
502.
A pair of 19th Century mahogany
elbow chairs, pierced back splat, floral fabric
seats, tapered supports (2) £50-100
503.
A Georgian style tray-top mahogany
coffee table, 106 cm wide x 43 cm deep x 49
cm high £50-100
504.
A 19th Century mahogany chestof-drawers, three long drawers, brass pulls,
bracket supports, 90 cm wide x 47 cm deep x
90 cm high £50-100
505.
A vintage wooden rocking horse,
laminated construction, by Ian Armstrong,
Durham, 40 cm wide x 104 cm high £150-250

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

511.
A Georgian style mahogany fret
carved hall mirror (af) £50-100

515.
A 19th Century satinwood banded
oval mahogany Pembroke table, single
drawer, tapered supports, brass casters, 80 cm
wide x 52 cm deep x 72 cm high £120-180
516.
A 19th Century mahogany
Pembroke table, single drawer, tapered
supports. Together with an Edwardian square
walnut two-tier lamp table (2) £50-100
517.
A Victorian marble tray top
mahogany wash stand, two drawers, turned
supports, casters, 106 cm wide x 60 cm deep x
95 cm high £150-200
518.
A contemporary oak desk, three
drawers, pull out slide to each end, tapered
supports, 124 cm wide x 63 cm deep x 79 cm
high £50-100
519.
A ebonised rectangular Chinese
style coffee table, together with a rectangular
mahogany coffee table on splayed supports
(2) £50-100
520.
An antique floral tapestry
upholstered high back sofa, giltwood
stretchered supports, 140 cm wide x 60 cm
deep x 110 cm high £500-700
521.
An antique mahogany salon sofa,
patterned yellow fabric, tapered supports, 150
cm wide x 60 cm deep x 85 cm high £300-500

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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535.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, in a
modern ring binder, a collection of Guinea
Gold cards, various sets, genres and bases,
(approx 400 cards)(gen gd) £60-80

522.
A Victorian elm seat cottage chair,
reduced in height to nursing chair. Together
with an Edwardian coaching table with floral
painted decoration (2) £50-100
523.
A contemporary hardwood hall
table, single drawer, stretchered supports, 100
cm wide x 41 cm deep x 76 cm high £100-150
524.
A contemporary hardwood square
coffee table, single drawer, 110 cm wide x 110
cm deep x 41 cm high. Together with a similar
square lamp table (2) £100-150
525.
An Edwardian oak wall mounted
panel with applied Neo-Classical decoration,
inset with central circular sepia panel
depicting Lord Leighton’s ‘Garden of
Hesperides’, flanked by similar rectangular
portrait panels, 152 cm wide x 110 cm high
£50-100
526.
A 1920s four fold dressing screen,
studded leather panels, floral paint decoration
£50-80
527.
A Victorian mahogany cottage
rocking armchair, yellow fabric £50-100
528.
A Victorian mahogany cottage
rocking armchair, green fabric £50-100
CIGARETTE CARDS

531.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a
collection of sets to name, Wills Garden
Flowers, Garden Hints, Household Hints,
Railway Equipment, Players Cricketers 1934,
Aviary & Cage Birds, Cries of London 2nd
Series, Struggle for Existence, Wonders of
the World, Wild Animal Heads, Modern
Naval Craft, Motor Cars, Military Uniforms of
the British Empire Overseas, Animals of the
Countryside, Characters from Dickens (25),
Army Corps & Divisional Signs (1-50 and 51150), Countrys Flags and Arms, Wrestling &
Ju Jitsu, and Miniatures, Churchmans Howlers
and Treasure Trove, Morris Your Horoscope,
Mitchells Famous Crosses, Phillips Famous
Minors, (gd/vg)(25) £60-80
532.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a selection
of larger card sets to name, Players Ships
Models, Famous Beauties, Old Naval Prints,
Types of Horses, Cats, British Butterflies,
Clocks Old & New, Architectural Beauties,
English Period Costumes, Wildfowl, Aquarium
Studies and Characters from Dickens, also
included Ardath Film Stage and Radio Stars,
and Sandorides Cinema Celebrities, (gd/vg)
(14) £60-80

529.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a vast
collection of loose cards, various genres and
Manufacturers, viewing recommended (gd/vg)
(qty, 1000’s) £60-80
530.
Cigarette Cards, Players, a selection
of sets to name, Wrestling & Ju-Jitsu, Hidden
Beauties, War Decorations & Medals, Animals
of the Countryside, Wild Animal Heads,
Football Caricatures by MAC, Characters by
Dickens A Series (50), Footballers Caricatures
by RIP, Cricketers 1934, Film Stars 3rd Series,
Aviary & Cage Birds, Counties & Their
Industries, Country Flags & Arms, , Military
Uniforms of the British Empire Overseas,
Army Corps & Divisional Signs (1-50 and 51100), Wild Birds, Characters from Thackary,
County Seats & Arms, Butterflies, Players
Past & Present, Motor Cars, Wonders of the
World, Modern Naval Craft, and Regimental
Standards & Cap Badges (gd/vg)(25)
£60-80

533.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a variety
of sets to name, Wills Garden Hints, Borough
Arms 4th Series, Railway Equipment,
Household Hints, and Garden Flowers,
Churchmans Treasure Trove and Howlers,
Greys British Orders of Chivalry & Valour,
Highnetts Arms & Armour, Players Cricketers
1934, Struggle for Existence, Animals of the
Countryside, Aviary & Cage Birds, Wild Animal
Heads, Army Corps & Divisional Signs (1-50
and 51-150), Counties & Their Industries,
Modern Naval Craft, Characters from Dickens
2nd Series, Wrestling & Ju Jitsu, Wild Birds,
Hidden Beauties, Military Uniforms of the
British Empire, Miniatures and Players Past &
Present (gd/vg)(25) £60-80
534.
Cigarette Cards, Players, three
rarer sets to name Overseas Issue Butterflies
(girls), Poets and Authors (narrow) and British
Butterflies (gd/vg)(3) £80-100
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536.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a
collection of larger size cards in a modern ring
binder, to name Wills Heraldic Signs & Their
Origin, Dogs, Famous British Authors, Old
Sundials, and Arms of Oxford & Cambridge
Colleges, Players Portals of the Past, Millhoff
Roses and Antique Pottery, Carreras Famous
Naval Men and British Costumes and Ardath It
All Depends on Me!, (gd/vg) £80-100

537.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, contained
in a larger size ringbinder, various sets, to
name Players County Seats and Arms, Cries
of London 2nd Series, Carreras Famous
Women, Film Favourites and Famous Men,
Morris Captain Blood, Highnetts Turpikes
and Beauties Series (Chess), Abdulla Screen
Stars, Mitchells Clan Tartans A & 2nd Series,
Cavanders School Badges and Bocnal Proverbs
Up To Date, (gd/vg) £100-120

538.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, contained
in a larger size ringbinder, various sets to
name, Ansties Stonehenge and The Victory
(sectional), Morris Measurements of
Time, How to Sketch and Shadowgraphs,
Mitchells Scotlands Story, Carreras Tapestry
Reproductions (sectional), Ogdens British
Birds & Their Eggs, Wills Lucky Charms, Roses,
Roses 2nd Series and Roses (different) and The
Boyhood of Raleigh (sectional), Players Bygone
Beauties, Fire Fighting Appliances, Miniatures
and Butterflies, Millhoff Art Treasures, (gd/vg)
£100-120
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539.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, contained
in a large size ringbinder, various sets to
name, Cavanders School Badges, Abdulla
Feather Friends, Leas Old Pottery & Porcelain,
Players Victoria Cross, Badges & Flags of
British Regiments (brown back), Regimental
Uniforms (blue back), Egyptian Kings Queens
and Classical Dieties, Ships Figureheads, and
Kings & Queens of England, Wills The Kings
Art Treasures, Societe Job Orders of Chivalry,
Mitchells Seals, Edwards Ringer Prehistoric
Animals, Carreras British Prime Ministers,
Kensita Coronation Series, Phillips Red Indians,
Popular Superstitions, Ships & Their Flags and
British Butterflies also includes Ogdens Poultry
Alphabet (gd/vg) £100-120

540.
Cigarette Cards, Beauty contains in
a large size ringbinder, various sets to name,
Ogdens Beauty Series numbered, (50), Sarony
National Types of Beauty (MF), Wills Overseas
Issue British Beauties, Drapkin British Beauties
and Ardath Beautiful English Women, (gd/vg)
£60-80

543.
Cigarette Cards, Rarer Cards, a
selection of rarer cards to include Faulkners
Our Gallant Grenadier (no ITC clause)(6),
Duncans Scottish Clans (green)(1), Highnetts
Interesting Buildings (8), Murrays War Series
(1), Adkins Character Sketches (4), A Living
Picture (1), A Royal Favourite (2), Soldiers
of the Queen & Portraits (14), Soldiers of
the Queen Series of 60 (11), and Smiths
Shadowgraphs, also included Churchmans
Birds & Eggs (18), Dogs & Fowls (1), Boys
Scouts A (6), 2nd (brown 4) and 3rd (blue 1,
brown 3) (mixed conditions) £60-80

544.
Cigarette Cards, Actresses and
Beauties, a selection of rarer cards to name
Leas Modern Miniatures (46/50), Baker
Actresses (1) and Beauties of All Nations (1),
Charlesworth Beauties (1), Copes Actresses
(plain back, 3), Gallaher Latest Actresses
(b/w, 1), Mackenzie Music Hall Artistes (1),
Mitchells Actresses (coloured, 1, and brown,
3), Richmond Cavandish Beauties (3), Wills
Australian Actresses (Vice Regal backs, 18) and
Morris Film Star Series (21)(mixed conditions,
viewing recommended) £60-80
545.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens Guinea
Gold, Actresses, a collection of approx 200
cards, various sets to include Polo Back, Tab
Issues, 501-597 (missing 503)(gd/vg) £40-60

547.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, BAT and
British Cigarette Company, a collection of
cards to include BAT Issues, plain back Girls
of All Nations (20), printed back no makers
name complete set English Costumes of Ten
Centuries, Eagle Bird back China’s Famous
Warriors (10) and Chinese back Hints on
Association Football, also included Hatamen
backs Chinese Beauties, different sets (116),
Chinese Warriors and more (gd/vg) £80-100
548.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Mixture,
Players Overseas Ships Flags & Cap Badges
together with Lambert & Butler Flag Girls of
All Nations (2)(gd/vg) £60-80
549.
Cigarette Cards, Military, a selection
of cards, various Manufacturers to name,
Martins Army Pictures Cartoons etc, (1)
Churchmans Boer War Celebrities (2), Types
of British & Colonial Troops (3), Copes VC &
DSO Naval & Flying Heroes (5), Eminent British
Regiments Officers Uniforms (brown, 3) and
British Warriors (black 7), Faulkner Our Gallant
Grenadiers (1), Gallahers Types of British Army
(3 pipes brown, 6), (3 pipes green, 15), (Battle
Hours back, 4)(3 strengths, 10) together with
Morris War Celebrities (3), (gen gd, a few
poorer) £100-120

541.
Cigarette Card Ring Binders, Six
large modern ringbinders together with a
quantity of used and new plastic card sleeves
and dividers (vg) £40-60

542.
Cigarette Cards, Shipping, part
sets and odd cards to name Singleton & Cole
Atlantic Liners (30 cards, gen gd), Davies Flags
& Funnels of Leading Steamship Lines (1),
Ogdens Ships & Pennants (Polo, 8 cards) and
Phillips British Warships (3), (all gd/vg)
£100-120

546.
Cigarette Cards, Sports, a collection
of cards to name, Marsuma Famous Golfers
(1), Boguslavsky Winners of the Turf (8),
Churchmans Lawn Tennis (1), Prominent
Golfers (7), Sporting Trophies, Footballers (1),
Famous Golfers (1), Cohen Weenan Owners,
Jockeys, Footballers & Cricketers (1), Copes
Noted Footballers (2 different) and Boxers
(2), Gallaher Sports Series (1), Lawn Tennis
Celebrities (2), and Association Football Club
Colours (1), Lambert & Butler Winter Sports
(3) and Footballers 1930-31 (1), Ogdens
Boxers (2), Wills Australian Football Club
Colours & Flags (4), Famous Golfers (5) and
Lawn Tennis (2)(mixed, but gen gd)
£60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

550.
Cigarette Cards, Dukes Ruler, Coat
of Arms and Flag (folders), seven folders to
include Australia, Portugal, Peru, Honduras,
Cuba, Haiti and Norway (gen gd) £30-50
551.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, Guinea
Gold, a collection of Actresses and Views,
various sets including General Interest, Stage
Artistes, etc. and bases (gd/vg) £60-80
552.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Wills, a
mixture of cards, to include Pirate Issues
Ancient Chinese Warriors, Proverbs (brown)
and Chinese Beauties, Houses of Parliament,
Ruby Queen Birds of the East, Overseas Issues
Royalty, Notabilities & Events (set), viewing
recommended (gd) £60-80

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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553.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a
selection of rarer cards to include Clarkes
Marine Series (2), Copes Boats of the World
(3), Lambert & Butler Hints for Motorists
(10), International Yachts America v England
(1), Worlds Locomotives (11) and Additional
Locomotives (8) and Mitchells British Warships
(3) also included Copes Music Hall Artistes
(3), and Pigeons (1), Edwards Ringer one each
of Birds & Their Eggs, Dogs, Portraits of His
Majesty and Flags of All Nations (gen gd)
£60-80

554.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Wills
Scissor, a collection in a hardback album
various cards from VC Heroes, Heroic Deeds,
Britain’s Defenders, Derby Day Series, Beauties
(Picture Hats), and more (no sets)(vg), also
included Cinema Stars (14) and complete Set
Wills Overseas Lighthouses, (vg) £60-80
555.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, Guinea
Gold, General Interest and Military, various
sets, a collection of over 350 cards, some
duplication, viewing recommended)(gd/vg)
£40-60
556.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a variety
of cards , various Manufacturers including
Foreign, all in loose plastic sleeves (approx
1500)(gen gd/vg) £60-80

560.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, Guinea
Gold and Tab Issues, General Interest and
Military, various sets, a collection of over 250
cards, viewing recommended)(gd/vg) £40-60
561.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture a quantity
of sets, various Manufacturers & genres to
include Players Football Caricatures by RIP,
Cricketers 1934, Countries Flags & Emblems,
British Empire Series, Military Uniforms of
the British Empire Overseas, Wild Birds,
Characters from Thackary, Hidden Beauties,
Characters from Dickens, Army Corps &
Divisional Signs, Railway Equipment, Garden
Hints, Aviary and Cage Birds, Churchmans
Treasure Trove and Howlers, Animals of the
Countryside , Wills Household Hints, Garden
Flowers, and others, some duplication (25)
£40-60

566.
Cigarette Cards & Silks, Art,
complete set Hills (Spinet) Famous Engravings
Series XI together with part sets Canvas
Masterpieces Series 1 (Badminton, 30/40),
also includes Muratti Canvas Masterpieces
Series M (9 small globe, 2 large globe) and
Canvas Masterpieces P Size (2), also included
Chinese Pottery & Porcelain (P4/5(all gen gd)
£40-60

567.
Cigarette Silks, Phillips Clan Tartans,
a selection of part sets to include BDV 1-65
(missing 34, 40 and 60), Anon 1-49 (missing
20, 36, 37, 43 and 45) and L Size 10 and a few
others (gen gd, a few frayed) £60-80

562.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture a further
quantity of sets, some duplication, to include
Players Cricketers 1938, Hidden Beauties,
Wild Birds, British Empire Series, Cricketers
1934, Army Corps & Divisional Signs, Wills
Household Hints and Garden Hints, and others
(31)(gen gd) £40-60
563.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a
collection of rarer cards to include Woods
Types of Volunteer & Yeomanry (2), Gallaher
Votaries of Weed (4) and Royalty Series (3),
Hudden Types of Smokers (1), Societe Job
British Lighthouses (10), Kineer Royalty (2),
Lamert & Butler Japanese Series (1), Morris
Schools in Foreign Countries (1), Muratti
Crowned Heads (5), Japan Series (3), Russo
Japan Series (1) and War Series (3) and
Roberts Types of British & Colonial Troops (4)
(mixed conditions, viewing recommended)
£80-100

568.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, F & J
Smiths Medal Album (gd) together with a
collection of parts sets to include Morris
National & Colonial Arms (15), Carreras
Women at War Work (17), Lambert & Butler
The Thames (21)(gen gd) £60-80
569.
Cigarette Silks, Robert Sinclair
Battleships & Crests, 2 silks, namely HMS Iron
Duke and HMS Tiger (gd) £40-60
570.
Cigarette Silks, Great War Leaders
& Celebrities, Phillips larger silks (mixed Anon
& BDV) to include, Queen of Italy, General
Allenby, President Wilson, Admiral Beatty,
David Lloyd George, King of Italy, General
French, General Joffre, King George V, Queen
Mary, President Poincare, General Smuts,
Lord Kitchener, Captain Fryatt, Czar Nicholas
of Russia, Albert King of the Belgians, Vice
Admiral Beatty, and many more, all in an
album (some duplication, 32 in total)(gd/vg)
£60-80

557.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a
large collection of loose cards, various
Manufacturers and sets (1000’s), viewing
recommended £60-80
558.
Cigarette Cards, Faulkner, a small
selection of cards to include Cricket Terms (2),
Football Terms (2), The Language of Flowers
(1), Police Terms (1), Military terms (2) and
Our Gallant Grenadiers (5) (varying conditions,
gen fair/gd) £40-60
559.
Cigarette Ring Binders Eight smaller
modern ringbinders, various colours together
with a small quantity of plastic sleeves (gen
gd) £20-40
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564.
Cigarette Cards, Players, a collection
of part sets to include Gallery of Beauty Series
(18), Cities of the World (20) and Actors &
Actresses (12)(mixed conditions) £60-80
565.
Cigarette Cards, Ogden Guinea Gold,
mainly Actresses all L size, a collection of over
100, from various sets, viewing recommended
(gd/vg) £40-60

571.
Cigarette Cards, Taddy, part sets
to include Autographs (1), British Medals &
Ribbons (21) and British Medal & Decorations
Series 2 (42)(gd) £80-100
572.
Cigarette Cards, Salmon &
Gluckstein, a selection of part sets to include
Heroes of the Transvaal War (20), Owners &
Jockeys Series (1) and Famous Pictures (green
3, brown 2)(gd/vg) £60-80
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589.
Cigarette Silks, Mixture, a collection
to include complete sets Phillips Heraldic
Series (x2), and part sets Heraldic Series P size
(16), Naval Badges of Rank (5), Pilot Signals
& Flags (16), Leas Regimental Crests (64),
Ansties Regimental Badges (89 including rarer
varieties) and Wills Australian Arms of the
British Empire (45)(gen gd) £60-80

573.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Stamps,
a modern ringbinder containing a large
collection of approx 400 stamp cards issued by
Phillips and Sweetule Products as redeeming
vouchers (gd/vg) £40-60
574.
Trade Cards & Related Ephemera,
Mixture, a collection of items to include
Mazawattee Kings & Queens (38/39), Quakers
Stamps (Town, no map), Bells Shaped Bells,
Chocolate de Villars British Birds & Their Eggs,
Hustler Regimental Nicknames, Goddards
Views of Leicester, Four generations, Cleaning
a Silver Teapot and Present Day Silverware
and others (viewing recommended) £40-60

581.
Cigarette Silks, Military, mainly
Phillips Crests and Badges of the British Army
(mixed sizes and sets) approx 500 silks (not
checked for sets)(gd) £80-100

575.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, Phillips Flags,
BDV and Anon (larger sizes) National Flags, (66
in total, a few duplicates)(gd/vg) £60-80

582.
Cigarette Silks, Cricket, Phillips BDV
County Cricket Badges (7) and Phillips County
Cricket Badges Anon (1) (mainly gd) £60-80

576.
Cigarette Silks, Pottery, Leas Old
Pottery, a collection from various sets, over
200 silks, mostly with card backs, unchecked
for sets, also includes Salmon & Gluckstein
Pottery Types (6)(mixed conditions) £60-80

583.
Cigarette Silks, Military, Phillips
Regimental Colours Series 12 (complete
set) together with 5 P size, also included a
collection of over 70 Regimental Colours &
Crests, (mixed BDV, Anon and Anon with
Vignettes) and Major Drapkin Regimental
Colours & Badges of the Indian Army (22,
some duplication)(gen gd) £60-80

577.
Cigarette Silks, Ceramic Art, Phillips
Ceramic Art, various sets and sizes, over 200
loose silks, gen gd (unchecked for sets)
£40-60

578.
Cigarette Silks, Great War Leaders &
Celebrities, Phillips complete set M3 (Captain
Fyatt, General Hughes and Mr Hughes),
together with Great War Leaders (sepia) 36
silks (unchecked for sets) and Muratti Great
War Leaders (P4)(gen gd, a few frayed)
£60-80

590.
Cigarette Silks, Mixture, Phillips Old
Masters P size (BDV to top 8, BDV to bottom
1, and Anon 8) together with American
Tobacco (Nebo) Flag Girls of all Nations (1)
and Wills Australian Kings & Queen Series (27)
(mixed conditions) £40-60

584.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, a collection
to include complete set Wix Kenista British
Empire (printed USA,) and National Flags, both
in original wrappers, Phillips Flags Series 5
(missing nos 1 & 5), 15th Series (26 L size silks)
and 25th Series (78 silks)(gen gd) £60-80

591.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, a collection
to include complete sets, Wix Kensita British
Empire Flags (two sets, one printed USA),
and National Flags with additional variations
(both in original wrappers), and part sets
United Tobacco (COS) Flags of All Nations (33),
Ansties National Flags ( 37) and a selection of
flags by Phillips (22)(gen gd) £80-100

585.
Cigarette Silks, Flowers, a selection
of silks to include United Tobacco Co (S Africa)
Roses (4) and South African Flowers (5),
Westminster Garden Flowers of the World (2),
and Morris English Flowers (52), some have
original backings, duplication (gen gd) £60-80

592.
Cigarette Cards, Views &
Photographic, a selection of sets displayed on
slot in card to include Cavanders Beauty Spots
of Great Britain, Pattreieux British Railways
and Hills Views of Interest 2nd, 3rd, 4th & 5th
Series, (cards vg)(6) £20-40

579.
Cigarette Silks, British Naval Crests,
Phillips, a collection of over 100 silks, mixed
sets, (gen gd) £40-60
586.
Cigarette Silks, Mixture, a variety to
include Phillips Orders of Chivalry Series 10
and Heraldic Series (both complete) together
with part sets Phillips GP Territorial Badges
(92), Arms of Countries & Territories (35),
Wills Australian War Medals (8), (gd) £60-80

580.
Cigarette Silks, Football, Phillips
Football Colours, 3 P size, namely Rochdale
Hornets, Reading and Bolton Wanderers,
together with a collection of M size, Anon 5,
and BDV 48) some duplication, (gd/vg)
£80-100

587.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, a selection
from various sets by Phillips to include 16th
Series (L size, 40), 25th Series (L size, 11),
Series 10 (L size, 76), Series 7 (104), 26th
Series (85), 20th Series (65) and Set 4 (various
issues 192)(gen gd) £60-80
588.
Cigarette Silks, Butterflies, Leas part
sets, Butterflies & Moths (M4), (X7) and (P12)
(duplication)(gd, all with backing paper intact)
£30-50

593.
Cigarette Cards, Mixed, Wills &
Player sets, a collection in a large ringbinder,
sets to name, Portraits of European Royalty (1100), Roses, Ships Badges, Time & Money in
Different Countries, English Period Costumes,
Kings & Queens (grey back), Transvaal
Series (missing no 15 and 61), Recruiting
Posters, Wills Scissor Victoria Cross Heroes
and Beauties (brown tint), together with
Players Wild Animal Heads, Dogs by Wardle
(Heads), Badges & Flags of British Regiments
(brown back unnumbered), Aviary & Cage
Birds, Military Head Dress, Countries Flags &
Arms (thick card x 2), History of Naval Dress,
Butterflies and Curious Beaks, (gen gd, some
marked)(qty) £100-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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594.
Cigarette Cards, Mixed, sets by a
variety of Manufacturers to include Anstie
Windsor Castle and Clifton Suspension Bridge,
Ardath Stamps Rare & Interesting, CWS
Famous Buildings, Churchmans British Film
Stars, Interesting Door Knockers, Pipes of the
World, Landmarks in Railway Progress, Curious
Signs, Dexters Borough Arms, Highnett
Greetings of the World, Common Objects of
the Sea Shore, Lea Miniatures (gold border)
and Miniatures First Series (1-100), Millhoff In
The Public Eye, Mitchells Wonderful Century,
Famous Scots, Sandorides Cinema Celebrities,
(gen gd)(qty) £100-120
595.
Modern Cigarette Cards, Mixture
a variety of sets, some duplication, from
Grandee, Embassy and Black Cat (gd/vg)(22)
£30-50

598.
Cigarette Cards, Players, another
selection of sets to include Flags of the
League of Nations, Regimental Standards &
Cap Badges, Aircraft of the Royal Air Force,
Miniatures, Natural History, Birds & Their
Young, Dandies, Motor Cars A & 2nd Series,
Dogs (full), Players Past & Present, Boy Scout
& Girl Guide, Modern Naval Craft, Coronation
Series, Struggle for Existence, Military Head
Dress, Footballers 1928, Cycling, Derby &
Grand National Winners, Kings & Queens of
England, Butterflies, Gems of British Scenery,
Wonders of the World, Polar Exploration 2nd
Series and Regimental Uniforms (gd/vg)(25)
£60-80
599.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a selection
of cards to include Singleton & Cole Bonzo
(3), Wallace Jones Keep Fit (1) and Maxims
of Success (1), Westminster Wireless (7),
Lambert & Butler Wireless Telegraphy (10),
Edwards Ringer Abbey & Castles (2), War Map
(2) Flags of All Nations (17) and Prehistoric
Animals (2), Clarkes Well Known Sayings (1)
and Royal Mail (1), Bells Scottish Clan Series
(10), Adkins Living Pictures (4) and Sporting
Cup Trophies (1), Phillips Eggs, Nests & Birds
(4), Animals Series (1) and First Aid (14), also
included Churchmans Phil May Sketches (20)
and Smiths Famours Explorers (12) (mixed)
£60-80

603.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a
collection of sets to include Carreras
Celebrities of British History, Churchmans
Kings of Speed, Lambert & Butler Aviation,
and Motor Cars A Series, Wills Butterflies &
Moths, Signalling Series and The Coronation
Series, Players, Derby & Grand National
Winners, Characters from Thackeray and
Aircraft of the Royal Air Force, together with
Ogdens Picturesque People of the Empire,
also includes two Observer books and a small
collection of phone and trade cards (gen gd)
£50-80

604.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a
collection of six modern ringbinders
containing over 50 sets and part sets from
various Manufacturers to include Players,
Wills, Churchman, Carreras, Gallaher,
Phillips and more, well presented, viewing
recommended (gd/vg) £80-100

600.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, two
hardback slot in Wills albums, both containing
Players sets, one holding Cricketers 1934,
History of Naval Dress, Kings & Queens of
England and Cricketers 1938, the other Wild
Birds, Butterflies, Derby & Grand National
Winners and Wild Animal Heads, (all cards gd)
also included 15 original card albums, mixture
of Wills and Players sets, some slot in, some
stuck in (some foxing to albums) £60-80
596.
Cigarette Cards, Military, a selection
of cards to include Smiths War Incidents (9)
and Battlefields of Great Britain (2), Carreras
Raemakers War Cartoons (64), Gallaher
Victoria Cross Heroes (15), Types of British
Army (green, 60), Types of British Army (51100 brown, 54) and Territorial Series (motor
back, 3), Types of British Soldiers (M651-675,
4), (all gen gd) £180-200
597.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a selection
of part sets to include Pritchard & Burton
Holiday Resorts (3), Keemo Robinsons Nature
Studies (1), Gallaher Tricks & Puzzles (green
back, 1), Hills Famous Pictures (16) and Breeds
of Dog (1), Stevens Zoo Series (1), Holidays
by the LMS (1), Churchman Frisky, Gallahers
Woodland Tree Series (10), Chairman Old
English Pottery (P size) Boguslavsky Conan
Doyle Characters (black back 6), Copes
Pigeons (2), Song Birds (1), Dogs of the World
(1) and Music Hall Artistes (3) Ardath Dog
Studies (24), (gen gd), £50-80
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601.
Trade Cards, Thomson, completed
original album Spadgers Monster Collection of
Spoofs, presented with the Wizard (a couple
of small tears to front cover, otherwise cards
and album gd) together with complete set
of P26 Battles for the Flag, presented with
The Rover and The Wizard, includes bespoke
original envelope (poor, in pieces)(2)
£60-80

605.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, an original
hardback slide in album containing various
sets together with a collection of loose cards,
various Manufacturers to include Ogdens,
Ardath, Lambert & Butler, United Kingdom
Tobacco and more, various genres and card
conditions (some stuck together), (viewing
recommended) £40-60
606.
Cigarette & Trade Albums, Mixture,
a collection of original unused and partially
complete albums, two Cigarette and eighteen
Trade Card, key Album is Thomson 66 Motor
Cars of 1966 presented with The Victor, also
included a Murrays Value book 1994 and
Cigarette Cards How to Collect Them by I
Evans (mixed conditions) £30-50

602.
Cigarette Cards, Horse Racing,
Taddy’s Famous Jockeys, (with frame)(gd/vg,
slight discolouration to a few backs)
£250-350

607.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Mixture,
a large collection of loose cards, various
Manufacturers and genres (1000’s), viewing
recommended, includes Ogdens, Lambert &
Butler and Guinea Golds, (unchecked for sets)
£60-80
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614.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Motoring,
two sets to include United Tobacco COS
(South) Motor Cars and Imperial Tobacco of
Canada Motor Cars (gd) £40-60
615.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Motoring,
American Tobacco, Turkey Red Turkish
Cigarettes Automobile Series (gen gd, some
printing and marks to back) £60-80

608.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Sports,
a collection of part sets to include Barratt
Test Cricketers (both series) and Famous
Footballers, Mitchells Scottish Footballers,
Lambert & Butler Footballers 1930-1,
Churchmans Cricketers, Franklyn Davey
Boxing, Drapkin Australian and English Test
Cricketers, Ogdens Racing Pigeons and
Thomson Football Stars of 1959 (gen gd)
£40-60
609.
Cigarette Cards, Motoring, a
collection of three framed and glazed
(removable board backed) Lambert & Butler
sets, cards from Motor Cars A. 2nd and 3rd
Series sets (each frame 65 x 35cm containing
50 cards) and Motor Car Radiators (frame
size 55 x 19cm) (cards appear gd, held in with
photographic corners)(3) £60-80
610.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Motoring,
two paperback books each complete with
cards, United Tobacco Holland’s Over Auto’s
En Auto-Rensport and Inhalts Ubersicht’s Das
Auto Von Heute (gd/vg) £60-80

622.
Foreign Cigarette Silks, Turkish
Macedonia, Standard Flags, set M83 on purple
silk (with one additional caption variation and
3 hand variations), 11 on brown, 16 on black,
and 3 on beige, (vg) £80-100

616.
Trade Cards, Motoring, Thomson
Periodicals Footballers/Motor Cars (double
sided), together with Amalgamated Press
Makes of Motor Cars & Index Marks, Modern
Motor Cars and Motors (Plain back), also
includes Gian Brand Liquorice Sweets Motors
(all gd)(5) £100-120
617.
Foreign Cigarette Silks, BAT, Best
Dogs of Their Breed (all with printed backs, no
makers name) complete set L50 (gd) £50-80
618.
Foreign Cigarette Silks, Imperial
Tobacco of Canada, all G size, complete
set Garden Flowers of the World (5)(some
discolouration and staining) together with
Premium Issues Staunch and True, Royal Arms,
Yachts (1), King George V (2, one head and
shoulders, one on horse back), Union Jack,
(gd/vg) £80-100

623.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture two
Railway sets, Lambert & Butler World’s
Locomotives and Churchmans Landmarks in
Railway Progress together with two Scottish
sets, Mitchells Famous Scots and Scotlands
Story (gd/vg)(4) £60-80
624.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, two Sport
sets, Ogdens, Jockeys and Owners Colours and
Players Association Cup Winners together with
two Transport sets, Lambert & Butler Hints &
Tips for Motorists and Wills Aviation (gd/vg)(4)
£60-80
625.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, five sets,
Wills Lighthouses, Carreras Tools and How To
Use Them and Players British Livestock, Life on
Board a Man o War and Arms & Armour (all
gd, Arms & Armour poor backs) £60-80

619.
Cigarette Silks, Murray, Orders of
Chivalry, 9 silks (backs intact, slight wear,
otherwise gd) £50-80

611.
Cigarette Cards, Transport,
contained in a modern ringbinder, sets by
various Manufacturers to include Wills Safety
First, Speed (2 different sets), Players Motor
Cars A Series, Irish A Series Issue and 2nd
Series, Ardath State Express Speed Land, Sea
and Air, Wills New Zealand Motor Cars (F50)
and Overseas Motor Cars (48), Gallahers
Motor Cars, Grandee Famous M G Marques
and Doncella Golden Age of Motoring (also
includes loose sleeves)(gd/vg)(12) £60-80
612.
Cigarette Cards, Motoring, three
complete sets to include Illingworth Motor Car
Bonnets, Phillips Motor Cars at a Glance and
Ogdens Motor Races 1931 (gd/vg)(3) £60-80
613.
Cigarette Cards, Motoring, Woods
Modern Motor Cars, (gd) £50-80

620.
Cigarette Silks, Phillips, a collection
of silks to name, part set Football Colours
(P18/78), complete sets Old Masters Set 4,
Old Masters Set 2A (BDV to top, plus 2 with
grey print), and Regimental Colours & Crests
(M120, BDV, numbered)(all gd/vg) £100-120

621.
Trade Silks, Bookmarks to include
from Sunday Companion 1924 (3) two
Religious, one Dickens and 2 Turma ‘Eind goed
al goed’ and Geen rood zonder doornen (gd/
vg) £20-40

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

626.
Cigarette Cards, Railways,
a selection of sets to name, Ogdens
Construction of Railway Trains, Gallahers
Trains of the World, Wills Railway Engines, (2
different), Churchman Empire Railways and
Lambert & Butler Worlds Locomotives set
1-25, additional set and part set (1-50, 25
cards)(all gen gd, some wear to L & B sets)(8)
£100-120
627.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a
selection of sets by various Manufacturers
to include Faulkners Prominent Racehorses
of the Present Day 1st & 2nd Series, Muratti
Australian Racehorses, Louis Gerard Modern
Armaments (numbered), Leas Butterflies
& Moths (silks), Wix Henry, CWS Wayside
Flowers (green back), African Types, Famous
Bridges, British and Foreign Birds and Famous
Buildings and Highnett Greetings of the World
(gd/vg)(sets sealed and unchecked)(12)
£80-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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628.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a selection
of Manufacturers, various genres to include
Carreras Raemaekers War Cartoons (Black Cat)
and Famous Naval Men, Morris Shadowgraphs
and Marvels of the Universe, Lambert &
Butler Motor Cars A & 2nd Series, Jackson
Film Scenes and Shots from the Films, Wills
Wild Flowers (2 different sets) and Old English
Garden Flowers, Murrays Bathing Belles,
Players Products of the World, National Flags
& Arms and Bonzo Dogs, CWS African Types,
and International Tobacco Famous Buildings
& Monuments (all gd/vg)(sets sealed and
unchecked)(17) £80-100

629.
Cigarette Cards, Carreras, a
selection of sets to include Footballers,
Popular Footballers, Highwaymen, Amusing
Tricks & How to Do Them, Tools and How
to Use Them, Alice in Wonderland (round
corners), The Science of Boxing Series (Black
Cat), Kings and Queens of England and Types
of London (all gen gd)(9) £100-120
630.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, Sport
Related, a collection of sets to name
Prominent Cricketers of 1938, Motor Races
1931, Football Club Captains, Famous Dirt
Tracker Riders, Football Caricatures and
Champions of 1936 (all gd/vg)(6) £80-100
631.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Mixture,
a selection of sets to include Highnett Dogs,
Gallaher Dogs, Wills Garden Flowers, Turf
Famous Footballers and British Automatic
Company Warships of the World (all gen gd)
(5) £40-60

635.
Trade Cards, Trade Cards Albums,
a collection of unused albums various
Manufacturers to include Brooke Bond Wild
Life Afrika, PG The Secret Diary of Kevin
Tipps, 40th Anniversary of Television, Natural
Neighbours, Lyons Australia, Shell The World
Wildlife Collection and Hornimans Pets, also
included a couple of Picture Card Albums and
wallcharts, five partial filled albums, and two
Brook Bond Picture Cards Reference Books
(qty)(gen gd) £60-80

636.
Trade Cards, Brooke Bond Canada,
a selection of completed albums, Oceans,
Wild Flowers of North America and African
Animals, also included new unused albums
to name, Song Birds, Wild Flowers of North
America, Animals of North America, Birds of
North America, Tropical Birds, African Animals,
The Space Age, North American Wildlife in
Danger, Oceans, Animals & Their Young The
Artic and Indians (all vg) £60-80
637.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a
miscellaneous collection of albums to include
TV Times Summer Album 1974 The Great Train
Expedition and Wild West Adventure Trail,
Sunday Times 100 Great Cars of the World,
Evening Post Nostalgia Miniature Railway
Locomotives, Press Promotions Railway
Reproductions, Tramcyclopdeia and 18301980 Our Iron Roads (not all complete) and a
partially completed Shell Historic Coin Board,
plus loose coins (qty) £40-60
638.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a
collection of publications to include a quantity
of various Cigarette Card Catalogues, Pocket
Books and Price books, also includes unused
poster folders for Doncella Golden Age of
Steam and Napoleonic Uniforms, Grandee Top
Dogs, Tom Thumb Maritime History, Motor
Racing and Exploring Space, some partially
completed albums and newspaper clippings
(qty)(gen gd) £40-60

632.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Mixture, a
collection of completed and partially complete
albums together with a quantity of loose
cards, various Manufacturers and genres,
includes many Turf Issues, unchecked for sets,
viewing recommended (mixed conditions, gen
gd)(qty) £80-100
633.
Cigarette Silks, Flags, Muratti, one
pane containing Series A, (26-49, numbered
to back) also known as Set 3, green print, silks
with printed backing (gd) £60-80
634.
Trade Cards, Brooke Bond, Typhoo
and Lyons, a collection of 43 completed
albums, (gd/vg, some cards loose in albums)
(43) £60-80
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639.
Cigarette Cards, Albums, a collection
of 28 original albums, majority completed
to include sets by Kensita, Players, Wills and
Churchmans, (gen gd, some staples rusted)
(28) £60-80
640.
Cigarette Packets Large quantity
of empty cigarette packets, various
manufacturers and brands, contained in two
boxes (gen gd, although majority of boxes
have a sticker on them)(100’s) £30-50

641.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a vast
quantity of loose cigarette cards, various
genres and manufacturers, including Players,
Wills, Gallaher, Ogdens, Mitchell, Turf etc,
also includes a few silks (1000’s) viewing
recommended £60-80

642.
Cigarette Cards, Stage & Screen,
a collection of various sets to name Players
Film Stars, second and third series, Phillips
Famous Love Scenes, Carreras Film Stars and
from Gallaher Film Episodes, Stars of Screen &
Stage, Portraits of Famous Stars, My Favourite
Part, Shots from Famous Films, Champions
of Screen & Stage (red back), Famous Film
Scenes and Film Partners (all gd)(12) £60-80
643.
Cigarette Cards, Floral, a variety of
sets by Wills, to name Roses 1st & 2nd Series,
Flowering Trees & Shrubs, Flower Culture
in Pots, Old English Garden Flowers, Wild
Flowers, Garden Hints, Garden Life, Garden
Flowers and Gardening Hints, also included
two L size sets Roses ad Garden Flowers New
Varieties (gd)(12) £60-80

644.
Cigarette Cards, Art & Literature, a
selection of sets to include, Players Fables of
Aesop (L), Hills Historic Places from Dickens
(L), Copes Dickens Character Series (M),
Churchmans Howlers, Gallahers Aesop’s
Fables, Wills Between Two Fires, Carreras Alice
in Wonderland and Tapestry Reproductions
of Famous Paintings, also included Players
Miniatures, Players Past & Present, Dandies
and Characters from Dickens (all gd)(12)
£80-100
645.
Cigarette Cards, Scenic, from
various Manufacturers, sets to name, L size,
Players Picturesque London and Hills Views
of Interest, M size, Churchmans Wings Over
The Empire, Senior Service Coastwise, Holiday
Haunts by The Sea, Sights of Britain, Our
Countryside, Winter Scenes and Britain from
the Air, also includes Players Gems of British
Scenery, United Kingdom Tobacco Chinese
Scenes, Ogdens Picturesque Villages and
Lloyds Old English Inns (gd)(13) £60-80
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651.
Cigarette Cards, Animals, Birds, and
Insects, a collection of Players sets to name,
Types of Horses and Wild Animals (both L
size), Wild Birds, Aviary & Cage Birds, Curious
Beaks, Butterflies, Birds & Their Young,
Dogs (full), Dogs (Scenic), Natural History
and Poultry, also includes Gallahers Dogs,
Butterflies & Moths, and British Birds (gd)(12)
£60-80
646.
Cigarette Cards, Royalty, The Empire
and Arms, a variety of sets to name, Phillips
Coronation of Their Majesties, and Special
Jubilee Years, Players Coronation Series,
Churchmans The Kings Coronation, Hills Our
Empire, Kensits Builders of The Empire, Wills
Arms of Universities, Heraldic Signs & The
Origins and Arms of Oxford & Cambridge
Colleges, (all L), Arms of Foreign Cities and
Cavanders School Badges, also includes
Highnetts Prince of Wales Empire Tour (gd)
(12) £60-80
647.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, a collection of
sets to name, Musical Celebrities, Animalloys,
British Butterflies, Wonders of The Past,
Household Hints, First Aid, Do You Know 1st,
2nd, 3rd,and 4th Series, Lucky Charms and
Speed (gd)(12) £60-80
648.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, by a
selection of Manufacturers, sets to name
Churchmans Treasure Trove, The Story
of London, Howlers and In Town Tonight,
Players, Miniatures, Hidden Beauties, Gilbert
& Sullivan, Straight Line Caricatures, Cries
of London 2nd Series and Boy Scout & Girl
Guide, also included Carreras Do You Know
and A Kodak at the Zoo, (gd) £40-60

649.
Cigarette Cards, Transport, a
selection of sets (mostly Railway) to name
Churchman Wonderful Railway Travel, Famous
Railway Trains, Wills Strange Craft, Railway
Equipment, Railway Engines (2 different),
Doncella Golden Age of Steam, Gallaher
Trains of the World, and Senior Service British
Railways, Players Fire Fighting Appliances,
Motor Cars and Cycling (gd)(12) £60-80
650.
Cigarette Cards, Floral, a selection
from various Manufacturers to include,
Gallahers Garden Flowers, Wild Flowers and
Plants of Commercial Value, Millhoff Roses,
Lambert & Butler British Trees & Their Uses,
Phillips Annuals, Wills Flower Culture in Pots,
Wild Flowers, Old English Garden Flowers,
Flowering Trees & Shrubs and Roses, also
included Players Struggle for Existence (gd)
(12) £60-80

656.
Cigarette Cards, Ships and Boats,
a collection of sets to name (L size) Wills
Famous British Liners, Players British Naval
Craft, Ship Models and Racing Yachts, also
included Murrays Steam Ships and the Story
of Ships, Wills Merchant Ships of the World,
Players Modern Naval Craft, Amalgamated
Tob. Famous British Ships and Churchman The
Story of Navigation (gd)(10) £50-80
657.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a
collection by various Manufacturers to
include, Rothmans Punch Jokes, Phillips
Famous Boys, Carreras Britain’s Defences,
Gallahers Sporting Personalities, Army Badges,
The Navy Champions and Racing Scenes,
also includes Players Army Corps & Divisional
Signs, Players Past & Present, From Plantation
to Smoker, Mitchells Clan Tartans, Drapkins
Girls of Many Lands and Morris Horoscopes
(gd)(14) £60-80

652.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, by a
selection of Manufacturers, sets to name
Players Famous Beauties, British Naval Craft
and Churchmans Legends of Britain (all L size),
Gallahers Trains of the World, Aeroplanes,
Dogs and Wild Flowers, Wills Speed, Railway
Engines, Railway Equipment, and Household
Hints, Churchmans Howlers and Legends of
Britain and Doncella Golden Age of Steam (gd)
(14) £60-80
653.
Cigarette Cards, Aviation, a small
collection to name Phillips Aircraft, Murray
Types of Aeroplanes, Players Aeroplanes (Civil)
and Aircraft of the Royal Air Force, Gallaher
Aeroplanes, Senior Service Flying, Doncella
Golden Age of Flying and Wills Aviation (gd)(8)
£40-60
654.
Cigarette Cards, Architecture and
Industry, from a variety of manufacturers to
include Wills Old Inns (in original wrappers),
Players Architectural Beauties (both L size),
Churchman Modern Wonders and Senior
Services The Bridges of Britain (both M size),
also includes Phillips The Mechanised Age,
Morris Measurement of Time, Players From
Plantation to Smokers, Products of the World,
Carreras Malayan Industries, Wills Gems of
Belgian Architecture, Lloyds Old English Inns
and Moustafa Real Photographs (gd)(12)
£60-80
655.
Cigarette Cards, Military, a selection
of sets to name, Players Regimental Standards
& Cap Badges, Army, Corps & Divisional
Signs A & 2nd series, History of Naval Dress,
Military Head-Dress, Military Uniforms of the
British Empire Overseas, Drum Banners & Cap
Badges, Wills Air Raid Precautions and Ships
Badges, Doncella Napoleonic Uniforms and
Gallahers Army Badges and The Navy, also
included Churchmans The RAF at Work and Air
Raid Precautions (M)(gd)(14) £60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

658.
Cigarette Cards, Sport, covering a
variety of sports, sets to include Gallahers
Famous Jockeys, Champions, Sporting
Personalities and Racing Scenes, Players
Cricketers Caricatures by RIP, Footballers
Caricatures by MAC and RIP, Racing
Caricatures, and Footballers 1928-29, also
included Forecasta Racing Greyhounds,
and Churchmans Kings of Speed, Boxing
Personalities and Association Footballers (all
gd)(13) £80-100
659.
Cigarette Cards, Ogdens, a small
selection of sets to name Zoo Studies, By The
Roadside, The Story of Sand, Sea Adventure
and British Birds & Their Eggs (gd)(5)
£40-60
660.
Cigarette Cards, Animals, Birds,
and Insects, a collection of sets, various
Manufacturers to name, Gallahers British
Birds by George Rankin, British Birds, Dogs,
Butterflies & Moths and Wild Animals, Wills
Animalloys and Life in the Tree Tops, Players
Wild Animals (L), Senior Service Dogs, Phillips
Our Dogs and Fishes and Lambert & Butler
Wonders of Nature (gd)(12) £50-80
661.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, by a
selection of Manufacturers, sets to include
Bucktrout Inventors Series, Lambert & Butler
Pirates & Highwaymen, Wills Lucky Charms,
Do You Know 2nd Series, Household Hints,
and L size, Old Silver, Old Inns, Old Furniture
1st & 2nd Series, together with Churchman
Warriors of All Nations, Murray Bathing Belles
Lambert & Butler Motor Cars and Phillips
Mechanized Age (all gd)(13) £60-80

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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662.
Cigarette Cards, Golf, two sets, Wills
Golfing and Players Golf (both have slight
creasing and discolouration to some cards),
viewing recommended (gen gd)(2) £40-60

668.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a collection of
loose cards from Flags of the World (various
sizes, unchecked for sets) together with cards
from Popeye , Barrett Fastest on Earth and
Frys Nursery Rhymes (gen gd/vg)(qty) £40-60

663.
Trade Cards, Tea Cards, Brooke
Bond, a collection of 40 sets, various topics,
(all gd/vg) £40-60

664.
Trade Cards, Tea Cards, Brooke
Bond, Canadian issue, a selection of sets to
include African Animals, Animals & Their
Young (Products back), Animals of North
America (Rolland back), Birds of North
America, Song Birds of North America, North
American Wildlife in Danger, Transportation
Through the Ages (black line), Indians of
Canada, Tropical Birds (black line), The Space
Age, The Artic, Wild Flowers of North America
and Exploring the Ocean, (all vg)(13) £60-80
665.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a variety
of sets, various Manufacturers to include
Wilcocks & Wilcocks, Trucards, Lyons Maid,
Neilsons, Jubbly Mobil, Regent, Curly Wurly,
Cadbury Schweppes, Kellogg’s, Walls, Bassett,
Anglo American and more, also includes series
printed postcards to name Our Iron Roads
Anniversary Collection, Tramcyclopaedia
(4 original cards replaced with reprints)
and Railway Locomotives (2 original cards
replaced with reproductions), 7 Sunfresh
Colouring Books, a Weetabix 3D Viewer with
several viewing card sets (all gd/vg)(viewing
recommended) £60-80

666.
Trade Cards, Brooke Bond, a small
collection of sets to name Wild Flowers A, 2nd
and 3rd Series, Out Into Space, (Issued In),
British Wildlife (Brooke Bond Tea Ltd), Bird
Portraits (with address) and South African
issue African Wild Life, also includes two sets
issued for educational purposes, Butterflies of
the World and African Birds (gd/vg)(9)
£60-80
667.
Trade Cards, Tea Cards, a collection
of 57 sets, various Manufacturers to include
Reddings, Lyons, Priory, Ringtons, Hornimans,
Badshah, Typhoo and Brooke Bond, various
topics, (all gd/vg) £60-80
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669.
Trade Cards, Football, a mixed
collection, Typhoo Package Issue Famous
Football Clubs (68, loose roughly cut,
unchecked for sets), Barratt Famous
Footballers Series A1 (13), an Eagle/Sift plastic
Wallet containing 4 strips of 4 cards, and two
plastic My Famous Teams Wallets containing
Thomsons Star Teams of 1961, Cup Tie Stars
of All Nations and Famous Teams in Football
History 1st & 2nd Series (all gd) £80-100
670.
Trade Cards, Mixture, a vast
quantity of loose trade cards, various
Manufacturers (unchecked for sets)(gen gd)
£60-80
671.
Cigarette Packets, Mixture, a
collection of empty cigarette packets (qty)(all
gd/vg, some with stickers to side) £30-50

674.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Mixture,
a collection of sets to include Wills Air Raid
Precautions, Garden Flowers (A Series x 2, and
Sudell), Household Hints (x2), Wild Flowers
(x2), Brooke Bond Prehistoric Animals and
Race into Space and Typhoo Zoo, also included
a part set of Gallahers Tricks & Puzzles
(50/100)(gen gd) £40-60

675.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, in original
albums sets/part sets to name Players The
Coronation of HM King George VI (x2), Sea
Fishes, Film Stars, Motor Cars, Aeroplanes
(Civil and Wills Association Footballers,
together with a quantity of loose cards, a
mixture of genres, various Manufacturers to
include Ogdens, Cavanders, Players, Wills,
Carreras, Phillips, Ardath, also includes four
books on Royal Family Celebrations, (qty)
£60-80
676.
Trade Cards, Brooke Bond, a
collection of complete and partially filled
albums together with a quantity of loose
cards, also includes a small selection of other
trade cards (qty)(gd) £40-60
677.
Trade Cards, Football, Chix Bubble
Gum, two albums, Famous Footballers 1st &
2nd Series, (albums slot in, in fair condition
with pen annotations, cards, 1st Series fair,
2nd series gd)(2) £40-60

672.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Mixture,
a vast quantity of loose cards, various
Manufacturers to include Lambert & Butler,
Gallahers, Players, Wills, Phillips, Carreras,
Ogdens (mixed conditions, gen gd, unchecked
for sets)(100’s), also includes 12 Carreras Clip
In Albums (all empty, vg) and a selection of
loose Trade Cards to include Mars, Typhoo,
Brooke Bond, Rowntree, Hydes, Facchino’s,
Pascalls, also includes some Real Photo
Miniatures of Liverpool, Pinnock Footballers,
and others (gen gd/vg) £60-80
673.
Trade Cards, Typhoo, a selection
of loose cards to include Work on the Farm,
Horses, A Tale of Two Cities, Historical
Buildings, Animal Offence and Defence, John
Halifax Gentleman and others, together with
a 1936 calendar and several 1937 calendars,
also included a selection of Nestle cut out
adverts (small) (qty)(gd/vg) £40-60

678.
Cigarette Cards, Football, complete
sets, Carreras Turf Footballers and Famous
Footballers, also included Sports Series (gen
gd/vg, some discolouration)(3) £60-80
679.
Trade Cards, Sport, Barratt Giants in
Sport, complete set and a few duplicate cards
(vg, viewing recommended) £60-80

680.
Trade Cards, Football, Barrett
Famous Footballers, New Series 1951 (M50),
complete set, (vg, viewing recommended)
£60-80
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681.
Trade Cards, Football, Barrett
Famous Footballers, Series A1 (M50),
complete set, (vg, viewing recommended)
£60-80

687.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Mixture,
a variety of sets, to include Shell Olympic
Greats (with album), Black Cat Vintage Cars
(in spiral bound book) together with a large
collection of sets and loose cards including,
Embassy World of Fire Arms World of Speed,
Black Cat Motor Cars, together with Pokemon
Greetings cards and Alf Cards, (gen vg)(qty)
£40-60

692.
Foreign Cigar Box Labels and
Advertising, A collection of American items by
various Manufacturers, to include Quest (Est.
1864), Temple, Adam & Eve, Red Tips, La Mira,
Kohlers, Motorist, Golden Brand, Almo-Var,
White Orchid, Old Abe, Yellow Cab, Queen
Seal and more, (vg)(20 Items) £40-60

682.
Trade Cards, Football, Barrett
Famous Footballers, Series A7 (60), complete
set, (vg, viewing recommended) £80-100
683.
Trade Cards, Cricket, Barrett Test
Cricketers Series A, complete set, (vg, viewing
recommended) £50-80
684.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, a small
collection of sets to include Players British
Livestock, Colonial & Indian Army Badges,
Polar Exploration 2nd Series, and Wills First
Aid together with and sets Wills Britain’s
Part in the War (missing no 3), British Birds
(missing 24, 27,28, 38 and 39), Players
Shakespearean Series (missing no 6)(fair/gd)
£40-60
685.
Cigarette & Trade cards, Mixture,
Two hardback Cigarette slot in albums,
containing parts sets, Players original album
Coronation of HM George VI, a Cartophilic
Society Wills Issue Book, a small selection
of Brooke Bond albums, a quantity of
loose cards, a World Map wooden Jigsaw
(unchecked) and two framed and glazed sets
of Cigarette Cards (mixed, gen gd)(qty)
£60-80

688.
Trade Cards, A & BC and others, a
small collection from various sets to include
various Footballer A & BC sets, A & BC Battle
Cards, OCGC War Bulletin, and Soldiers of the
World, also includes I Want Cadbury’s Snap
Cards, (mixed cond)(qty) £40-60
689.
Cigarette & Trade Cards, Mixture, a
small selection of completed albums namely
Players Aeroplanes (Civil)(x2, 1 slot in), Film
Stars Third Series, Kings & Queens of England
and Brooke Bond History of Aviation, together
with a quantity of loose cards (1000’s, various
Manufacturers, unchecked for sets), also
includes a Souvenir of the Great War by
Picture House, a Cigarette Card Collecting
brochure and School Friend’s Album of
Famous Stars, (gen gd) £60-80

693.
Foreign Tobacco Advertising, Two
advertising posters for US Manufacturer T C
Williams & Co, Welcome Nugget and Juno,
both 18cms x 34cms (gd/vg, slight tear to
bottom corner of Juno)(2) £40-60

694.
Foreign Tobacco Store Signs,
Kimball & Co stand up card sign Cloth of Gold
approx 25cms tall (vg, later card back added,)
together with American T C Williams Counter
Show Card Turkish Trophies Cigarettes (18951900) 15cms x 23cms,(vg)(2) £60-80

690.
Cigarette Cards, Brooke Bonds,
a collection of 40 complete and partially
complete albums including Canadian Issues,
(mixed) also included a collection of PHQ
cards, (100’s)(gd) £40-60

695.
Foreign Tobacco Store Signs, Kinney
Sweet Corporal Store Sign, paper with metal
edges to top and bottom,(gen gd, slight wear
to parts of sides) £30-50
686.
Cigarette Cards, Mixture, six
hardback slot in albums containing a variety
of sets by Wills, Players and Lambert &
Butler, sets to note, L & B Motor Cars and
Motor Cycles, also includes a few completed
cigarette and trade albums, a collection of
Tramcyclopaedia Cards, and two wallets of
Wales Sporting Heroes Cards, (albums have
some staining, cards all gd/vg) £60-80

691.
Foreign Tobacco Tax Stamps, A
selection of US Retail Tobacconists Tax Stamps,
to name US Internal Revenue, both with stubs,
No G404222 $5 dollars May 1879-April 1880,
No K345361 $5 dollars May 1882-April 1883
(completed), also included stub sections No
F383958 and F383960 for May 1878-March
1879 and certificate sections (no stubs)
C362170 1875, D382449 1976, E384972 1877,
F270092 1878, H423888 1880 and L505052
1883 (gd, some minor wear and puched holes)
£40-60

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

696.
Foreign Tobacco Song Book,
Drummond Tobacco St Louis (1873-1898)
issued prior to being taken over by American
Tobacco, songbook, Never Take The HorseShoe From The Door, song and chorus by
Edward Harrigan and Music by Dave Braham
(gen gd, slight wear to edges) £40-60

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com
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697.
Foreign Tobacco Printed Album,
Published by Allen & Ginter, With The Poest in
Smokeland, (vg) £40-60
698.
Foreign Tobacco Printed Album,
Published by Allen & Ginter, World’s Beauties
Album 1st Series (gd, slight creasing and tears
to front and back covers) £60-80
699.
Foreign Tobacco Printed Album,
Published by Kimball, an empty album for
Arms of Dominions, (pages vg, slight wear to
cover edges), £20-40

700.
Foreign Tobacco Printed Album,
Published by Kinney, part album of Reigning
Beauties, (front cover and tie missing, pages
vg), £60-80
701.
Foreign Tobacco Cards, K C Barker,
American Eagle Tobacco Works, a selection,
two Presidents of the US Cards (slight
creasing), two American Eagle advertising
cards (one stamped to back for sale by Murray
& Reed, the other plain backed) and a Post
Card Receipt (all gd)(5) £60-80
702.
Foreign Tobacco Cards, Bloch
Brothers Tobacco Co (Helme Tobacco
Company), a collection of items to name a
Premium Mail Pouch Certificate, a red printed
Dividend Check Coupon, two different single
voucher coupons, also included two Baby by
Tobacco Pouch ‘Just Found His Mail Pouch’
Cards, (both with printed backs West Virginia
Mail Pouch Tobacco), a Baby ‘Just Found His
Mail Pouch Postcard, a trimmed Baby Card,
two other Just Found His Mail Pouch Cards
(one printed to back Mail Pouch Tobacco
Company the other Dad’s Favorite, and a Baby
Mail Pouch Folder also included two cards,
one a pretty girl holding a kitten the other
‘And The Greatest of These is Charity’ (all gd)
(13) £80-100
703.
Foreign Tobacco Cards, Printed by
Gies & Co, a selection of advertising cards for
Jos. Cunha’s New Bedford, Mass. (suppliers
of Fine cigars, tobacco pipes and snuff) to
include a small girl roller skating and a girl
with two spinning tops, a scared boy looking
at ice, a boy and girl with a stick and hoop
(Christmas), two women at a spinning wheel
(Christmas), and a cat with flowers and a
bird, also included four cards with Chinese
characters (all Christmas)(all plain backed)(gd/
vg)(10) £80-100

704.
Foreign Tobacco Cards, F.M.
Kendrick & Co (Late Empire Co-Operative Cigar
Manufacturing Co), Manufacturers of Cigars,
Tobacco & Snuff, based at Bleecker Street
New York, a selection of items to name an
advertisement card featuring a Sailor Boy and
another featuring a woman in a long dress
(Purity Cigars), also included Kendrick billhead
receipts for purchases dated 18th August
1876, June 6th 1878, December 9th 1895,
March 7th 1904 and Feb 25th 1907 (all gd)(7)
£60-80
709.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, National
Cigarette & Tobacco Company, Admiral
Cigarettes, Actresses Photographic, various
sets, all plain backed, 35 cards, (gen gd, some
will Actress names printed)(35) £60-80

705.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Cameron &
Sizer (Cameron) (USA), part set Occupations
for Women, 10 cards to name Bandmaster,
Door Keeper, Drummer, Gymnastic, Hair
Dresser, Herald, Jockey, Journalist, Tourist and
Sculptor, also included Actresses all sepia,
L size, Raleigh Tobacco, M Deanville and
three smaller cards to name Richmond Club
Williams Sisters, Sweet Purity Hattie Haway
and Driving a Pair (curtain draping) (all gd/vg)
(14) £120-150

706.
Foreign Cigarette Cards,
Consolidated Cigarette Company, USA,
complete set Portraits of Ladies of the White
House, (fronts vg, backs mixed, some with
paper attached), also included a Consols
coupon (gd) £120-150
707.
Foreign Cigarette Advertising Cards,
Marburg Bros. USA, a collection of advertising
cards to include, ‘The Girl I Left Behind Me’ a
boy on a toboggan, a girl in a nightdress, two
different Lone Fisherman insert cards, Actress
card Mattie Ferguson and three Seal of North
Carolina Plug Cut cards, one Margaret Mather
from Presidents, Statesmen and Actresses and
two Actress cards, (all with different backs),
also included a Marburg (& Ellis) Stone proof
tobacco sheet Idamage to edges)(otherwise
all good)(9) £80-100
708.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, National
Cigarette & Tobacco Company, Admiral
Cigarettes, part set Sailor Girls (22/50)(vg)
£120-150
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710.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, National
Cigarette & Tobacco Company, Admiral
Cigarettes, Actresses Photographic, various
sets, all printed backed, 16 cards, (gen
gd, some will Actress names printed) also
included a blue & white Admiral label, two
pink coupons and an advertising hanger
depicting a woman raising a flag (vg)(20)
£60-80
711.
Foreign Cigar Advertising and
Labels, Jos. (Joe) Michl, a small collection of
items to name a strung Fifty Little Orphans
Advertising card together with similar outer
and inner cigar box labels, also included a
Little Rose Union Made Cigar Box Advertising
Cabinet Photo and an inner lid unused cigar
box label (all gd/vg)(5) £60-80

712.
Foreign Cigar Advertising, Jos.
Seidenberg, New York, a Coeur De Rose Cigar
Advertising card, together with a postal card
receipt and two Seidenberg & Co Advertising
Cards, namely La Flor de Lillian Russell (two
different)(gd/vg) £40-60
713.
Foreign Cigar Cards, Tansill’s Punch
Cigars, set of 8 cards, plus one duplicate, all
Roses, (gen good, different borders and some
damage to edges)(9) £40-60
714.
Foreign Cigar Cards, Geo F Young,
USA, a selection of cards, Arbitrator 5oz Cigar
cards (Mishaps) to name Breaking Him in,
Whoa! Emma, Dinner’s Ready, A Brush on
the Brighton Road and A Brush on Hareen
Green, together with a Child on Cart with
Two Women, Humming Bird Cigars Whoa!
Emma, and Little Rhody Cut Floral spray (all
plain back) and Pride of the Regiment (printed
back), also included three New Year Cards
(all different)(fronts gen vg, backs have some
staining/marks)(12) £40-60
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719.
Foreign Cigar Cards, Goe F
Young, USA, Actresses, a selection of 8
sepia photographic cards (plain back, gen
gd) together with two Beauty cards, one
photographic and one other (10)(gd) £40-60

725.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Allen &
Ginter (US), Types of all Nations, complete
set, (fronts gd, backs gen gd, a couple
with markings and one with glue, some
discolouration) £280-320
726.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Allen
& Ginter (US), Fans of the Period (part set
42/50)(fronts and backs gen gd, a few with
discolouration) £250-300

715.
Foreign Cigar Cards, Tansill’s Punch
Cigars, a collection of cards, to name Owls
& Frogs (1), United States Weather Signals
(Reina Cigars)(1), Scenes by the Sea (5) to
include Man asleep fishing, Painter and
Hunter and Dog on Beach (all printed to back
WW Clough Apothecary) Painter (printed to
back Dutton & Allen Pharmacists) and Man
Fishing (printed to back Winter & Cushing
Druggists) also included a Tansills Punch
envelope for Kraus & Co dated 1902 (side
torn) and a scene with Penny Farthings (Back
printed Corwin & Bemis) and Lady on Swing
(Printed A Bradbury)(all gen gd/vg)(10)
£40-60

727.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Kinney
Famous Running Horses (English), complete
set (gd, one has crease mark, a few with pencil
marks to back) £120-150
720.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Allen &
Ginter (US), complete set, Birds of America,
(fronts gd, backs gen gd, a few with markings
and discolouration) £180-200
721.
Foreign Cigar Cards, Wellman &
Dwire, Quinchy Illinois. A selection of five
cards to name, Uncle Tom’s Cabin (a girl on
a negro’s shoulder, plain back, staining to
front bottom of card), Maiden’s Blush ( a girl
reading a letter stamp to back EA Barnett,
Teas, Tobacco’s and Cigars, gd), Old Dog Tray
Fine Cut ( dog carrying a baby and dog led
next to girl, both gd) and Felicia Fine Cut
(angel holding tobacco tin, printed back, vg)(5)
£40-60

716.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Allen &
Ginter (US), part set Editors 1st Series (L size,
28/50)(fronts gd, majority of backs poor,
markings and backing removal), viewing
recommended £250-300
717.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Kimball
& Co, Sweet Lavender Actresses (L size) a
selection of 16 cards, 3 with Sweet Lavender
in capitals and 13 with Sweet Lavender
in upper and lower case, also includes an
additional card from the Sweet Lavender
Sunny South Series (fronts gen gd, backs black
a few with backing removal)(17) £40-60

718.
Foreign Cigar Cards, Tansill’s Punch
Cigars, a selection of cards to name, Scenes
with Hunter and Dogs (2, one printed to back
Durbin & Writght, the other A W Skinner),
Scenes with Fireworks (3, two printed to
back M Geier and one Unionville Drug Store),
Scenes On Roller Skates (2, one printed DP
Baker, the other Corwin & Bemis), Scenes with
Dandies (complete set of 6, various prints to
backs) and Scenes with Negoes (4, various
prints to back)(all gd/vg)(17) £60-80

722.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Duke, three
part sets, to name Fishers & Fish (11) and
Illustrated Songs (L size, 17 cards) (both have
fronts gd, some backs having discolouration),
also included Crosscut Cigarettes Studies of
Girls (black background, 6 cards)(vg)
£180-200

723.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Allen &
Ginter (US), The World’s Champions 2nd
Series, complete set (fronts gd, back slight
discolouration, one with part wording missing)
£400-500
724.
Foreign Cigarette Cards, Kimball
& Co, Sepia Actresses Photographic Cards,
a collection of 72 cards (mixed conditions,
viewing recommended) £60-80

728.
Foreign Advertising Poster Stamps,
Five albums, two Hobby Store Poster Stamps
(Hartford, Conn.) and three others containing
a vast collection of US Poster Stamps, various
genres, issues included from Bloomingdales,
Regal Shoes, Hotel McAlpin, Coes, Wentz and
many more, various sizes and designs, also
includes a collection of loose poster stamps
(albums fair/gd, stamps vg)(100’s) £60-80
POSTCARDS
729.
Postcards, two vintage albums,
containing approx 1,100 Edwardian cards,
mostly of a Royalty interest inc, UK, German,
Rumanian, Spanish, Russian, Indian, royal
families, mostly photographic, major events,
family groups, Coronations, deaths births Tiger
shoot, etc. G V/G. £80-100
730.
Postcards, three vintage ( one
Japanese lacquered) containing approx
650 Edwardian cards, inc, New Year, Easter,
Mother, Street/Town scenes ( some RP’s), RP’s
lifeboat, one being towed by horses, RP’s Filey
seaside, Ships, River craft, Memorial Gardens,
Buildings, holiday resorts, WW1, Patriotic,
Army camps including some RP’s, France,
Native ladies, Japan, Japanese block painted,
Hong Kong, Egypt, Native groups etc, G V/G
£80-100

731.
Postcards, three vintage albums,
containing approx 700 Edwardian and later
cards inc, RP Soldier on motorcycle, RP shop
display, RP’s family groups portraits and
Soldiers, WW1, Seaside, Parks, buildings, RP
Football team, Floral, RP’s town scenes, RP lad
with Dairy cart, Comic, RP Beach and bathing
huts, RP Arab dress, Children cartoon type, RP
taxi, etc. G/Vg £100-150

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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732.
Postcards, albums, a large collection
of approx 700 cards & photographs 1040’s and
later of various European holiday destinations
inc, Italy, Spain, Yugoslavia, Scotland, France
Ireland, Greece, Switzerland, etc G V/G.
£50-100
733.
Postcards, albums, a collection of
approx 170 Edwardian cards, in two albums
inc, WW1, RP’s Manwith cycle, SS Arundel,
multiple village scenes, Soldiers, Portraits,
Fire at Cowleases Farm Woolstone, Patriotic,
Comical, Scenic, Exhibition, RP ploughing with
horses, RP river craft at Caversham bridge,
Romantic, Farming views, Highland songs,
Native dress, Natives with ox carts, Beached
steamer, Fair /G £40-60

749.
Postcards, modern album, full with
cards realting to Edinburgh Empire Exhibition
1909, black and white printed, photographic,
silks, comical and others £30-50

742.
Florence K Upton, bound volume
of ‘The Aventures of Two Dutch Dolls and a
‘Golliwogg’, £100-120

750.
Postcards, modern album, full with
Scottish hold to the light cards, Metamorphic,
silks and illusion cards together with another
album of cards mostly Scottish and Exhibition
and souviner items (2) £60-100
751.
Postcards, two modern albumns
all full with cards relating to early 20th
century International and Empire Exhibitions,
Bradford, Bristol, Liverpool and London
£70-100
EPHEMERA

734.
Postcards, four albums, a collection
of approx cards 1940’s and later, inc Seaside,
Historic buildings,Scenic, Village RP’s, Castles,
South coast, Thames valley villages, Coastal
towns, Wiltshire, Dorset, Avon, Reading views,
RP boy at bridge, (4) £50-70
735.
Postcards, loose a small quantity of
early 20th century to late, £50-100

743.
Postcards, album of late 19th early
20th century comical card, £800-1200

752.
Ephemera, Scraps, a 1890’s
hardback book converted into an album
containing various scraps inc, greetings cards,
true scraps, pictures and labels, nursery
rhymes, floral, animals, alphabet, Story
pictures, advertising, Proverbs, etc. together
with a small selection of vintage photographs,
mostly portraits. (AF) £50-80
736.
Postcards, six modern albumns,
mostly later 20th century examples, some
early local RP’s one of Bourne End, another
from Mexico with photo of a mill dated 1908
and a collection of loose examples etc
£100-120

744.
Postcards, album of Florence K
Upton, Golliwogg postcards, £1000-1500

745.
Postcards, album an extensive
Valentine’s ‘Coon’ series collection of cards,
£1000-1500
737.
Postcards, large collection of early
20th century postcards, £150-200
738.
Postcards, large collection of loose
20th century postcards, £50-100
739.
Postcards, Album of post cards,
£50-100
740.
Postcards, collection of late 19th
and early 20th century continental printed
and coloured excotic cards, £100-200
741.
Postcards, small collection of
America saucy postcards, £80-120
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746.
Postcards, modern album with a
collection relating to The Clachan, exhibition
Scotland 1938, also other cards relating
to the Empire Exhibition Scotland 1938,
other exhibitions 1910, Liverpool 1909, also
Missionary Society cards including ships, areas
such as Africa, Japan, and other Misson stands
at Exhibitions etc £100-120
747.
Postcards, modern album with
various photographs and postcards relating to
the Crimea and Webb £30-50
748.
Postcards, three modern albums full
with Glasgow 1911 related cards £60-100

753.
Ephemera, Mixed, a collection of
various interests inc, Evening Post World
Cup Souvenir 1966 + other football souvenir
papers, 1960’s local interest newspapers,
Princess Diana photographs, Royalty Booklets,
Maurice Adams “Modern Furniture” booklet,
Mortimer Peace Celebrations July 1919,
Japanese occupation currency, Military
occupation Japan souvenirs, etc £40-60
754.
Ephemera, Newspaper cuttings,
a collection of interesting vintage articles
mounted in a book inc, Crashed Naval
Zeppelins L32 & 33, Army divers at work on
the Somme, Big guns at the front, Cuffley
Zeppelin crash site and relic hunters,
German Prisoners, Various propaganda war
articles, Nursing articles, Trenches, Cartoons,
etc together with an vintage album of
photographs, mostly vintage portraits, military
portraits and groups. £40-60
755.
Ephemera, of Royal interest, a
collection of photographs in an album and
loose mainly Queen Elizabeth II, Prince Phillip
and Royal children, inc Official functions,
State Occasions, Royal vehicles , less formal
family occasions, Eisenhower, etc, together
with a framed and glazed Photograph of the
Queen and prince Phillip on a balcony with a
young Charles and Anne, dated 1954 and two
signatures below, Signed Royal Christmas card,
Buckingham Palace Social Club programmes
and more £80-120
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756.
Ephemera, Fashion, a collection of
Christian Dior related items inc, eight fashion
related books, two scrap books containing
newspaper cuttings, official correspondance,
dress makers samples and swatches, pattern
samples,material etc. Parcel £50-100

764.
Heinrich Loffelhardt for Schott
Zwiesel, two shouldered ‘Florida’ range glass
vases of squat form with intense swathes of
controlled bubbles cased in clear, one in Teal,
and one in a pale smoked brown 15 cm (2)
£50-100

757.
Ephemera, two enamel signs,
£100-120

765.
Heinrich Loffelhardt for Schott
Zwiesel, a trio of ‘Florida’ range glass vases
in sea green comprising a squat flattened
example 9.5 cm and two bulbous examples
13.5 and 21.5 cm £50-100

758.
Ephemera, collection of books and
programes relating to the the International
Exhibitions in Glasgow 1888, 1901 and
the Irish international Exhinition Dunlin
1907, together with two Scottish Exhibition
souvenir’s 1911 and a 1929 ‘North-East
Exhibition Newcastle-Upon-Tyne (8) £50-100

759.
Ephemera, 19th century Pigeon Post
and Ballooning, £150-200
760.
Ephemera, International
Exhibition souviner stamps posters, from
Glasgoq 1901,1911,1913, others inculding
Wolverhampton, Dunlin and Edinburgh in two
albums £50-100
A PRIVATE COLLECTION
OF 20TH CENTURY GLASS, PART 1

770.
A group of glass items from Blenko
(U.S.A.), to consist of five twin spout flasks,
pattern 384 in Black, Cobalt, Green, Lilac and
Teal 20.5 cm (5) £50-100
771.
A group of glass items from Blenko
(U.S.A.), to consist of a shouldered bottle of
squared sleeve form with concave sides, twin
spout and circular intaglio moulding 23.5 cm,
in Yellow and Green, a small waisted cylinder
vase 16 cm, a relief moulded vase of ovule
lozenge form 16.5 cm, and a tall oval decanter
of flattened form 34 cm (s/d) all in varying
shades of Amberina (4) £50-100
772.
A Lemonade jug with six glasses,
possibly American, in lightly iridised pale
Amethyst, the jug of bulbous hooped design
20 cm, with six matching tumblers, each 12
cm tall, together with a trio of small Royal
Ruby vases, probably all Anchor Hocking, but
only one marked (10) £50-100

766.
Heinrich Loffelhardt for Schott
Zwiesel, a group of glass vases all with cased
controlled bubble decoration, to include a
bulbous vase in Silver/Grey 21.5 cm, a similar
short necked vase in green, 23 cm, and three
others of varied form, one in Green and two
in Silver Grey 11.5 - 23 cm (5) £80-120
767.
Heinrich Loffelhardt for Schott
Zwiesel, a footed glass cylinder vase of
swollen sleeve form with combed vertical
agate patterning to the long neck, all over a
blue ground and cased in clear 25.5 cm, along
with a narrow rectangular vase with internal
bubble formation over a teal ground cased in
clear 21 cm h (2) £50-100

773.
A collection of moulded glass items,
to include two Italian decanter versions of
‘Aurinko Pullo’ (originally by Helena Tynell),
in Sage (with stopper) 26 cm, and Emerald,
(no stopper) 20 cm, a bark bowl, probably
Davidsons 12 cm dia, plus an assortment of
other moulded items (8) £50-100
774.
A group of mostly European glass
items, comprising an Oberglas bulbous
vase of flattened form, a Reidel ‘Smiling
Face’ recangular vase, a green iridised vase,
probably Kralik, and five others of varied form
(8) £50-100

761.
Heinrich Loffelhardt for Schott
Zwiesel, a trio of ‘Florida’ range shouldered
glass vases with intense swathes of controlled
bubble inclusions over a Blue ground, cased in
clear, 15 cm (2) and 25 cm (3) £50-100
762.
Heinrich Loffelhardt for Schott
Zwiesel, Florida’ range, two shouldered glass
vases with intense swathes of controlled
bubble inclusions in Blue, cased in clear 21 cm
(2) £50-100
763.
Heinrich Loffelhardt for Schott
Zwiesel, Florida’ range, a trio of graduated
glass vases of varied Tulip form with intense
swathes of bubble inclusions on a Blue
ground, all cased in clear over a clear foot 18.5
(2) and 25 cm. (3) £50-100

768.
Heinrich Loffelhardt for Schott
Zwiesel, a glass vase of lightly textured square
form, one side decorated with a vertical
arrangement of five intaglio roundels over
a cased bubble base, 34 cm, and a similar
example with four roundels, 26 cm, both in
pale silvery green (2) £80-120
769.
Heinrich Loffelhardt for Schott
Zwiesel, a quartet of glass vases of lightly
textured squared form with irregular rims,
one with a Cinnamon inner layer and lower
ripple texturing over a Cinnamon base, fully
cased in clear 29 cm, along with a trio of 5 cm
square cut ice solifleur vases, one in golden
amber 15 cm, and two in green, 12.5 and 21
cm, also cased in clear (4) £50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

775.
A selection of unmarked glass
vases, to include a large green example
of tapered rectangular form with floral
mouldings and drawn cylinder neck 31 cm, a
blue moulded double spouted flask, probably
American, together with various other
examples of textured moulded glass, probably
of European origin (8) £50-100

776.
A small group of European glass
items, to include a boxed set of 12 clear glass
coasters by Leerdam, a quatrefoil vase of
rounded rectangular form, also Leerdam 20.5
cm, an Ingrid Glaschutte tall Olive Green vase/
candleholder 25.5 cm, and a small solid base
candlestick with blade knop in Sage (4)
£50-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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777.
A group of contemporary
controlled bubble paperweights, comprising
seven of doorstop form, tallest 11.5 cm, along
with five others, four in the form of pears,
and one apple, tallest 12.5 cm, in various
colourways, and all unmarked (12)£80-120

784.
Cari Zalloni for WMF, a trio of glass
candleholders with half ball sconces and
spreading foot 21, 15 and 12 cm respectively,
and two further examples with triple hoop
cups, 10 and 15 cm h all in Ruby (5) £80-120
785.
Cari Zalloni for WMF, a trio of glass
candleholders with half ball sconces and
spreading foot 26, 20 and 15.5 cm in blue (3)
£50-100

778.
A group of contemporary animal
paperweights, to include stylised cats,
rabbits, birds and others, mostly unmarked
but containing Caithness, Alum Bay and
Portmerion examples, (18) £80-120
779.
A group of contemporary glass
paperweights, to consist of a pear and two
apples with Wedgwood backstamp, two
Wedgwood ‘Coned ‘ examples unmarked, a
large Pineapple weight in Yellow and Green,
and two small apples, one with applied bronze
leaf and core, all unmarked (8) £50-100

780.
A group of Sklo Union glass items,
to consist of a pair of ‘Hobnail’ vases of
rectangular form, pattern 13142 in amethyst
by Rudolf Jurniki 13 cm, an Amber geometric
relief moulded vase of square form, pattern
842 by Jiri Brabec 18 cm, together with an
unmarked flared sleeve vase of diamond cross
section in Flame, 25.5 cm (4) £80-120
781.
A group of Czech glass items,
comprising a small ‘Candle Wax’ vase by
Frantisek Peceney in Flint 18 cm and a
mould blown vase in green by Pavel Hlava
25 cm together with a bottle vase of square
shouldered sleeve form with everted rim over
a short neck 23 cm, and a flask of squared
rectangular form with short tapered neck and
rolled lip 18 cm, both with similar textured
finish with circular indents (4) £50-100
782.
A group of Sklo Union glass items,
to comprise a quartet of ‘Lens’ vases by
Rudolf Schrotter for Rosice in Golden Amber,
Green, Teal and Arctic Blue (4) £50-100
783.
Possibly Borske Sklo, a large glass
bulbous vase with internal moulded optic
ribbing to the waisted neck, the lower part
with internal optic moulded spots 30 cm h, 23
cm dia in Tangerine £50-100
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786.
Erich Jachmann for WMF, two
large glass wheel vases, moulded with three
concentric circular prunt rings surrounding
a central stylised sunburst motif 30 cm h, in
Flint (chip to rim) and Kingfisher (2)£80-120
787.
Possibly Kurt Wokan for Ingrid
Glashutte, two tall rectangular glass vases
from the ‘Exquisit’ range, in Golden Amber
21.8 cm, and Kingfisher 23.7 cm. Both
monogrammed I.G and numbered 3089/3090
to base (2) £50-100

788.
Possibly Kurt Wokan for Ingrid
Glashutte, a trio of glass vases of flattened
bulbous form from the ‘Exquisit’ range in
Kingfisher 20.5 cm unmarked, Cobalt (marked
to base 3087) 13 cm, and Midnight (marked
3083) 15 cm and monogrammed I.G. (3)
£80-120
789.
Possibly Kurt Wokan for Ingrid
Glashutte, a rectangular glass vase from the
‘Exquisit’ range in Dark Green 12.5 x 14 x 6.8
cm marked to base, with a similar example
with irregular wave sides 21 x 15 x 5.5 cm in
White, unmarked, both cased in clear (2)
£80-120
790.
Ingrid Glashutte ‘Rock Crystal’
range, a trio of textured glass items to include
a cylinder vase of waisted form in Amethyst 23
cm, a circular bowl 16 cm dia in Midnight, and
a cylinder vase in Pale Kingfisher 20 cm, (3)
£50-100
791.
Ingrid Glashutte, two glass vases
of flattened tapered form with vertical relief
moulded beaded trails, pattern 3070, 14 cm
h x 7 w in Flint and Pewter, with a similar
example pattern 3074 in Blue 14 x 11 cm
wide, all marked to base (3) £50-100

792.
A group of Mdina glass vases,
differing styles and patterns, three marked
‘Mdina’ to base with two unmarked (5)
£50-100
793.
A selection of glass items, probably
English, consisting of a variety of unmarked
Dartington style vases and a goblet, in shades
of smoked grey, blue and green (6) £50-100

794.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a group of Textured glass range ‘Bark’ items
to include two pairs of pattern 9733 candle
holders in Pewter and Meadow Green, and
two bowls pattern 9687 20 cm and 9688 12.5
cm, both in Flint (6) £80-120
795.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a trio of Textured glass range ‘Bark’ bowls
pattern 9687, 20 cm, in Meadow Green,
Aubergine and Tangerine (3) £50-100
796.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
two vases from the Textured glass range,
comprising a scarce pattern 9694 squared
‘Nailhead’ purse vase in Flint, 11 cm, and a
pattern 9758 ‘Onion’ vase in Pewter, 19 cm.
(2) £50-100
797.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
group of 1960’s Soda glass items comprising
9596 Barrel, 24 cm in Ruby, a 9601 Drum, 19
cm in Midnight Blue, and two squat bottle
vases 9598, 17.cm, in Amethyst and Midnight
Blue (4) £50-100

798.
A group of Whitefriars glass
weights, to consist of two controlled bubble
paperweights pattern 9308 in Arctic Blue and
Pale Indigo 9cm, ‘Dilly Duck’ in Ruby, Swans
in Golden Amber 18.5 cm, Sea Green and
Twilight 21.5 cm and Ruby 25.5 cm, and a pair
of boxed walking cane factory souvenirs (9)
£80-120
799.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a trio of Textured glass range ‘Bark’ vases,
patterns 9689 15.5 cm, 9690 19 cm and 9691
23.5 cm all in Kingfisher (3) £100-150
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805.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
two Textured glass range ‘Bark’ vases,
patterns 9689 15 cm and 9690 19 cm, both in
Cinnamon (2) £50-100

813.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a Textured glass range ‘Mobile Phone’ vase
pattern 9670 in Cinnamon, 16.5 cm £80-120
814.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a Textured glass range ‘Mobile Phone’ vase
pattern 9670 in Willow, 16.5 cm £80-120
815.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a Textured glass range ‘Mobile Phone’ vase
pattern 9670 in Pewter, 16.5 cm £80-120

800.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a trio of Textured glass range ‘Bark’ vases,
patterns 9689 15 cm, 9690 19 cm in Pewter
and a 9691 23 cm in Willow (3) £100-150

806.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
quartet of Textured glass range ‘Bark’ vases
comprising patterns 9689 15 cm, 9690 19 cm
(2) and 9691 23 cm, all in Flint (4) £100-150

801.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a trio of Textured glass range ‘Bark’ vases,
patterns 9689 15 cm, 9690 19 cm and 9691 23
cm all in Sage (3) £100-150
807.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a Textured glass range ‘Waisted’ slab vase
pattern 9682 in Pewter, 32 cm £120-180

816.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a Textured glass range ‘Mobile Phone’ slab
vase in Willow 27cm. N.B. - Diagramatically
referenced in copies of Geoffrey Baxter’s
personal working notes. Ref -’20th Century
British Glass’ (Hajdamach) p312, and
‘Whitefriars Glass - James Powell & Sons
of London’ (Evans/Ross/Werner) p334, the
design drawing for this piece sits between
the 9668 ‘Nuts ‘n’ Bolts’ and the smaller 9669
‘Bamboo’, but has been crossed through, and
bears no numeric reference. As the design
in this larger size was not developed into
a production run, there is a possibility that
this could be an original trial piece, making it
potentially a very unique item. £200-300

802.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a trio of Textured glass range ‘Bark’ vases
patterns 9689 15.5 cm, 9690 18.5 cm and
9691 23.5 cm all in Willow (3) £100-150
808.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a Textured glass range ‘Waisted’ slab vase
pattern 9682 in Indigo, 31 cm £120-180
809.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Bark’ vase with fluted
base, pattern 9734 in Ruby, 27 cm £80-120
810.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Bark’ vase with fluted
base, pattern 9734 in Pewter, 27 cm £80-120
803.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a trio of Textured glass range ‘Bark’vases,
patterns 9689 15.5 cm, 9690 19.5 cm and
9691 23 cm all in Ruby (3) £100-150

811.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Bark’ vase with fluted
base, pattern 9734 in Kingfisher, 27 cm
£80-120

804.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
two Textured glass range ‘Bark’ vases, patterns
9690 19 .5cm and 9691 23.5 cm both in Lilac
(2) £80-120

812.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Bark’ vase pattern 9691,
in Flint, inverted and converted to a Lamp
Base, with hole drilled at the pontil and flat
ground rim, with fittings - full height 33.5 cm,
along with a pattern 9725 Glacier decanter in
Flint (27.5 cm inc stopper) (2) £80-120

817.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Totem Pole’ vase pattern
9671 in Cinnamon 26 cm £80-120
818.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Totem Pole’ vase pattern
9671 in Indigo 26.5 cm £80-120
819.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Totem Pole’ vase pattern
9671 in Pewter 26.5 cm £80-120
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829.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Pyramid’ vase pattern
9674 in Pewter, 17.5 cm £80-120

820.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Banjo’ vase pattern 9681
in Pewter, 30 cm £400-600

824.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a Textured glass range small ‘Drunken
Bricklayer’ vase pattern 9673 in Indigo, 21 cm
£150-200
830.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Cello’ vase pattern 9675
in Cinnamon, 17.5 cm £120-180
831.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Cello’ vase pattern 9675
in Willow, 17.5 cm £120-180

821.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range large ‘Drunken Bricklayer’
vase pattern 9672 in Cinnamon, (in original
box) 32 cm £300-500

825.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a Textured glass range small ‘Drunken
Bricklayer’ vase pattern 9673 in Pewter, 21 cm
£150-200

832.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Cello’ vase pattern 9675
in Kingfisher 17.5 cm £120-180
833.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a Textured glass range ‘Bamboo’ slab vase
pattern 9669 in Cinnamon, 20 cm £80-120
822.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range large ‘Drunken Bricklayer’
vase pattern 9672 in Pewter, 32 cm £300-500

834.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a Textured glass range ‘Bamboo’ slab vase
pattern 9669 in Kingfisher, 20 cm £80-120
826.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range large ‘Haemorrhoid’ vase
pattern 9829 in Flint, 32 cm £180-250
827.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Pyramid’ vase pattern
9674 in Kingfisher, 17 cm £80-120

835.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a Textured glass range ‘Bamboo’ slab vase
pattern 9669 in Pewter, 20 cm £80-120
823.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range large ‘Drunken Bricklayer’
vase pattern 9672 in Indigo, 32 cm £300-500

836.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a Textured glass range ‘Bamboo’ Slab vase
pattern 9669 in Willow, 20 cm £80-120
828.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Pyramid’ vase pattern
9674 in Flint, 17 .5 cm £80-120
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837.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Sunburst’ vase pattern
9676 in Pewter, 15 cm £80-120
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845.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Cucumber’ vase pattern
9679 in Willow, 29 cm £50-100

853.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, five
Textured glass range square ‘Nailhead’ purse
vases pattern 9685, 11.5 cm, in Aubergine,
Kingfisher, Meadow Green, Pewter and
Tangerine (5) £100-150
838.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Sunburst’ vase pattern
9676 in Cinnamon, 15 cm £80-120
839.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Sunburst’ vase pattern
9676 in Willow, 15 cm £80-120

854.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a trio of Textured glass range ‘Coffin’ vases
pattern 9686, 13 cm, in Tangerine, Willow and
Meadow Green (3) £100-150
846.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
trio of square ‘Nailhead’ glass cylinder vases
pattern 9683, 17 cm, in Aubergine, Flint and
Pewter (3) £80-120
847.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
trio of square ‘Nailhead’ glass cylinder vases
pattern 9683, 17 cm, in Cinnamon, Indigo and
Willow (3) £80-120
848.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a quartet of square ‘Nailhead’ glass cylinder
vases pattern 9683, 17 cm, in Kingfisher, Sage,
Tangerine and Emerald Green s/d (2) £80-120

840.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Sunburst’ vase pattern
9676 in Kingfisher, 15 cm £80-120
841.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘TV’ (Concentric) vase
pattern 9677 in Cinnamon, 16.5 cm
£80-120

849.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Shoulder’ vase pattern
9678 in Cinnamon, 22.5 cm £80-120
850.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Shoulder’ vase pattern
9678 in Tangerine, 24 cm £80-120

851.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a trio of Textured glass range ‘Bow Fronted’
Nailhead purse vases pattern 9684, 11 x 11
cm, in Aubergine, Flint and Tangerine (3)
£100-150

855.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a trio of Textured glass range ‘Coffin’ vases
pattern 9686, 13 cm, in Aubergine, Cinnamon
and Kingfisher (3) £100-150
856.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a trio of Textured glass range ‘Coffin’ vases
pattern 9686, 13 cm, in Ruby, Indigo and Sage
(3) £100-150
857.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a trio of Textured glass range ‘Coffin’ vases
pattern 9686, 13 cm, in Cinnamon, Lilac and
Pewter (3) £100-150

858.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
trio of Textured FLC glass range ‘Coffin’ vases
pattern 9686, 13 cm, in FLC Aqua, Flint and
Gold (3) £120-180

842.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘TV’ (Concentric) vase
pattern 9677 in Kingfisher, 17 cm £80-120
843.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Cucumber’ vase pattern
9679 in Cinnamon, 29.5 cm £50-100
844.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Cucumber’ vase pattern
9679 in Pewter, 29.5 cm £50-100

852.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
a trio of Textured glass range ‘Bow Fronted’
Nailhead purse vases pattern 9684, 11 x 11
cm, in Kingfisher, Meadow Green and Pewter
(3) £100-150

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

859.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Hooped’ vase pattern
9680 in Indigo, 30 cm £150-200

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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868.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Basket Weave’ slab vase
pattern 9667 in Kingfisher, 27 cm £80-120
869.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Basket Weave’ slab vase
pattern 9667 in Indigo, 27 cm £80-120

860.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Hooped’ vase pattern
9680 in Willow, 29 cm £150-200

878.
William Wilson/Harry Dyer for
Whitefriars, two later glass vases from the
Knobbly range pattern 9844, in Cased Ruby
17.5 cm and FLC Sky Blue 18.5 cm (2) £50-100
879.
Whitefriars FLC range 1978-1980,
a trio of glass items comprising a ‘Bark’ vase
pattern 9690, 19 cm, a later ‘Specimen’ vase
pattern 9861, 18 cm, and a footed vase with
internal vertical optic ribbing to a Pot Belly
style upper, pattern 9862, 17 cm, all in FLC
Gold (3) £50-100

870.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, six
Textured glass range ‘Nailhead’ cylinder finger
vases pattern 9729, 14.5 cm, in Flint, Indigo,
Kingfisher (2) Ruby and Tangerine (6) £80-120
871.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars,
four Textured glass range vases conprising
three cylinder finger vases pattern 9729, 14.5
cm, in Aubergine, Meadow Green and Pewter,
and a medium ‘Bark’ vase pattern 9690, 19 cm
in Kingfisher (4) £50-100

880.
Whitefriars FLC range 1978-1980, a
quartet of later lobed glass vases comprising a
pair of pattern 9858 in FLC Aqua and Sky Blue
23 cm, and a pair of pattern 9859 in FLC Aqua
and Gold 17 cm (4) £100-150

872.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Shouldered Bottle’ vase
pattern 9730 in Tangerine, 20 cm £50-100
861.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Hooped’ vase pattern
9680 in Cinnamon, 29 cm £150-200
862.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Volcano vase pattern
9717 in Kingfisher, 19 cm £50-100

881.
Whitefriars FLC range 1978-1980, a
quartet of later ribbed glass vases with pulled
finger rims comprising two pattern 9872 in
FLC Gold and Ruby, 23 cm, and two pattern
9875 21 cm in FLC Gold and Sky Blue (4)
£100-150

863.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Volcano’ vase pattern
9717 in Pewter, 19 cm £50-100

873.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Shouldered Bottle’ vase
pattern 9730 in Kingfisher, 20 cm £50-100

864.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Volcano’ Vase pattern
9717 in Tangerine, 19 cm £50-100

874.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Shouldered Bottle’ vase
pattern 9730 in Aubergine, 20 cm £50-100

882.
Whitefriars FLC range 1978-1980,
two Indented glass vases of flattened bottle
form pattern 9864, 18.5 cm - 21 cm, in FLC
Flint and Sky Blue (3) £50-100

865.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Volcano’ vase pattern
9717 in Aubergine, 19 cm £50-100

875.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Shouldered Bottle’ vase
pattern 9730 in Meadow Green, 20 cm
£50-100

883.
Whitefriars FLC range 1978-1980,
a trio of indented glass vases of compressed
bottle form pattern 9865, 14 cm -15.5 cm, in
FLC Aqua, Gold and Sky Blue (3) £80-120

876.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Shouldered Bottle’ vase
pattern 9730 in Pewter 20 cm £50-100

884.
Whitefriars FLC range 1978-1980, a
quartet of indented glass vases of shouldered
bottle form pattern 9863 in FLC Aqua, Gold (2)
and Sky Blue 17 cm - 18.5 cm high (4)
£80-120

866.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Volcano’ vase pattern
9717 in Meadow Green, 19 cm £50-100

885.
Marriot Powell for James Powell &
Sons, a near pair of glass Tumbler Vases from
the 1930’s Cloudy range in green, each with
tonal variances, both 15 cm (2) £80-120

867.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
Textured glass range ‘Nuts ‘n’ Bolts’ slab vase
pattern 9668 in Cinnamon, 27 cm £150-200
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877.
Whitefriars FLC range, four glass
items comprising a pattern 9870 Bell,14 cm, in
FLC Aqua, and a trio of ‘Ring Trees’ 9.5 cm in
FLC Aqua, Flint and Arctic Blue (4) £80-120

886.
Marriott Powell for James Powell
& Sons, a large glass Tumbler vase from
the 1930’s Streaky range, with blue and red
trails and random bubble decoration over an
Amethyst ground 26 cm. Ref :- ‘Whitefriars
Glass - The Art of James Powell & Son’
(Jackson) p117, plate 89, for similar visual
representation. £80-120
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893.
James Powell & Sons (Whitefriars)
Ltd, a vertically optic fluted glass Trumpet vase
with applied foot, all in Golden Amber, pattern
W33 from the 1930’s Wealdstone range, 19
cm, which was made exclusively for retail by
Wuidart & Co. Pictorial ref: ‘Whitefriars Glass
- The Art of James Powell & Sons’ (Jackson)
P124 Plate 111, 2nd from left. £50-100

887.
Attributed to Marriott Powell for
James Powell & Sons, a flared glass Tumbler
vase from the 1930’s Streaky range with
jagged pale opaque streaks cased over an
Orange ground 18.5 cm £80-100

894.
Attributed to Marriott Powell for
James Powell & Sons, a streaky range glass
Tumbler vase with Ruby and Orange streaked
trails on a cranberry ground with fine random
bubbles c1935 23 cm. Ref:-’Whitefriars
Glass - The Art of James Powell & Sons’
(Jackson) P117, plate 89 for similar visual
representation. £50-100

888.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, an
early 1970’s Streaky range glass cylinder vase
with Amber and Blue swirled streaking all
cased in clear 18 cm. £50-100
889.
James Powell & Sons (Whitefriars)
Ltd, a Cloudy/Streaky range ovoid glass vase
of barrel form, pattern 9608, with mottling
and streaks of blue and green 17.5 cm
c1930’s. Ref:- ‘Whitefriars Glass - The Art of
James Powell & Sons’ (Jackson) P119 Plate 97
- centre. N.B. This example has what appears
to be an internal vertical firing crack approx 5
cm long, but still rings true. £50-100
890.
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a
glass cylinder vase with white enamel trails
on a dark blue ground, cased in clear, 22 cm.
From an early 1960’s range which was quickly
withdrawn due to technical issues, items from
this range are fairly scarce.. Ref:- ‘Whitefriars
Glass - The art of James Powell and Sons’
(Jackson) P87 for a photo of Geoffrey Baxter
with part of the range. £80-120

895.
James Powell & Sons (Whitefriars)
Ltd, a group of glass vases to include a large
internally optic ribbed Tumbler vase 31 cm,
a controlled bubble vase in Golden Amber,
pattern 9436, and one other similar, probably
all by William Wilson, and a later Marriott
Powell Wave ribbed Tumbler vase in Ruby,
pattern 8473 30 cm (4) £80-120
896.
Attributed to Whitefriars, a trio of
very large moulded onion shaped floor vases,
in Amethyst 35 cm, Midnight Blue and Amber
both 37 cm. Concave base with a hot polished
flat rim. Featured in ‘Whitefriars Glass - The
Art of James Powell and Sons’ (Jackson) p136,
plate 149, as an experimental pattern 9595.
However, this entry is considered by some to
be possibly erroneous. Research has revealed
that these vases were probably imported from
Sweden and retailed by a large leading London
retail store in the Chancery Lane area. (3)
£50-100

898.
A collection of souvenir and crested
china hatpin holders, including two Welsh
ladies one titled ‘Jenny Jones’, Dorchester
crest, Cheddar crest, and various others
£50-100
899.
A collection of Noritake and other
Japanese porcelain dressing table sets,
including bowls, candlesticks, trays, hatpin
holders, together with continental examples
with transfer-printed floral design, etc
£50-100
900.
A Noritake dressing table set with
painted landscape design, another similar
with floral decoration, others with gilded
banding. Together with an Art Deco German/
Polish china dressing table tray, all with
candlesticks, hatpin holders, circular boxes
and covers etc £50-100

901.
A collection of 20 floral decorated
hatpin holders, including a hexagonal Thomas
Till & Sons floral example, a Limoges example
with waisted body and tray, and others
£50-100
902.
A collection of floral decorated
early 20th Century hatpin holders, including
examples by Crown Devon Fieldings, Limoges
with violet flowers, various German porcelain
hatpin holders et £50-100
903.
A collection Noritake porcelain
hatpin holders, including footed bowls,
matchbox holders, chambersticks etc, all
decorated with flowers and landscapes,
heightened with gilt, printed factory mark to
underside £50-100

THE MARGARET ROGERSON COLLECTION
OF HATPINS & HATPIN HOLDERS

891.
Probably Barnaby Powell/ James
Hogan for James Powell & Sons, a 1930’s
glass bowl of conical form with single spiralled
tadpole trail and random applied circular
prunts all in golden amber, over a Sea Green
ground with applied foot 17.5 cm £100-150
892.
Probably Barnaby Powell for James
Powell & Sons, a 1930’s Cloudy/Streaky
range glass vase of flared tumbler form with
spiralled blue trailing over an opaque Green
ground 18.5 cm. £50-100

From the collection of Margaret Rogerson,
who devoted many years to building and
researching her hatpin and hatpin holder
collection. She was a prominent member
of the Hatpin Society of Great Britain and
well respected for her time as editor of the
Society newsletter, and fondly remembered
for her humour and inquiring mind.
897.
A collection of late Victorian and
early 20th Century crested china hatpin
holders, some in form of shells and tree
stumps, all with various crests, including a
1924 Wembley Exhibition example, and a
Sailors Beware Wansford crest £50-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

904.
A large collection of Victorian and
Edwardian pottery and porcelain hatpin
holders, including Art Deco examples,
Crown Devon Fieldings lustre example with
salamander decoration heightened in gilt, a
pair of Deco blue ground and painted fruit
examples and various others £80-100
905.
A Wemyss ware pottery hatpin
holder with floral decoration, marked and
signed to underside with hairline crack.
Together with a pair of continental cherub
hatpin holders, a swan example, a continental
novelty example modelled as a treestump and
bear, and three others £50-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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912.
Four early 20th Century Scottish
style hatpin holders each with mauve
coloured faceted glass decoration, three
surmounted on stylised thistles, the other on
stag’s head, three silver plated, one brass (one
af) £50-100

906.
A quantity of early 20th Century
terracotta Torquay/Devon ware hatpin
holders, including examples by C.H. Branham,
Lemon and Crute, Torquay Ware, Rogerson
and Allervale (23) £100-150
907.
Three early 20th Century porcelain
and pottery dressing table sets, all including
hatpin holders made by Noritake, Winterton
Staffordshire, and a continental example
£50-100

913.
Two silver hatpin stands, one with
mauve cushion silver rim, Birmingham 1909
with sponsor’s mark ‘H.V.P&Co’, the other
with silver base and heart shaped pinholder,
Chester 1923. Together with a brass hatpin
holder with floral swag design and a chrome
example with bicycle wheel pin holder
£50-100
914.
Two George V silver Scottish hatpin
holders with faceted mauve glass thistles,
a miniature Edward VII silver pin holder
with cloverleaf design; and a Saunders and
Shepherd novelty pin and ring stand modelled
as a wishbone, Chester 1909 £100-150

908.
A collection of 14 Noritake hatpin
holders, all tapering form, decorated with
flowers, landscapes and figures, heightened in
gilt £50-100

920.
A collection of silver hatpins,
including one with terminal modelled as a
curlew, Birmingham 1912; six as golf clubs,
two with balls; two fusilier examples and two
others; three silver and enamel, all marked
sterling (15) £150-250

909.
A George V silver hatpin holder,
circular base with grille top. Together with an
ebony and silver mounted hatpin sleeve and a
silver plated and glass pin box £50-100
915.
A Edward VII silver novelty hatpin
holder, silver and blue oval base supporting
a single stem surmounted with an owl with
glass eyes with bow pin holders, Birmingham
1907, makers mark ‘AJS’ £120-180

910.
A George V silver hatpin holder,
heart-shaped base with egg and dart
decorated rim, supporting single stem and
four loops. Together with Edward VII silver
example with eight pointed star holder,
Birmingham 1906; one with petal design,
Birmingham 1905; and a silver plated example
£120-180
916.
An Edward VII silver novelty hatpin
holder, circular mauve base, silver rim, single
stem surmounted by parrot with amber
glass eyes (one missing), scroll pinholders,
Birmingham 1909, maker’s mark ‘A&L Ltd’
£100-150

911.
A silver plated hatpin holder in the
form of a stirrup, together with a cut glass
and white metal rimmed example; a 1930s
silver plated tapered hatpin holder; three
Charles Horner silver bangles, one with engine
turned design and buckle clasp, Chester
1941; one child’s bangle, Chester 1918; one
floral decoration, Chester 1939; and a Charles
Horner napkin ring £100-150
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919.
A 19th Century ivory and steel
hatpin, the terminal carved with clenched
fist over ball. Together with a 19th Century
vegetable ivory example, and another
modelled as the head of an Egyptian pharaoh
(3) £100-150

917.
A collection of miscellaneous
hatpin holders, some in original packaging by
Morris & Yeoman’s, Abelmorrall’s, and others
£50-100
918.
A sterling silver and enamel hatpin
button and brooch set with engine turned
design in original card case, together with a
pair of mother-of-pearl and paste hatpins on
white metal mounts, steel pins in original case
£50-100

921.
A pair of Charles Horner silver
hatpins with scroll design, bearing Chester
hallmarks. Together with another pair and a
Charles Horner frosted glass bead example (5)
£70-100

922.
Ten Charles Horner and other
makers silver hatpins all in Art Nouveau style
with scroll and sphere design, most bearing
marks for Chester and ‘CH’ £150-250
923.
A collection of miscellaneous
hatpins, including continental examples, a
Victorian silver button with monogram, a
banded agate, glass etc £50-100
924.
An Indian neillowork white metal
spherical hatpin, decorated with birds and
fauna. Together with a Chinese white metal
floral hairpiece surmounted by a toad bearing
Chinese character marks to underside; an
enamel sphere decorated with white cranes;
a pair of ceramic spheres with holly and
mistletoe; two horn hairpieces; a gilt metal
example and two others £100-150
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934.
Three Edward VII Art Nouveau 9ct
gold hatpins by Charles Horner, the terminals
of coiled designs, Chester 1909, steel pins (3)
£100-200

925.
A collection of nine early 20th
Century silver and enamel hatpins, all bearing
decoration of Indian and East Asian swastika,
four circular ‘Norene’/pomander examples
in blue and green enamel, two others in blue
and green enamel, two plain examples (one by
Charles Horner), one inset in a wreath, those
with hallmarks dating to pre WWI £150-250

929.
Six silver and enamel decorated
hatpins, including with four Art Nouveau style,
one decorated as a dragonfly (af); and three
floral examples, two of roundel decoration
with blue, green, white and turquoise (9)
£250-300

926.
A collection of 14 early 20th
Century ‘Norene’/pomander hatpins,
including seven pairs, some inset with paste
stones, embossed with stags, art nouveau
figures and hunting scenes etc £100-150
930.
Three 9ct gold Art Nouveau hatpins
by Murrle Bennett & Co, together with two
similar, one modelled as an serpent with ruby
eyes (one missing) and turquoise bead, marks
rubbed; a stylised knot centred with turquoise
bead marked 9ct, ‘CV&Co’; a 9ct gold Lincoln
Imp example; and various other gilt metal
examples £400-600
931.
A collection of 12 silver Art
Nouveau hatpins, all on floral designs, some
by Saunders & Shepherd £150-250
927.
A collection of eight pairs of silver
and white metal hatpins comprising a pair
depicting a profile of a woman within a
starred border under the motto ‘E.PLURIBUS.
UNUM’, dated 1909, Chester hallmarks; a pair
of white metal fruit examples marked ‘800’;
a pair of white metal ‘Norene’/pomander
roundels with dragonfly decoration; three
pairs of Art Nouveau examples; two pairs with
sphere terminals £200-300

928.
A collection of 12 silver and silver
plated Scottish themed hatpins, all decorated
with thistle design, some set with mauve
coloured glass terminals, some with citrine
paste terminals, some by Charles Horner
£200-300

935.
A 20th Century button and brooch
set, the pins and buttons of white and green
mother of pearl, the buckle of green engine
turned enamel, rimmed with copper, together
with a pair of roundel designed enamel hat
pins painted with roses, rimmed with white
metal, steel pins, in original box £60-80

936.
An Edward VII silver novelty hatpin
holder, circular grey base, silver rim, single
stem surmounted by silver and mother of
pearl butterfly, Birmingham 1909, maker’s
mark ‘M B’;and a silver George V holder
surmounted by a baby, Birmingham 1926,
Sanders & Mackenzie; together with a silver
plate example (3) £100-150
937.
A collection of early 20th century
steel ‘Norene’/pomander safety hat pins,
including three pairs, embossed with Art
Nouveau figures, stags and hunting scenes, on
original cards, together with another opening
to reveal a miniature mirror and powder puff
£60-80
938.
A collection of silver hatpins,
including two with terminals modelled as
teddy bears, Birmingham 1909 Adie & Lovekin
Ltd, a top hat, clover leaf and an Art Nouveau
design, together with an American steel
kitchen cooker, and sterling silver rose, sword,
roller-skate and others (12) £60-80

932.
A collection of silver and enamel
buckles, comprising two rectangular examples
in turquoise decoration, a floral oval example
bearing French silver marks, a silver paste
example, and two others. Together with three
small items of silver jewellery, a bar brooch
set with Hindu swastika, a Charles Horner
silver star necklace, and a small Charles
Horner brooch £150-250

933.
Three George V silver hatpin
holders, comprising a novelty stand modelled
as a tipi by Wilson & Gill, one as a lyre, one as
a stick stand, one marked Birmingham 1916.
Together with a silver plate example bearing
the crest of Swindon (4) £150-200

939.
Three silver topped novelty
hatpins, two modelled as teddy bears, dated
Birmingham 1909, and another of a roller
skate (3) £80-120

940.
A collection of silver and white
metal hatpins, including a Welsh lady’s hat,
an advertising example of a range, one with
profile of Napoleon, a rapier and others
£100-120

END OF AUCTION
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(maximum £10000), debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful
telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post. We will where ever possible include on the invoice a charge for
packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance
cover on shipments is not provided within this charge. We also reserve the right to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer
regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and personally collect
or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following
the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within
this time period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.
Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true
owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any
third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as
amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. If, after you have
placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither
we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any
inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot
(for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of
each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the
Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of
any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot.
Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling
price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability for
opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for
the condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot
in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We
will give indications of provenance where stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that
interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to
our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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80 GREENHAM BUSINESS PARK, NEWBURY, RG19 6HW
TELEPHONE: 01635 580 595
mail@specialauctionservices.com
AC021018
NAME: _____________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________ POSTCODE: ________________________
TELEPHONE: ___________________________________ EMAIL: ____________________________
IDENTIFICATION PROVIDED: ____________________ METHOD OF PAYMENT _____________
PREFERRED METHOD OF COLLECTION /DESPATCH OF PURCHASES ____________________
AREA OF INTEREST: ____________________________ CATALOGUE SUBSCRIPTION YES/NO
To Specialist Auctions Ltd trading as Special Auction Services.
Please execute the following bid(s) on my behalf as cheaply as possible given the competition of other bid(s) and/or any reserve. The
prices shown in Pounds Sterling are the Hammer Price to which will be added the Buyer’s premium of 17.5% plus Value Added Tax
together with any Value Added Tax that may be payable on the Hammer Price.

I have read and agree to abide by Special Auction Services Full Terms and Conditions.
I agree to my details being held on a data base to enable me to receive correspondence regarding future
auctions.
I also agree to Special Auction Services only forwarding my data to Couriers should I confirm that shipping of
my purchases is required.
SIGNED: __________________________________________ DATE: ___________________________
Lot Number

Description

Max Bid (£)

Buyers Premium 17.5% plus Valued Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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